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INVEST IN BAVARIA
The State of Bavaria's business promotion
agency
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„ BAVARIA - Your Business. Your
Future." Experience Bavaria from a
fascinating perspective.
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bavaria

The State of Bavaria's business promotion agency, Invest in
Bavaria, is in charge of attracting direct investment. Since
1999, Invest in Bavaria has supported companies from
Germany and abroad in setting up or expanding operations in

Publications

Bavaria.

Invest in Bavaria produces individualised information, helps to
find the right location in Bavaria and facilitates contact with
local authorities, associations and important networks for
implementing projects. Invest in Bavaria's services are free of
charge. All queries will, of course, be handled confidentially.

The State of Bavaria's business promotion agency is a reliable
and competent partner throughout all of the phases in an
investment project.
Planning and preparing

The better the information about potential locations is, the
more certainty and efficiency there is for making an
investment decision. Invest in Bavaria provides companies

Invest in Bavaria information
leaflet
This leaflet informs about Invest in
Bavaria, the inward investment and
business promotion agency of the
Free State of Bavaria.
Stand: Januar 2014
PDF (541 KB)

interested in Bavaria as a business location with comparative,
reliable information on the market and business environment,
on industry and technology networks, and on funding and
financing instruments.

Selecting a business location

The location criteria specific to a project are developed
mutually according to the investor's wishes and needs.
According to that profile of requirements, Invest in Bavaria will
create specific location suggestions, identify appropriate
commercial properties and spaces, and organise on-site
inspections.
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Making things happen
Once the decision has been made for a business location,
Invest in Bavaria makes sure that the companies are supported
by the right local partners. Invest in Bavaria researches funding
possibilities, facilitates contact to appropriate funding
institutions and, upon request, to potential financing partners.
Invest in Bavaria also handles questions involving taxes, laws
and administration for uncomplicated and seamless
coordination with the authorities relevant to the project, the
regional business development agencies and specialised
service providers.

Developing the business location
Invest in Bavaria continues to be available to companies
interested in its services even after establishing operations in
Bavaria. Invest in Bavaria's broad spectrum of services ranges
from information on Bavarian business promotion, like the
trade fair participation programme, and information on useful
company databases and sector networks to providing contact
to foreign communities. Invest in Bavaria is also at their side
for expansion projects with advice, action and good contacts.
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Roadshow
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Eligibility

Partners

About Us

Contact Us

Powering the Smart Factory & Smart City Bavarian USA
Roadshow
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The Bavarian US. Offices for Economic Development is going out on the "ROAD" with
our Powering the Smart Factory and the Smart City Roadshow This is an
opportunity for innovators, founders, global players, investors, city and state
representatives and other private and public sector leaders, who are building and
running smart cities and smart factories, to learn how their passion is addressed in
Bavaria. Bavaria is Germany's premier hub for mobility, Europe's top-tech hub and a
global forerunner in smart factories. Our roster includes, so far, 3 cities in America's
industrial heartland: Pittsburgh, Columbus and Detroit, and we look forward to
meeting YOU there.

Join us for engaging talks by executives from German companies and from our partner
cities in the areas of Smart Factory and Smart City as well as speed pitches by local
startups and growth companies. During the post event reception, local startups and
growth companies will have the chance to network the Bavarian way, at the Bavarian
"Beer-Bench" Speed Networking. Sit down with Bavarian global players and German
Mittelstand companies at a typical Oktoberfest style table. In a fun setting you will get
insights into the smart city and smart factory landscapes in Germany while getting to
know German companies looking to collaborate with innovators like you!

PROGRAM (https://BAVARIA.ORG/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/2O18/08/ROADSHOW-PRO

CLICK HERE TO GET INVOLVED (HTTPS://D0CS.G00GLE.C0M/F0RMS/D/E/1 FAIPQLSC21
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Roadshow Cities (to date)

Pittsburgh, PA
Sill

More information coming soon!

I
Columbus, OH

*

More information coming soon!

Detroit, Ml
More information coming soon!

Eligibility

To be selected as one of our presenting companies you must:
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ative, high-growth tech driver in smart city or smart factory

(https:/bavaria.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Business-path-Lg-bw-

croppad2 png) Have a growing roster of US customers and a clear product/service
roadmap

■<

(http5:/bavaria.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/rocket.png) Have the

passion to bring your greatness to Europe!

About Us
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Bavarian U.S. Offices for Economic Development is the U.5. representative office for
Invest in Bavaria, a division of the German State of Bavaria's Ministry for Economic
Affairs, Regional Development and Energy. Bavaria, with capital city Munich, is home
to global players such as BMW, Siemens, Wacker Chemie, Allianz and Adidas along
with more than 1200 U.S. companies—IBM, Microsoft and Google to name a few.
Bavaria, Europe's top tech hub, has a strong record as a successful base for leading
international companies to drive business and innovation.

The Bavarian U.S. Offices offers cost free assistance to U.S. companies and investors
to help them to find the optimum location for their European business and to identify
investment opportunities in Germany's most innovative state, Bavaria. The
organization also assists Bavarian companies considering international expansion into
the U.S.. The Bavarian U.S. Offices for Economic Development, LLC with cross cultural
teams in New York, Boston, San Francisco and New Haven, is one of Invest in
Bavaria's 26 representative offices globally.

PROGRAM (https://BAVARIA.ORG/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/2O18/08/ROADSHOW-PRO

CLICK HERE TO GET INVOLVED (HTTPS://D0CS.G00GLE.C0M/F0RMS/D/E/1 FAIPQLSC2I
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FOR QUESTIONS
Email: invest@bavana.org
(mailto:invest@bavana.org)
Phone: 212-317-0588
Follow Us
(https:/www.facebook.com/lnvest.in.Bavaria.US.Off ices/)

a

(https:/'www.linkedin.com/company/801642/)

®i (https:/1 twitter.com/lnvestBauariaUS)

We are here for you locally, worldwide.
Are you looking to expand your company to Europe? We provide you with all the
important information, valuable contacts and customized support for your expansion
project. Our cross cultural teams in the U.S. and Bavaria, Germany look forward to
helping you. Our services are always cost free and confidential.
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Center, 149 5tn Ave, 9th FI., New York, NY 10010
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(https:/bavaria.qrg)

195 Church Street, FI 7, New Haven, CT 06510
1 Broadway, CIC, FI 14, Cambridge, MA 02142

+ 1 212-B17-0588 (tel://1 -212-317-0588)

James E. Mister
101 Montgomery, Suite 1900 San Francisco, CA 94104, USA

+ 1 415-362-1001 (tel://1 -415-362-1001)

Stay informed.
Sign up for our Newsletter
Submit

Your email address

Careers (/about-us/#vacancies)
Privacy Policy (https:/bavaria.org/privacy-policy/)
Legal Notice (https:/bavaria.org/legal-notice/)
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State of Bavaria
us office

Accelerators in Bavaria: the
fast lane to success
A successful startup needs a good idea. But
even the best idea cannot take off without
contacts, business and marketing...

Read more (https:/www.invest-in-bavaria.com/en/blog/

Events
https://bavaria.org
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(/events)
Latest events Invest in Bavaria hosts where you can meet the team

MORE (/EVENTS)

Latest Updates and News

(/news)
News and updates for your expanding business

https://bavaria.org
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MORE (/NEWS)
(https://bavaria.org)
State of Bavaria
us office

Contact us

(/contact-us)

GET IN TOUCH (/CONTACT-US)

Business Excellence + Qua V
of Life
https://bavaria.org
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State of Bavaria
us office

tier business location aE ; well as one of
places to live in.
nd out why below.

Why it's great to live and to do ...

https://bavaria.org
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How we can help
We offer various kinds of assistance to investors

https://bavaria.org
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Planning and Preparation

Location search and location selection

Implementation

https://bavaria.org
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Growing in Bavaria

Request Assistance

Why Bavaria
What companies say about their chosen location

https://bavaria.org
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, as the world's leading
State of Bavaria
us office

lufacturer and provider in the LED

lighting technology sector, the location in
Lower Bavaria offers outstanding conditions
for tapping and supplying the entire
European market. From our European
headquarters in Niederwinkling, we can
supply customers throughout Europe with
premium, energy-efficient Grote Industries
products quickly and reliably. And the sector
environment fits our goals perfectly, too. We
have successfully added large numbers of
customers from the commercial vehicles,
construction machinery and agricultural
machinery sectors to our portfolio since 1st
February 2009, and were able to establish
production at the Niederwinkling site
extremely quickly."
Klaus Vetterl, Managing Director of Grote
Industries Europe.

https://bavaria.org
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Main region is one of
State of Bavaria
us office

ope's most attractive industrial

locations. There are certainly not many
other places in the world from which you
can reach so much expertise within just two
or three hours' travel. There are 22
universities within 120 kilometres. Our
company has invested hundreds of millions
of euros in the CIBA VISION site in
GroBwallstadt over the last few decades.
Both new technologies and research &amp;
development are consistently expanded
here. The excellent transport links are a key
success factor for the innovative and
efficient CIBA VISION logistics centre. Up to
40,000 orders are sent from here to
customers all over Europe every day."
Dietrich Fechner, CEO of CIBA VISION GmbH

https://bavaria.org
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nber of top IT companies make it a key

growth market for Huawei. Bavaria and the
Nuremberg region here are particularly
important for our research and development
work. The Nuremberg area really stands out
as a cluster region in the sector, making it
one of Europe's leading regions in the IT
sector. Thanks to the many universities and
research institutions, it is home to large
numbers of highly-qualified and motivated
workers and an excellent infrastructure for
the science sector. Together with our
partners, we are constantly expanding our
research and development activities here."
Olaf Reus, Director Public Affairs &
Communications, Huawei Technology

https://bavaria.org
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State of Bavaria
us office

UC

rlin might be nice to start with in

Germany, However, if you wish to do serious
business you have to set up in Munich"
Dr. Wieland Holfeder, Engineering Director & Site
Lead, Google Germany GmbH

We are here for you locally,
worldwide.
Are you looking to expand your company to Europe? We
provide you with all the important information, valuable
contacts and customized support for your expansion project.
Our cross cultural teams in the U.5. and Bavaria, Germany
look forward to helping you. Our services are always cost
free and confidential.

https://bavaria.org
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Jan Damsman
c/o SOSA - Global Cyber Center, 149 5th Ave. 9th FI., New York, NY

10010
195 Church Street, FI 7, New Flaven, CT 06510
1 Broadway, CIC, FI 14, Cambridge, MA02142

+ 1 212-317-0588 (tel:/1 -212-317-0588)

James E. Mister
101 Montgomery, Suite 1900 San Francisco, CA 94104, USA

+ 1 415-362-1001 (tel:/1 -415-362-1001)

https://bavaria.org
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Stay informed.
Sign up for our Newsletter
Submit

Your email address

Careers (/about-us/#vacancies)
Privacy Policy (https:/bavaria.org/privacy-policy/)
Legal Notice (httpsi/bavaria.org/legal-notice/)
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Marketing Items
August 2019 - Janauary 2020
No

Event

Quantity

Date

ITC Flyer (Insurtech Connect Las Vegas 2019)

200

9/23/2019

Insuretech Flyer (Insuretech Week New York)

150

11/18/2019

NEVS (New England Venture Summit 2019)

200

12/3/2019
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INVEST IN BAVARIA:
PROVIDING COST-FREE ASSISTANCE
FOR YOUR EUROPEAN EXPANSION!
3'*'a ris.on*
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,!c development for the State of Bavaria, Germany. Details
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INSURTECH
HUB MUNICH

InsurTech Hub Munich (ITHM), Europe's
#1 entrepreneurial insurance platform,
challenges the status quo of the insurance
industry. By working with startups,
corporates, top universities, investors and
public entities, ITHM revolutionizes the
future of insurance in Europe.

INSURTECH
HUB MUNICH

Select partners include:
ADAC

gg. GENERALI

Allianz®

huk-coburg

(prog)

&LV1871

% dieBayerische

III

Munich RE

Jl munchener verein

MARKEL

NTT paTa

<^Roche)

(g) •£>—- PLUGANDPLAY
pwc

W&W

I

SICHER
KAMMER
BAYERN

WWK

brandpool
Eine starke Gemeinschaft
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EUROPE'S INSURTECH EPICENTER
Wh

re

ra nee Meets Tech

/
Bavaria - Europe’s Insurance Capital
✓

40% of German insurance companies have their HQ in

I

Bavaria - Europe’s Top Tech Hub
V

Bavaria, including global giants like:
Allianz: world’s leading insurer

Europe’s top tech hub (European Commission)
^

Munich Re: world’s leading reinsurer
✓

More than 100,000 employees in insurance

✓

Munich is Germany’s designated InsurTech Hub

INSURTECH
HUB MUNICH

InsurTech

PLUGandPLAY
INSURTECH

Some 20,000 tech companies are located in Bavaria
Bavarian Government will invests around €6 billion to
foster digitalization projects in Bavaria

V

US tech giants like Google, Microsoft, IBM, Cisco
have chosen Bavaria as their German location

InsurTech Hub Munich (ITHM), Europe’s #1 entrepreneurial insurance platform, challenges the status
quo of the insurance industry. By working with startups, corporates, top universities, investors and
public entities, ITHM revolutionizes the
.------- .
H HUK-COBURG Munich RE ==
<Roche>
future of insurance in Europe. With two
GENERALI
\
/
distinct accelerator programs, ITHM
NURNBERGER
Allianz (jjj) <33ED (jj) VERSICHERUNG
offers full support in the entire startup
life cycle.

The W1 Forward accelerator program is customized for early-stage startups, making
validated entrepreneurial ideas market- and investor-ready. The acceleratorthat includes workshops
and one-on-one mentor sessions with insurance partners is funded by the Bavarian ministry of eco
nomic affairs, on a mission to unleash the great potential of the Munich startup ecosystem.
InsurTech Europe pwd. By Plug and Play is designed for late-stage startups to help refine and scale
existing products and services internationally. Together with Silicon Valley based venture capitalist
and global innovation platform Plug and Play, ITHM offers an intensive twelve week accelerator,
focusing on use case definition and pilot projects with re- and insurance partners.

Bavarian U.5. Offices for

Jan Danisman

Daniel Crassinger

Economic Development /

Executive Director

Senior Manager Expansion

East Coast

jdanisman@bavaria.org

dgrassinger@bavaria.org

© www.bavaria.org or find us on Linkedln!
+1 (212) 317-0588

Circulated by the Bavarian

We ThU^BljlrlnJfrMqustice, Washington, D.C.
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ABOUT INVEST IN BAVARIA
Invest in Bavaria assists companies worldwide in expanding to
Europe with a business location in Bavaria and vice-versa. Our
U.S. team is located in New York, San Francisco, Boston and New
Flaven. We provide you with the information and contacts you need
to successfully establish and grow your presence in Bavaria. As a
government entitiy, our support is free of charge and confidential:
Planning and preparation
Location search and site selection
& Implementation
Growing in Bavaria

lUIBHiai
in
bavaria

UNLOCK YOUR GLOBAL POTENTIAL
Europe’s strongest economy, Bavaria Germany is booming -

with capital city Munich leading the innovation scene in Germany.
Likewise, the Bavarian startup scene is hot and drawing international
attention. Noteworthy investment deals in 2019 include Gelonis,
FlixMobility and soon to be Lilium who together are raising over
$1.25 billion from prestigious US VG’s. Bavaria's startups offer highly
technical solutions for the global enterprise and consumer markets,
join these ventures in Bavaria - Europe’s breeding ground for
successful companies and successful investments.

#1 TECH HUB
IN EUROPE AND A
FORERUNNER IN
CYBERSECURITY

EUROPE’S
INSURANCE
ANDINSURTECH
EPICENTER

GERMANY’S
MOBILITY AND
AEROSPACE HUB

A MEDIA,
GAMING AND
ENTERTAINMENT
HOTSPOT

#1 LOCATION
IN GERMANY
FOR BIOTECH,
MEDTECH AND
DIGITAL HEALTH

A LEADER IN
SMART FACTORY
AND SMART CITY

For more information visit www.bavaria.org, find us on Linkedln or
contact invest@bavaria.org | +1 (212) 317 0588.
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Bavarian U.S. Offices for Economic Development, LLC
West Coast Division
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101 Montgomery Street | Suite 1900
San Francisco, CA 94104

August 1st, 2019 - January 31st, 2020
Emails
Date

Content

08/27/19

Tomorrow’s European Automotive Market - Panel Invitation

138

09/03/19

Denver Happy Hour: Beer, Business, & Bocce - Invitation

147

09/10/19

Solar Power International - Mailing 1

90

09/13/19

Denver Happy Hour: Beer, Business, & Bocce - Reminder

144

09/12/19

Solar Power International - Reminderl

40

09/18/19

Solar Power International - Reminder 2

82

10/01/19

Business Bavaria 05 2019

10/04/19

Solar Power International - Follow-Up

17

10/08/19

TUM Startup Pitch Night - Invitation

111

10

10/08/19

Farwell from Antonia Zierer notification

11

10/09/19

MWC LA 2019-Mailing 1

194

12

10/12/19

MWC LA 2019 - Reminder

129

13
14
15
16
17
18

10/28/19

MWC LA 2019-Follow-up

12

11/20/19

German Hub Christmas Party Invitation

92

11/26/19

German Hub Christmas Party Invitation - Reminder/add. contacts

162

12/03/19

Bavarian Tech Times - Bayern Kapital Newsletter

224

12/20/19

Season’s Greetings! Frohe Festtage!

4,177

07/01/2020

Business Bavaria 06 2019

409

No.

Reach

404

4140

Brochures & Flyers
70550 I<m2 of opportunities
Ois Easy One Pager A6

11

Bavaria: Monocle Regional Survey

10

Monocle Bavaria Special Edition
Company Business Card
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Tomorrow's European
Automotive Market
Campaign Preview
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Dear « Test First Name »,
Please join us for two upcoming workshops about "Tomorrow's European
Automotive Market", organized by Bird & Bird on Oct 8th, 2019 in San
Francisco, CA and Oct 10th, 2019 in Palo Alto, CA.
Globalization

of the

mobility

market continues to

evolve:

international

production, delivery, supply, data processing, communication, and management
are increasingly influencing the markets for autonomous driving, connected
vehicles, eMobility, shared services, mobility-on-demand and other emerging
innovations.
Crossing borders means exposure to foreign regulations, unfamiliar legal
structures, and different risk factors. For mobility businesses in the EU, the
regulatory framework is intricate and the legal environment can seem daunting,
but there is vast potential in this big market.
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This international mobility workshop is designed to provide you with a practical
and industry focused overview on the legal environment of today's and
tomorrow's mobility market in the EU and will showcase how to mitigate
possible challenges. This will be followed by a dynamic panel discussion with
expert mobility executives - among them experts from Bavarian global players
like BMW, Brose and MunichRE - sharing market driven solutions and advice
on how to benefit from the enormous opportunities in the automotive and wider
mobility industry in Europe and beyond.
Please feel free to share this invitation with colleagues and others interested in
this topic.

Dates & Venues
Pick your preferred location

San Francisco
Tuesday, October 8, 2019, 5-8 pm
The Lounge @ 44 Montgomery Street
44 Montgomery Street, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94104
Click for directions

Register here

Palo Alto
Thursday, October 10, 2019, 5-8 pm
Nordic Innovation House
470 Ramona Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Click for directions
Register here

As the space is limited, please RSVP using the button above
at your earliest convenience.
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List of speakers:
Henrik Fisker
President and CEO, Fisker Inc.
Jerome Juan
Director Innovation and Operation, Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi Alliance Innovation Lab Silicon Valley
Amir Kabir
Principal, Munich RE Ventures
Dr. Christian Kessel
Head of Automotive, Bird & Bird
Dr. Ulrich Quay
Managing Partner, BMW i Ventures
Dirk Remde
Head of R&D Center Silicon Valley, Continental
Jeff Russakow
CEO, Boosted Inc.
Dr. Kilian von Neumann-Cosel
Director Business Development, Brose Automotive Silicon Valley
Dr. Kai Westerwelle
Partner, Bird & Bird

For any enquiries please contact Sarah Suenaga by clicking here
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Feel free to contact us at sanfrancisco@bavaria.org in case
you have any questions.
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We are looking forward to meeting you there!
Antonia Zierer & the Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Denver Happy Hour: Beer,
Business, & Bocce
Campaign Preview
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Dear « Test First Name »,
In celebration of the Denver Startup Week come and join us for a
fun, unconventional and authentic German Happy Hour!
Oktoberfest is just days away. Help us celebrate this uniquely Bavarian
tradition by drinking complimentary beer, learning quick pro-tips on
both domestic and international business and business development,
protecting your IP and trade secrets internationally and domestically,
and mingling with business leaders from Germany while eating
schnitzel and playing bocce!
This free event with an international flavor is a must-attend!
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Thursday, September 19, 2019
4:30 PM - 6:30 PM
1415 Market Street
Denver, CO 80202
Click for directions

Register here

As the space is limited, please reserve your free ticket
at your earliest convenience.
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Feel free to contact us at sanfrancisco@bavaria.org in case
you have any questions.
We are looking forward to meeting you there!
Antonia Zierer & the Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Andreas Beckmann
From:

Andreas Beckmann <abeckmann@bavaria.org>

Sent:

Tuesday, September 10, 2019 1:45 PM

To:

Andreas Beckmann

Subject:

Join us and the business delegation from Bavaria at Solar Power International in Salt
Lake City, UT | September 23 - 26, 2019
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Dear Andreas,

We are thrilled to be back in Salt Lake City for Solar Power International,
where several companies from Bavaria will present their offerings at the
Bavarian Pavilion! Stop by and learn about their activities in the U.S. and
reconnect with us to discuss your opportunities in the European market!
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We have set aside several complimentary visitor tickets for you; please send
an email to sanfrancisco@bavaria.org if you would like to attend and we will
send you further information!

Date & Venue
September 23 - 26, 2019 | Booth #2737
Salt Palace Convention Center
Salt Lake City, UT

More Information

Feel free to contact us at sanfrancisco@bavaria.org in case
you have any questions or would like to schedule a meeting during the
trade show week!

We are looking forward to meeting you in Utah!

Antonia Zierer & the Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Reminder Denver Happy
Hour: Beer, Business, &
Bocce
Campaign Preview
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Dear « Test First Name »,
Next Week: Beer, Business, & Bocce in Denver, CO!
In celebration of the Denver Startup Week come and join us for a
fun, unconventional and authentic German Happy Hour.
Oktoberfest is just days away. Help us celebrate this uniquely Bavarian
tradition by drinking complimentary beer, learning quick pro-tips on
both domestic and international business and business development,
protecting your IP and trade secrets internationally and domestically,
and mingling with business leaders from Germany while eating
schnitzel and playing bocce!
This free event with an international flavor is a must-attend.
https:/,us12.admin.mai,^&c^aff^shKf§ig^gA Registration Unit
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Rhein Haus Denver
Thursday, September 19, 2019
5 PM - 7 PM
1415 Market Street
Denver, CO 80202
Click for directions

Register here

As the space is limited, please reserve your free ticket
at your earliest convenience.
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Feel free to contact us at sanfrancisco@bavaria.org in case
you have any questions.
We are looking forward to meeting you there!
Antonia Zierer & the Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Andreas Beckmann
Andreas Beckmann <abeckmann@bavaria.org>

From:
Sent:

Friday, September 20, 2019 2:15 PM

To:

Andreas Beckmann

Subject:

Join us and the business delegation from Bavaria at Solar Power International in Salt
Lake City, UT | September 23 - 26, 2019
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Dear Andreas,

In case you missed our last e-mail: we will be back in Salt Lake City for Solar
Power International, where several companies from Bavaria will present their
offerings at the Bavarian Pavilion! Stop by and learn about their activities in
the U.S. and reconnect with us to discuss your opportunities in the European
market!
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We have set aside several complimentary visitor tickets for you; please send
an email to sanfrancisco@bavaria.org if you would like to attend and we will
send you further information!

Date & Venue
September 23 - 26, 2019 | Booth #2737
Salt Palace Convention Center
Salt Lake City, UT

More Information

Feel free to contact us at sanfrancisco@bavaria.org in case
you have any questions or would like to schedule a meeting during the
trade show week!

We are looking forward to meeting you in Utah!

The Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Andreas Beckmann
Andreas Beckmann <abeckmann@bavaria.org>

From:
Sent:

Friday, September 20, 2019 2:15 PM

To:

Andreas Beckmann

Subject:

Reminder: Join us and the business delegation from Bavaria at Solar Power International
in Salt Lake City, UT | September 23 - 26, 2019
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Dear Andreas,

In case you haven't had a chance to look at our last e-mail: next week we will
be back in Salt Lake City for Solar Power International, where several
companies from Bavaria will present their offerings at the Bavarian Pavilion!
Stop by and learn about their activities in the U.S. and reconnect with us to
discuss your opportunities in the European market!
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We have set aside several complimentary visitor tickets for you; please send
an email to sanfrancisco@bavaria.org if you would like to attend and we will
send you further information!

Date & Venue
September 23 - 26, 2019 | Booth #2737
Salt Palace Convention Center
Salt Lake City, UT

More Information

Feel free to contact us at sanfrancisco@bavaria.org in case
you have any questions or would like to schedule a meeting during the
trade show week!

We are looking forward to meeting you in Utah!

The Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Andreas Beckmann
From:

State of Bavaria | US Office <sanfrancisco@bavaria.org>

Sent:

Tuesday, October 1, 2019 11:09 AM

To:

Andreas Beckmann

Subject:

Business Bavaria 05 I 2019 - PREVIEW

If you cannot view this e-mail correctly, please click here.
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The Business
Promotion Agency
of the State
of Bavaria

Busine

Issue 05 | 2019

NEWS
The DAX is growing with another Bavarian company: MTU replaces
ThyssenKrupp
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MTU Aero Engines, another Bavarian company, joined the DAX on 23 September 2019. It is succeeding
ThyssenKrupp, a founding member of the share index whose figures are now simply too poor. As a
result, 9 of the 30 largest enterprises on the German stock market, which the DAX lists, are from Bavaria.
» Read more

INVESTOR'S CHOICE
Makerspaces in Bavaria: where ideas turn into companies
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Anyone daring to take the step into the free economy must ask themselves one thing above all else: Can
my product keep up with the rapid pace at which technology and business are evolving in the age of
digitalisation? Young entrepreneurs can get assistance in finding this out in Bavaria’s makerspaces. Both
experienced professionals and ambitious visionaries develop and test out innovative technologies here.
This article reveals how these kinds of test laboratories are revolutionising the economy and where to find
them in Bavaria.
» Read more
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NEWS
Prognos Zukunftsatlas:

IN FOCUS
Agriculture 4.0 - agtech
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Bavaria tops the ranking
of German regions

innovations are changing
the industry

The Prognos Zukunftsatlas 2019

5 MINUTES WITH ...
Paul Benz, co-founder of
Emqopter GmbH

confirmed: Bavaria is one of the

The progress with unmanned

shed, driving over fields and is

most promising federal states in

small aircraft, so-called drones,

also going to fundamentally

Germany. Both the future

is continually advancing.

support farmers in Bavaria and

prospects in Bavaria and the

However, assistance from

all over the world in future -

state of economic power are

people has always been

that’s agriculture 4.0. So let's

good compared to the national

required up until now. Emqopter

take a look behind the modern

average.
» Read more

has succeeded in developing the

stable door in Bavaria.

first fully autonomous and

» Read more

Agtech can be found in the cow

permissible delivery drone for
urban airspace.
» Read more

IN FOCUS
Current MedTech Trends - What role does Bavaria play?
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When it comes to medical technology, Bavaria has a very special role to play. A study commissioned by
the Bavarian State Ministry of Economic Affairs, Regional Development and Energy found as early as
2015 that over 3% of the medical products produced worldwide come from Bavaria alone. The market
has continued to grow since then. A comparison shows how strong: In 2015, companies from the
MedTech sector throughout Bavaria generated sales of around 15 billion euros. In 2018, Fresenius
Medical Care, the largest MedTech company in Bavaria, achieved sales of 17.8 billion euros on its own.
We report to on the latest MedTech trends and Bavaria's role in this segment.
» Read more
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NUMBER OF THE MONTH: 1539
1539 - that’s how many classified hotels there are in Bavaria. This
clearly puts Bavaria at the top of the German rankings. The fact

1539

that Bavaria is the most popular tourist destination in Germany is
also shown by the number of overnight stays: in the first half of
2019, the figure was around 45.4 million, an increase of 2.6
percent on the previous year. You can find out more about the
tourism industry in Bavaria on our website.

BAVARIAN WAY OF LIFE
Traditional dress tradition in Bavaria: from work clothing to a fashion trend

-

*

The Oktoberfest 2019 is taking place in Munich and with it the international main dirndl and lederhosen
season too. But where do these fashionable and traditional items of clothing come from? We explain and
give you an insight into which traditional dress fashion trends from Bavaria will dominate the world’s folk
festivals this year.
» Read more

WHAT'S UP IN BAVARIA
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it-sa 2019
IT Security Expo and Congress: Trends & innovations in the
IT security sector
Being the largest IT security trade fair and one of the most
important events for cloud, mobile and cyber security, the trade fair
is an important meeting place for C-level experts, IT security
officers from industry, services and administration as well as
developers and providers of products and services relating to IT
security.
In addition, forums on technology and management as well as the
international forum will provide opportunities for a global industry
dialogue.
» Read more

Find out which upcoming event could be of interest to you.
» Read more

□

If you do not want to receive any more newsletters click here

Any questions?
Bavarian U.S. Offices for Economic Development, LLC
West Coast Division
101 Montgomery Street, Suite 1900
San Francisco, California 94104
Phone: +1 (4151 362-1001

www.bavaria.org | www.invest-in-bavaria.com

Responsible:
Bayern International
Bayerische Gesellschaft fur Internationale Wirtschaftsbeziehungen mbH
Landsberger Str. 300
80687 Munich | Germany
Tel.: +49 89 660566-0
Fax: +49 89 660566-150
info@bavern-international.de | www.bayern-international.de
Munich District Court HRB 111 789
Chairman of the Supervisory Board: Roland Weigert, State Secretary in the Bavarian Ministry of Economic
Affairs, Regional Development and Energy
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Andreas Beckmann
Andreas Beckmann <abeckmann@bavaria.org>

From:
Sent:

Monday, October 7, 2019 11:45 AM

To:

Andreas Beckmann

Subject:

Great connecting with you at SPI 2019!
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Hi Andreas,

I hope you enjoyed your time at Solar Power International as much as I did! It
was great connecting with you in Salt Lake City, so let's stay in touch!

If you would like to learn more about the dynamic business environment in
Bavaria or have any questions regarding your plans to grow your business in
Germany, feel free to reach out any time.
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I look forward to hearing from you!

James Mister and the Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Andreas Beckmann
From:

Andreas Beckmann <abeckmann@bavaria.org>

Sent:

Tuesday, October 8, 2019 10:39 AM

To:

Andreas Beckmann

Subject:

Meet the TU Munich's best early stage startups on Thursday, October 10 in San
Francisco!
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Hi Andreas,

We invite you to join us for the TU Munich Startup Pitch Night on Thursday,
October 10, 2019 in San Francisco! This is your opportunity to meet 5 of the
university's best early stage startups (Fintech, Robotics, Medtech, SaaS) and to
learn more about Munich's dynamic startup ecosystem!
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The Technical University of Munich (TUM) is one of Europe's leading technical
universities. TUM combines top-class facilities for cutting-edge research with
unique learning opportunities for students. The TUM office in San Francisco
promotes TUM’s educational, scientific, and technological excellence in North
America by organizing webinars, networking events, and presentations on
selected research and innovation themes.

Date & Venue
Thursday, October 10, 2019 | 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
The American Bookbinders Museum
355 Clementina Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

Register here

Feel free to contact us at sanfrancisco@bavaria.org in case
you have any questions.

We are looking forward to seeing you there!

The Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Andreas Beckmann
From:

Antonia Zierer | Invest in Bavaria <sanfrancisco@bavaria.org>

Sent:

Tuesday, October 8, 2019 3:38 PM

To:

Andreas Beckmann

Subject:

Farewell from Antonia Zierer
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US Office

Dear Andreas,

After 4 years in San Francisco, the time has come for me to say goodbye.
Before I’m heading back to Bavaria later today, I wanted to take a moment to
thank you for wonderful moments that we shared over the past years. It’s been
a great honor and pleasure to help connecting Bavaria - its companies,
organizations and people - with dynamic regions in the U.S. I’ve enjoyed my
time here and you’ve played a part in that.
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If you have any questions regarding current or future activities with our office or
regarding your expansion plans for Germany, please reach out to my colleague
James Mister at imister@bavaria.org. You can also always reach our office at
sanfrancisco@bavaria.org or via phone at +1 (415) 362 1001.

While I won’t be in the US anymore, I definitely hope we’ll keep in touch. I’ll
continue working for the State of Bavaria and will focus on policy making,
shaping the digital strategy of our state. My new email address at the Bavarian
Ministry for Digital Affairs is: antonia.zierer@stmd.bayern.de

Please don’t hesitate to reach out!

I’m wishing you all the best moving forward. And, thanks again for being a part
of making my time here such a great one!

Antonia Zierer
Executive Director, Bavarian U.S. Offices West
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Andreas Beckmann
From:

Andreas Beckmann <abeckmann@bavaria.org>

Sent:

Wednesday, October 9, 2019 1:37 PM

To:

Andreas Beckmann

Subject:

Win a ticket to Mobile World Congress in Los Angeles, October 22-24, 2019!
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Dear Andreas,
We will be back in Los Angeles for Mobile World Congress 2019 to explore
the latest tech innovations and applications around 5G, loT, Al, and Blockchain!
We are looking forward to meeting you there, so stop by our booth #4556 in
the 4YFN area or send us an email to schedule a meeting!

a

Visit us at
Booth 4556

If you don't have a ticket yet, you might be lucky: we have two Silver Passes

to give away! Respond to this email by October 13, 2019, 11:59 pm PT, stating
that you would like to attend MWC19 in Los Angeles and you will enter the
raffle! We will draw and notify the winners by October 15, 2019.
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Date & Venue
October 22-24, 2019
Los Angeles Convention Center
Los Angeles, CA

More info here

Feel free to contact us at sanfrancisco@bavaria.org in case
you have any questions.

We are looking forward to seeing you there!

The Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Andreas Beckmann
From:

Andreas Beckmann<abeckmann@bavaria.org>

Sent:

Monday, October 28, 2019 12:17 PM

To:

Andreas Beckmann

Subject:

Reminder: Win a ticket to Mobile World Congress in Los Angeles, October 22-24, 2019!
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US Office

Dear Andreas,
In case you haven't had a chance to look at our last email: we will be back in
Los Angeles for Mobile World Congress 2019 to explore the latest tech
innovations and applications around 5G, loT, Al, and Blockchain! We are
looking forward to meeting you there, so stop by our booth #4556 in the 4YFN
area or send us an email to schedule a meeting!

9

Visit us at
Booth 4556

If you don't have a ticket yet, you might be lucky: we have two Silver Passes

to give away! Respond to this email by October 13,2019, 11:59 pm PT, stating
that you would like to attend MWC19 in Los Angeles and you will enter the
raffle! We will draw and notify the winners by October 15, 2019.
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Date & Venue
October 22-24, 2019
Los Angeles Convention Center
Los Angeles, CA

More info here

Feel free to contact us at sanfrancisco@bavaria.org in case
you have any questions.

We look forward to seeing you there!

The Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Andreas Beckmann
From:

Andreas Beckmann <abeckmann@bavaria.org>

Sent:

Monday, October 28, 2019 12:18 PM

To:

Andreas Beckmann

Subject:

Great connecting with you at MWC 2019!
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Hi Andreas,

We hope you enjoyed your time at Mobile World Congress in Los Angeles as
much as we did! It was great connecting with you, so let's stay in touch!

If you would like to learn more about the dynamic business environment in
Bavaria or have any questions regarding your plans to grow your business in
Germany, feel free to reach out any time!
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We look forward to hearing from you!

The Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Lena Ludwig
From:

James Mister | Invest in Bavaria <sanfrancisco@bavaria.org>

Sent:

Wednesday, November 20, 2019 2:43 PM

To:

Lena Ludwig

Subject:

[Test] 12/05 Invitation: German Hub Jingle & Mingle
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State of Bat/arla
US Office

Dear « Test First Name »,
You are cordially invited to our
German Hub Holiday Celebration!
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Save the date to celebrate the most wonderful time of the year, enjoy some
German Winter delicacies including Gluhwein and Gingerbread and mingle with
other guests from the German-American Business Community in San
Francisco.

We would love to see you at this special event!

Date & Venue
Thursday, December 5th | 5 PM to 8 PM
101 Montgomery Street, Suite 1900
San Francisco, CA 94104

RSVP here

These German Organizations Welcome You
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Chambt
Deutsch

Northern G
Innovatioi

GTAI

GERM/
TRADE

Feel free to contact us at sanfrancisco@bavaria.org in case
you have any questions.
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We are looking forward to seeing you there!

James Mister & the Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Lena Ludwig
From:

James Mister | Invest in Bavaria <sanfrancisco@bavaria.org>

Sent:

Wednesday, November 20, 2019 2:43 PM

To:

Lena Ludwig

Subject:

[Test] 12/05 Invitation: German Hub Jingle & Mingle
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State of Bat/arla
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Dear « Test First Name »,
You are cordially invited to our
German Hub Holiday Celebration!
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Save the date to celebrate the most wonderful time of the year, enjoy some
German Winter delicacies including Gluhwein and Gingerbread and mingle with
other guests from the German-American Business Community in San
Francisco.

We would love to see you at this special event!

Date & Venue
Thursday, December 5th | 5 PM to 8 PM
101 Montgomery Street, Suite 1900
San Francisco, CA 94104

RSVP here

These German Organizations Welcome You
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Feel free to contact us at sanfrancisco@bavaria.org in case
you have any questions.
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We are looking forward to seeing you there!

James Mister & the Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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James Mister
From:

Invest in Bavaria - San Francisco

Sent:

Tuesday, December 3, 2019 3:31 PM

To:

James Mister
Subscribe to VC and tech news from Bavaria!

Subject:

Dear James,
James here from Bavarian US Offices in San Francisco!
We would like to inform you about a recently launched newsletter issued by Bayern Kapital, the Venture Capital subsidiary
of the LfA Foerderbank Bayern (Bavaria’s development bank). Their newsletter covers the Bavarian tech scene and
Bayern Kapital’s investment activities, such as the recent Nasdaq-jump by Immunic and the private equity investment in
industrial loT startup Proglove by Boston-based Summit Partners. Given your activities, we thought it might be of interest
to you.
Below you will find the inaugural edition of the newsletter. If you are interested in receiving future editions, please feel free
to subscribe here!
Some information about Bayern Kapital:
Founded in 1995, Bayern Kapital’s objective is to finance the R&D and market launch of new products, product
diversifications, and increasing market share. Bayern Kapital and its funds have invested over €27OM in more than 260
companies and currently manage funds with a value of €325M. Portfolio companies are active in software/IT, life
sciences, new materials, micro-systems & environmental technologies.
Should you have any questions or comments, please reach out anytime.
Kind regards,
James

Invest
in
bflvaria
James E. Mister
Executive Director
Bavarian U.S. Offices for Economic Development, LLC
West Coast Division
101 Montgomery Street | Suite 1900
San Francisco, CA 94104 | USA
Tel: +1.415.362.1001
Cell: +1.415.734.1039
Email: imister@bavaria.org
Website: www.bavaria.org
Find me on Linkedln!

ODD A
Please consider the environment before printing this email.
You are receiving this e-mail because you provided your e-mail address to the Bavarian U.S. Offices for Economic Development LLC at an earlier date. The State of Bavaria
respects your privacy online. Your e-mail address will not be shared with a third party without your consent. This material is distributed by the Bavarian U.S. Offices for
Economic Development LLC on behalf of the Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs, Regional Development and Energy. Additional information is available at the Department
of Justice, Washington, D.C.
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Bayern Kapital
Venture Capital fur Bayern
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BAVARIAN TECH TIMES
Issue #1 I November 2019

Editorial
Dear Reader,
We are pleased to present you the first issue of the Bavarian Tech Times. In the future, this bi
annual newsletter will report on the development of the innovative Bavarian tech scene and the
activities of Bayern Kapital. Since its foundation 1995 as the venture capital organization of the
State of Bavaria, Bayern Kapital has been providing innovative start-ups and technology
companies with equity capital, from the development stage of their first prototypes to the seriesready product. The close cooperation with private, German and international investors such as
venture capital funds, business angels or family offices as well as the use of our network not
only provides the investees with additional capital. They also gain access to business know-how
and targeted market contacts. For young companies, this combination offers a solid basis for
entrepreneurial success. In this newsletter, we take a closer look at these success stories.
We hope you enjoy reading our first issue of Bavarian Tech Times.
Best regards,
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Dr. Georg Ried, Roman Huber
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Bayern Kapital - Scale-up
NEWS FROM THE PORTFOLIO
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ProGlove

A glove that’s changing the world
The young high-tech company Workaround, based in Munich and Chicago, is one of
Bavaria’s successful start-up stories, where new technology meets the needs of trusted
industries such as the automotive sector. In a typical factory, their wearable Proglove
technology - gloves with an integrated barcode scanner triggered and controlled by
sophisticated electronics - can save up to 12 man-days - each day.

Find out more
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German-Japanese Cooperation: Immunic AG Awarded Research Grant by German
Federal Ministry
In August, Immunic, a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company focused on developing
oral therapies for the treatment of chronic
Bundesministerium
fiir Bildung
und Fofschung

inflammatory and autoimmune diseases, has
InnoMuNiCH been awarded a grant by the German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research in support of

the InnoMuNiCH (Innovations through Munich-Nippon Cooperation in Healthcare) project.
The project’s goal is to accelerate global biopharmaceutical innovations by enhancing the
German-Japanese cooperation in this area. This comes after an impressive development in April, the biopharmaceutical company based in Martinsried near Munich has succeeded
in making the leap to the NASDAQ technology exchange in a reverse takeover.

Find out more
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numares

numares further expands its strategic growth in U.S. healthcare sector
In 2015, numares successfully entered the U.S. diagnostic market. Already more than 1.5
million tests have been performed since then with numares’ technology. The company is
now leveraging strategic partnerships and joint test developments to accelerate growth. In
2018, numares and Mayo Clinic Laboratories have entered into a collaboration to develop
clinical diagnostic tests that will measure clusters of risk factors as opposed to individual
biomarkers.

Find out more
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Bayern Kapital - Snapshot

270

BOO

7.500

INVESTED

MIO. EUROS

HIGH-TECH

COMPANIES

INVESTED

JOBS

In total, Bayern Kapital has financed around 270 companies since its foundation, invested around € 300
million and thus contributed to creating more than 7,500 long-term jobs in high-tech companies.

Bayern Kapital - Network
NEWS FROM PARTNERS AND NETWORK

SCHAEFFLER
Rob

leets Urban Mobi t

m.

¥
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Munich Network goes Asia: “Robotics meets urban mobility” - The perfect match for
Schaeffler Japan
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Finding the most innovative startups in the field of robotics and urban mobility in the Asia Pacific
region was the mission for an initiative launched by Schaeffler Japan. Due to several
successfully completed projects for its member Schaeffler Germany and decades of experience
in innovation, technology and industry, Munich Network was the perfect matchmaking partner for
the Asia Pacific project.

Find out more

\

k.

International Investor Conference “VentureCon Bavaria”

With its conference “VentureCon Bavaria” BayStartUP has succeeded in establishing a top-class
matchmaking event for Bavaria’s start-up ecosystem, bringing together regional start-ups and
international investors. The latest example of how good this is working is the logistics start-up
Smartlane with its charismatic founder Monja Mohling. The Munich based start-up was able to
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find an impressive group of investors to complete a financing round after participating in the
event.

Find out more

Bayern Kapital - Newsbites
Crealytics gains Staples as first US-based Sponsored Products Platform client

O

In September, Crealytics signed a contract with Staples, the largest US office supplies retailer, to

rrfcAllltir ^provide retail media solutions via its Sponsored Product Ads Platform. This marks the first US
client for Crealytics’ Sponsored Platform business, coming on the heels of a similar contract signed in August with
Douglas, the Germany-based beauty retailer. Crealytics helps leading international e-commerce companies drive
performance in product advertising and paid search - globally and in more than 20 languages.
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.E-bike manufacturer Fazua collects € 15 million in funds

AFAZU/

The European Investment Bank (EIB) together with Bayern Kapital, UVC Partners and HTGF are
providing € 15 million to the rapidly growing e-bike company Fazua GmbH. Of these funds € 12 million are being
made available through the EU bank’s Venture Debt Product, a type of risk capital for innovative companies.
Established in 2013, Munich-based Fazua GmbH manufactures super-lightweight e-bike drive systems, which fit including the motor and battery - in the down tubes of bicycles. With its lightweight drive systems, Fazua is closing
the gap between traditional e-bike drives and conventional, non-motorised bicycles. Since entering the market,
Fazua has built up a customer base that now includes more than 35 European manufacturers offering bicycles in
the e-mountain bike, e-urban, e-gravel and e-racing bike segments, where Fazua has a leading market position.
Bayern Kapital has accompanied the positive development of Fazua since the seed phase and invested capital from
the Bavarian Growth Fund in 2018.
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eGym on track with growth strategy and releases Apple Watch app
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eGym, a global leader in digital fitness guidance and technology, is committed to bringing its innovation and growth
strategy to the US market. The company continues to gain traction with commercial gyms and active aging
communities through YMCA integrations and sales. In addition, Netpulse, an eGym Company, recently announced
an Apple Watch app in collaboration with 49ers Fit. It is designed to help users stay on top of their fitness goals as
well as optimize check-in, class management and workout analytics. "The wearable app technology that Netpulse
by eGym built allows Apple Watch to serve as a centerpiece at 49ers Fit. It encourages participation, engagement
and the motivation to stay more active, more often at home, on the road and in the gym", stated Mark Mastrov,
Chairman of 49ers Fit in a Forbes article.

in

Founded at the end of 1995 Bayern Kapital GmbH is a wholly owned subsidiary of the LfA Foerderbank Bayern (Bavaria's
development bank). Bayern Kapital’s objective is to finance research and development as well as the market launch of new
products, product diversifications and expansion of the market share.

Bayern Kapital GmbH
Landgasse 135 a | 84028 Landshut
Phone: +49 871 92325-0 | Mail:
bayernkapital.de

Copyright © 2019, All rights reserved.

You are receiving this newsletter because you subscribed to it on our website or through Mailchimp or because we are in a
business relationship with you or your company.
Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

View this email in your browser
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Bayern Kapital GmbH

Landgasse 135 a
84028 Landshut

Tel: +49 871 92325-0
Fax: +49 871 92325-55

Registergericht: Amtsgericht Landshut

Registernummer: HRB Nr. 4084

Mobile: +49173 6969825
Email: Huber@bayemkapital.de
http://www.bayernkapital.de

Stellv. Vorsitzender des Aufsichtsrates: Dr. Manfred
Wolter
Geschaftsfuhrer: Roman Huber, Dr. Georg Ried

Vertraulichkeitserklarung
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Lena Ludwig
From:

State of Bavaria | US Office <sanfrancisco@bavaria.org>

Sent:

Tuesday, January 7, 2020 11:19 AM

To:

Lena Ludwig

Subject:

Business Bavaria 06|2019 - PREVIEW

If you cannot view this e-mail correctly, please click here.

The Business
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Promotion Agency
of the State
of Bavaria

u
Issue 06 | 2019

INVESTOR'S CHOICE
The world of work 4.0 in Bavaria: the state is a pioneer
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Digitisation has been making its way into all areas of life for several years now. Whether it’s at home, on
the way to the next appointment or at work, we collect and process large amounts of data everywhere
today. This change is particularly reflected in the working culture. Keywords are improved communication
techniques for allocating tasks, optimal utilisation of human resources, the digitisation of personnel
management and changes in areas such as accounting.
» Read more

IN FOCUS
IT security trends: what the industry is talking about
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Cybersecurity and IT security are playing an increasingly important role for all companies and
organisations in Bavaria. Every branch of industry is affected by the opportunities but also by the dangers
of digitalisation. We show you which direction the IT security trends took in 2019 and how they are likely
to develop in 2020.
» Read more

S'*

NEWS

5 MINUTESWTTH ...

INVESTMENT TICKER

Invest in Bavaria wins the

Olaf Nitsche, Member of

The current Investment
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"Friendship Award" from
the Chinese Chamber of
Commerce in Germany

the Management Board,
L&L Products Europe
GmbH

News from Bavaria:
Which companies have
benefited the most?

Each year, Invest in Bavaria

L&L Products officially opened

Companies can get to the top of

gives a "Newcomer Award" at

its sales and engineering office

their industry through

the BayChi Summit to recognise

for Germany in Munich in mid-

investments in no time at all. In

excellent new Chinese

October 2019. The company is

the Investment News from

businesses in Bavaria. Now,

distinguished by its high level of

Bavaria we have summarised

Invest in Bavaria has won an

expertise in the field of new

which investors have put money

award itself!

materials and engineering.

into which company.

» Read more

» Read more

» Read more

INVESTOR'S CHOICE
Starting up in Bavaria: what makes the state so attractive for start-ups

T'
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Bavaria seems to attract start-ups and founders like magic. Many new companies are settling in the
Nuremberg-Erlangen, Augsburg and Munich metropolitan regions in particular. We show what makes
these three locations so special and which companies have already been established there.
» Read more

NUMBER OF THE MONTH: 55,405
Bavarian companies with a workforce of 20 or more produced
55,405 tonnes of gingerbread in 2018. This means that 67.1

55405

percent of all gingerbread produced in Germany, including honey
cakes or similar goods, was made in Bavaria. In this sense - Merry
Christmas!
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BAVARIAN WAY OF LIFE
Tips for a winter holiday in Bavaria

11

‘
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Bavaria doesn’t just invite you to go skiing during the cold months. There are also plenty of opportunities
for tobogganing, cross-country skiing, ice skating or winter hiking. Bavaria’s beautiful winter landscape
can be admired in many places. We give a few tips on where to experience winter in a particularly
rewarding way.
» Read more

WHAT'S UP IN BAVARIA
DLD Conference 2020

DLI^

Since its founding in 2005, the DLD Conference (Digital - Life Design) has become Europe's leading innovation conference.
The focus is on the transformation of markets, media, culture and
society, created by the Internet and new digital business models.
The aim is to combine unexpected insights from business and
politics, science and art, to stimulate cross-border discussions and
to bring the participants together in order to find answers to the most
challenging questions arising from the digital transformation.
The annual conference, which takes place shortly before the World

4
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Economic Forum in Davos, is internationally recognized and
distinguishes itself through its top-class guests from the digital world.
» Read more

Find out which upcoming event could be of interest to you.
» Read more

a
If you do not want to receive any more newsletters click here.
Any questions?
Bavarian U.S. Offices for Economic Development, LLC
West Coast Division
101 Montgomery Street, Suite 1900
San Francisco, California 94104
Phone: +1 (415) 362-1001

www.bavaria.org | www.invest-in-bavaria.com

Responsible:
Bayern International
Bayerische Gesellschaft fur Internationale Wirtschaftsbeziehungen mbFI
Landsberger Str. 300
80687 Munich | Germany
Tel.: +49 89 660566-0
Fax: +49 89 660566-150
info@bavern-international.de | www.bavern-international.de
Munich District Court HRB 111 789
Chairman of the Supervisory Board: Roland Weigert, State Secretary in the Bavarian Ministry of Economic
Affairs, Regional Development and Energy
CEO: Martina Maschauer
IMPORTANT NOTICE This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use
of the individual or entity to which they are addressed. If you have received this email in error, please notify the
sender. If you are not the intended addressee, any use, disclosure or copying of this document and attached files
is unauthorized. You are receiving this email because you provided your email address to the State of Bavaria
United States Office. We respect your privacy online. Your email address will not be shared with a third party
without your consent. This material is circulated by the Bavarian U.S. Office for Economic Development LLC on
behalf of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Regional Development and Energy of the State of Bavaria, Federal
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Republic of Germany. Additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C. To
remove your name from the mailing list, please respond to this e-mail with REMOVE in the subject line.
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Lena Ludwig
From:

James Mister | Bavarian U.S. Offices <sanfrancisco@bavaria.org>

Sent:

Friday, December 20, 2019 12:16 PM

To:

Lena Ludwig

Subject:

Season's Greetings! | Frohe Festtage!

o

invest
in
bavaria

mms
State of Bat/arla
US Office

Dear Lena Maria,

Now that the holiday season is in full swing, we from the
Bavarian U.S. Offices wanted to thank you for a great year of 2019.
Just like in the past years, we will continue to be a great resource for your
expansion strategy into the European & German market in 2020!
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Have a look at some of our upcoming events and programs
in the first half of the new year:

CES 2020

Viva Las Vegas! We will be back to attend CES 2020. The world's gathering
place for all those who thrive on the business of consumer technologies. Reach
out if you would like to meet up from January 7- 10, 2020 to reconnect!

Startup Grind 2020

From February 11 - 12, 2020 come and mingle with us and other gamechangers, investors, world-class speakers and many startups here in the
Valley. Get inspired, network and learn a new thing or two at Startup Grind!

Meet us at SXSW 2020

We are thrilled to return to SXSW in Austin, TX in March 2020 with a couple of
activities lined up. Meet us at the SXSW Trade Show and let us know if we
should put you on our guest list for other events at SXSW!

Maifest 2020: Cities of the Future
Join us for Maifest 2020, our 4th annual conference on Sand Hill Road on May
15! This year’s conference brings together senior executives, strategic
investors, and R&D, innovation, and partnership experts to address emerging
technologies shaping Cities of the Future in the areas of Urban Mobility,

Energy & Climate, and Safety & Security.
Information on the program, panel topics, speakers, keynote and registration
will follow soon.
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invest

Join us

bavaria

for Maifest* 2020, an exclusive 1-day conference
with panel discussions, demos, and 1:1 meetings.

.

♦

Find out more at

B.

maifest2020.com
Urban Mobility

Climate 6 Energy

Safety 6 Security

May 15,2020 | Quadrus Conference Center

Maifest 2020 - Cities of the Future

2400 Sand Hill Road | Menlo Park, CA

Technologies shaping urban environments

Please feel free to reach out to us with any questions regarding international
expansion into the German market. We are always happy to help!
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We are looking forward to seeing you soon!
@ Happy holidays @

Feel free to contact us at sanfrancisco@bavaria.org in case
you have any questions.

James Mister & the Bavarian U.S. Offices Team in San Francisco
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Copyright © 2019 Bavarian U.S. Offices for Economic Development, LLC, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because you provided your email address to the Bavarian U.S. Offices for
Economic Development, LLC at an earlier date. The State of Bavaria respects your privacy online. Your email address will not be shared with a third party without your consent. This material is distributed by the
Bavarian U.S. Offices for Economic Development, LLC on behalf of the Bavarian Ministry of Economic
Affairs, Regional Development and Energy. Additional information is available at the Department of Justice,
Washington, D.C.

Don't want to receive these emails? Unsubscribe from this list.
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Welcome to Bavaria

Bavaria is one of the strongest and most
prosperous economic regions in Europe and
offers superb location factors.

Your benefits:

-> State-of-the art infrastructure
-> One of world’s top markets in terms of purchasing power
Optimal links with international markets
Dedicated support for research and technology
-> Strong sector and industry networks
-> Top level training and education
-> Rich cultural offering and living traditions
-> Untouched nature and a multitude of leisure opportunities
-> Unrivalled levels of security and political stability
Both global players and small and medium sized companies feel
at home and thrive in Bavaria.
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About us

Invest in Bavaria is the inward investment and
business promotion agency of the state of
Bavaria. Since 1999, Invest in Bavaria has been
successfully assisting both domestic and foreign
companies in setting up or expanding business
operations in Bavaria.

Your benefits:

-> Free, confidential, individually tailored services
-> An international team
Our global presence

Invest in Bavaria is the expert partner for your project.

Get in touch with us.
We look forward to hearing from you!
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Planning and preparation

Are you investigating potential new locations for
your company? Do you want to find out more about
market and business opportunities in Bavaria?
Do you require solid, reliable information about the
general business framework in Bavaria?

Our services foryou:

-> Key data on general market conditions and business
environment
Round-up of relevant industry and technology networks
Overview of basic legal and taxation issues
-> Facilitating contacts with qualified service providers
and experts
-> General overview of support, incentive and funding
programmes in Bavaria

-3
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Location search and site selection

Are you looking for a tailor-made location
for your company in Bavaria?

Our services foryou:

-> joint development and project-specific location factors
-> Presentation of locations that fit these criteria
Identification of suitable sites and commercial premises
Organisation and planning of site and location visits
-> Networking with local partners and service providers
-> Identification of applicable support and incentive schemes
for the project
-> Contact with appropriate support and funding institutions

✓'
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Implementation

Have you selected your tailor-made location
in Bavaria and now wish to go ahead with the
realisation of your project?

Our services foryou:

-> Coordination and consultation with all relevant project
partners
Facilitating contacts with industry and technology networks
and platforms, service providers and specialists
-> Arranging meetings with funding and support institutions
-> Communication and liaison with public administrators and
local economic development bodies
-> Assistance with personnel and recruitment issues through
our good links with the Federal Labour Agency and private
recruitment agencies and consultants

3y NSD/FARA Registration Unit 02/27/2020 1

Growing in Bavaria

Have you started business operations in Bavaria and
are looking for competent partners to accompany
and support you in developing your business?

Our services foryou:

-> Information about the full range of Bavaria’s public
business support programmes such as entry into new
markets, participation in international trade fairs,
international cooperation and research and development
-> Access to Bavaria’s network of international trade
representatives
-> Contacts to communities, organisations and institutions of
your native country in Bavaria
-> Information about useful company and industry
directories and networking platforms
-> Invitations to our networking events and information about
those of our partners and related organisations

CD BMW AC, Alexander Mandl
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Contact

Your contact for your tailor-made service package:

Invest in Bavaria

The Business Promotion Agency of the State of Bavaria
Prinzregentenstr. 22
80538 Munich, Germany
Tel.: +49 89 24210-7500
Fax: +49 89 24210-7557
welcome@invest-in-bavaria.com
www.invest-in-bavaria.com

Or look up one of our international offices or trade
representatives nearyou on our homepage.
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Bavarian for a carefree business landing
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You are an innovative startup that wants to expand into the European/Cerman market?
Then come to Europe’s industrial powerhouse - Bavaria. We help you to get started.
Our free Soft Landing Package:

Coaching: Advice and
counseling on your business
plan and on entering the
German market

Free office space in a
startup incubator for the
first 3 months at your
ideal location in Bavaria

Help with setting
up an entity in
Bavaria
if required

r
Access to the
Bavarian Startup
Ecosystem
(including VC’s)

Receive

Contact with
Bavarian industry,
your future clients
& partners

RA

egistration

nit

Support with
administrative
formalities &
visas

02/27
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BAVARIA
MONOCLE REGIONAL SURVEY
A close-up look at what drives Germany’s largest and
most dynamic state: its budding tech start-ups, historic
family-run firms, super-slick infrastructure and
exceptional quality of life.

TRANSPORT

INNOVATION

INDUSTRY

RETAIL

GETAWAYS

Movers and
shakers busy
getting Bavaria
from A to B

Start-ups that are
charting a new
course lor the
state

Sampte of the
big players in
manufacturing
and commerce

Selection of the
region's best
shops - and
their keepers

Leave the city
behind to enjoy
the area's hilts
and takes

Monocle
Special
Edition
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invest
in
bavaria
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Bavarian Ministry of
Economic Affairs
and Media,
Energy and Technology
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Hu Success in future markets demands creative disruption and
11-;' interdisciplinary-networking. In Bavaria, knowledge flows in al
i^v^v directions and digital transformation is part of daily work and life.
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Invest in Bavaria does everything to get your business started:
From arranging contacts with relevant players to identifying the
perfect location for your company.
Our service is confidential and free of charge!

*

We find your bright spot.
•

-r ^

-> www.invest-in-bavaria.com
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Purism. Sensuality. Intelligence.
To see what else bulthaup kitchens have to offer, please
contact your local retail partnerwww.en.bulthaup.com/dealers
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WELCOME
Welcome to Bavaria. Germany's
largest Bundesland (state)
is a region characterised by
numerous contrasts. It is both
an industrial powerhouse and a
land of stunning natural beauty.
It is international and welcoming
to outsiders and yet also has
a strong sense of identity. And
it is a seat of tradition and
history but simultaneously a
dynamic 21st-century centre for
innovation. While this may sound
contradictory, it all makes sense
when you travel round the state
and meet the residents and
business owners of its cities,
from the tech entrepreneur to
the fourth-generation MD of
a family firm. In this regional
survey, focused on Bavaria's
businesses and its quality of
life, we cover the length and
breadth of the state and meet
the people who make it an
economic success story.

D

fl

MAP

06

-

RETAIL

07

16

Get your bearings with our
simple guide to the state of
Bavaria, its major cities and
natural wonders.

B
INFRASTRUCTURE &
CONNECTIVITY

08

-

Take a trip around the state
on its trains, underground
networks, bikes and cars,
and discover how Bavaria’s
infrastructure benefits business.

B

CULTURE
-

19

Wander around one of
Europe’s best modern-art
museums, visit a Unesco World
Heritage-protected opera
house or step into a beautiful
magazine shop in Munich.
These are our cultural cuts.

B

BUSINESS: TECH &
START-UPS

OUT OF THE CITIES

10 - 11

20 - 22

From the lively start-up
incubator in Munich to the
entrepreneur in Augsburg
selling products to her
neighbourhood, meet Bavaria’s
small-business pioneers.

To confine yourself solely to
Bavaria’s cities would be to do
the region a disservice. Here’s
our pick of the top three outof-the-city escapes.

B

B
BUSINESS: INDUSTRY

12

17

B
18

09

-

From a busy square in
Munich to a cobbled street in
Regensburg, we’ve scoured the
state to find the best retailers
and our favourite shops.

-

13

While Bavaria is stepping up
its tech start-up credentials,
the bedrock of its economy still
takes the form of larger firms.

BEING BAVARIAN

23
What do you really know about
Bavaria? Here arc six revealing
facts and observations to help
visitors understand the region
and its residents.

B
FOOD & DRINK

14

7 Patent applications:
15,533 in 2013

FACT BOX
1

Surface area: 70,550 sq km

2 Population: 12.6 million
3 State president:
Horst Seehofer
4

gdp

per capita: €38,429

5 Unemployment rate:
3.6 per cent
6 Start-ups: 18,800 firms
founded in 2013 alone

-

15

Bavaria’s traditional cuisine
is well known but there are
plenty of ambitious chefs and
entrepreneurs out there getting
the ingredients right.

8 History: Bavaria is one
of Europe’s oldest states,
dating back to the 6th
century
9 Culture: Bavaria has more
than 1,350 museums and
collections
10 Number of destinations
that are served by Munich
Airport: 228
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MAP

From its flourishing tourism industry to its high-quality
manufacturing; Bavaria is proud to be Germany's powerhouse.
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THE OVERVIEW
Land of milk and honey
Bavaria is the largest Bundesland in
Germany, covering an area roughly
half the size of England. The political
boundary includes four culturally
distinct areas - Franconia, Swabia,
Palatinate and Bavaria - all of which
are represented in the state’s colourful
coat of arms. Bavaria is the undisputed

£

industrial powerhouse of Germany more than 20 per cent of the country’s
market-leading companies come from

t
Ell*

here - but it is also known for its
unparalleled natural beauty. A short
journey from any of its big cities and
you’ll find yourself on the shores of a
stunning lake, in the foothills of the

L
LINDAU

BODENSEE

Alps or in a quaint village surrounded
by green pastures. Let’s take a tour.
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REGIONAL GUIDE BAVARIA
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FIT FOR A KING
King Ludwig II is one of Bavaria's most famous sons. The "Fairytale
King" ruled from 1864 to 1886 and was a true eccentric (some might
say madman). Among other endeavours, he built the Neuschwanstein
castle, one of the architectural wonders of the age.
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Bavaria has Germany's most extensive rail network - but there
are a host of other ways it moves people and goods around too.
O MUNICH AIRPORT
Rights of fancy

THE OVERVIEW
European crossroads

any nearby hub. The region’s rail links

munich-airport. com

As Ilse Aigner, Bavarian state minister
of economic affairs and media, energy
and technology, says in our q&a on the
opposite page, Bavaria is situated right
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in the heart of Europe. But this would
mean little if the region’s transport links

>

and infrastructure weren’t exceptional.
As it is, Munich is one of the best-

are also second to none, meaning that
goods and people can travel across the

I

state with ease. Within Bavaria’s cities,
moreover, transit systems are highly

mM-

connected cities in Europe, with an
airport served by 79 airlines that rivals

An essential part of Bavaria’s
infrastructure, Munich airport
is also becoming a regional hub
to rival Frankfurt and Zurich.
About 40 million passengers a
year pass through the terminal
designed by Chicago-based
architect Helmut Jahn, en route
to 228 destinations - of which 45
are long-haul - in 66 countries.
Terminal 2, built exclusively
for Lufthansa, is also being
expanded, increasing capacity
by 11 million passengers a year.

developed, from cycling infrastructure

52

to metro trains. Here we take a look at

V

how Bavaria gets from A to B.
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NUREMBERG METRO
In the driving seat

The trains, trams and buses of Nuremberg’s
public-transit system run in red-and-white livery
and are clean, punctual and efficient. The system
is also innovative. In 2008 the underground
metro network became a pilot project led by
Siemens (which has its HQ in Munich) for
Germany’s first driverless trains. This means that,
sitting in the first carriage, passengers get a view
directly down the tunnel.
Automation also means the trains are on
time more often; Siemens estimates that going
driverless can increase train frequency by up to
50 per cent. The success of the pilot has led to the
trains being rolled out in Sao Paulo and Barcelona.
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CYCLING
Geared to sharing

Almost all German cities have cycle paths
integrated into the streets and pavements
and Nuremberg is no exception: the cycling
infrastructure is excellent, ensuring people can
get around safely and speedily on two wheels.
The city also has NorisBike, a bike-sharing
scheme embedded into the public-transport
system with more than 800 bikes and 70 docking
stations, never more than 500 metres apart.
The scheme also stretches far beyond the city
boundaries. NorisBike users are automatically
part of the international Nextbike network,
which is in more than 30 German cities and in
14 countries including the US and New Zealand.

norisbike.de

vgn.de
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ENGINES OF GROWTH
Bavarians are well connected by train, from the
biggest city to the smallest village. The rail network
that crisscrosses the state covers a distance
equivalent to that between Munich and the US city
of Boston, all the way across the Atlantic Ocean.

© SCOO.ME
Beat the jams

0 INLAND PORTS
Bustle and flow

Bike- and car-sharing schemes
are old news in Munich but
until Magnus Schmidt {pictured)
came along no one had ever
heard of scooter-sharing. “I love
to travel through Munich but
it’s frustrating sitting in traffic
jams and looking for parking
places,” he says, having founded
scooter-sharing start-up Scoo
Mobility in 2014. “I needed to
find something more flexible
and more fun.”
A keyless app lets you rent
one of the 35 - soon to be 150
- customised Vespas dotted
around Munich, which add a
little Roman flair to the streets
of the Bavarian capital and
come with their own helmets.
With launches in Cologne and
Dtisseldorf, renting a scooter in
the city is a simple task.

The history of its industries
and an unbroken focus on
manufacturing in Bavaria
make it an important logistical
centre. Beyond road and rail,
this is a land of waterways and
inland ports, of which there are
24 along the Main River, the
Danube and the Main-Danube
Canal. The two rivers are part
of a sophisticated network that
runs through Europe and since
1992 the Main-Danube Canal
has enabled easy movement of
goods between the two.
Impressive intermodal
connections allow an annual
turnover of nearly 30 million
tonnes to pass through Bavaria.
While the low-lying riverboats
may not look as impressive as
ocean-faring cargo ships, they
are the true workhorses of
inland industrial production.

Q
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DRIVENOW
Ride on time

When walking the streets of Munich, look out
for the electric BMW i3 cars adorned with the
blue DriveNow branding. These are some of the
490 vehicles in BMW’s car-sharing service, which
started in Munich in 2011 and has since spread
to four cities across Germany, as well as to the
UK, Austria, Denmark, Sweden and the US.
There is a one-time registration fee of €29 and
then you simply pay for every minute you use the
car (between €0.31 and €0.34 depending on the
model). “Ninety per cent of the trips are private
but a rapidly growing area is business trips,” says
Michael Fischer from DriveNow. “People use the
cars instead of taxis or public transport.”

drive-now. com

0

RAIL NETWORK
Classic tracks

With more than 6,000km of railway track and
more than 1,000 stations, Bavaria is home to
Germany’s most comprehensive train network.
In fact, Bavaria has always been one step ahead:
in 1835 one of the first passenger services in
continental Europe began here and today the
state’s trains cover 120 million kilometres a year.
Travellers can opt for the Bayerische
Oberlandbahn (its Meridian line connects
Munich to Bavarian holiday destinations such
as Salzburg and alpine Chiemgau), the RB, RE
or S-Bahn. For journeys beyond Bavaria there
are Inter-City Express (ice) high-speed trains.
Each Bavarian city also offers a selection of
underground, tram and bus services.

U ;L>
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Use Aigner
Bavaria's deputy ministerpresident and minister
of economic affairs
and media, energy and
technology.
How does Bavaria’s
infrastructure benefit business?
Companies here are at the
centre of European trade and
have fast and direct access to a
market of nearly half a billion
consumers. Potential clients
arc also on the doorstep - it’s
amazing how many worldrenowned companies arc a
three-hour journey away.

What can all the bitlion-dollar
companies, saws and start-ups
here learn from one another?
Start-ups are agile and relish
new business concepts. Longestablished companies have
experience; they’re also what all
start-ups want to be: profitable.
Both can inspire and learn from
each other. Our Mittelstand is
the intermediary form and is the
centrepiece of Bavaria’s economy.

What role do you think quality of
life plays in attracting investment?
Attractiveness is not just about
economic success but also
the recreational and cultural
experiences a location offers.
You want to spend your valuable
free time close to home; I love
being so close to the mountains.
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TECH & START-UPS

Innovative entrepreneurs are tapping into the Bavarian tradition
of trade and business to give their fledgling firms a head start.

THE OVERVIEW
State of excitement
Bavaria is known for big business: its manufacturers,
global insurance firms and sports brands. But
the region is also becoming a hub for start-ups,
particularly in the tech sector. As several of the
business owners we profile here explain, smaller
outfits benefit from being surrounded by larger
companies that have survived for decades - sometimes
centuries. And while the tech sector flourishes, there
are also other entrepreneurs in Bavaria who deserve
our attention and recognition, opening innovative
neighbourhood shops and, naturally, brewing beer.

O TADO
Mission control
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Christian Deilmann set
upTado in 2011 to make
smart thermostats and airconditioning controllers.
Today Tado trades in 10
European countries and the US.
Its managing director Leopold
von Bismarck says the firm has
never regretted basing itself in
Munich: “We haven’t found it
difficult to attract talent: there
are 15 nationalities in our team
of 85 with people from Turkey,
the US and New Zealand.”
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tado.com
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ST ERHARD

Beer is big business in Bavaria.
The start-up St Erhard is a
modern take on centuries of
brewing tradition. “People
don’t know that Bamberg has
the highest concentration of
brewers in Germany,” says
Christian Klcmenz, managing
director since 2011, of his
hometown in northern Bavaria.
St Erhard’s clear-glass bottle
shows off the deep amber brew,
a departure from the usual dark
glass with ornate labels. “We
didn’t want to fake being 250
years old,” says Klcmenz.
The craft-beer scene in
Germany is developing after a
slow start in comparison to the
US and the UK. To support
the nascent scene Klemenz also
created brew shop Bierothck
and hopes to have five open by
the end of the year.

1

Sfelil
-

caniba-bavaria.de
2 Pax Brau has a rock’n’roll
craft-beer attitude.
Monthly releases have
included liquorice
oatmeal stouts and
cooling Belgian blonds.

pax-braeu.de
3 Riedenburger was
founded in 1866 and its
organic beers are highly
regarded. Their Dolden
Sud ipa has a fruity, sweet
hoppy flavour.

riedenburger.de

STYLIGHT

Fashion forward

Craft brewery Camba
makes traditional and
international styles along
with oak-barrel-aged
special brews, including
a milk stout finished in
bourbon barrels.

st-erhard.com

10
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MORE CRAFT BREWS

Heavenly brew

I
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Over the past seven years
Stylight has made a name
for itself as a leading fashion
aggregator. Founded by four
Munich-based university
friends in 2008, the company
set out to simplify online
fashion retail. “Our mission
is to make style happen,” says
co-founder Benjamin Gunther
(pictured). “We started with
four guys and four laptops. All
we had was motivation.” Today
the firm’s office in the central
Maxvorstadt district is the
workplace for 200 people.
Germany, the UK and
France are its major markets but
Stylight is active in 15 countries.
“More than half of our traffic
is from mobile devices,” says
Gunther. “Shopping is harder
on mobiles, which makes
Stylight even more important.”

stylight.de
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GERMANY'S VENTURE CAPITAL
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WERK EINS
Innovation station
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Located in one of the few
undeveloped districts in
Munich - the one-time
ravers’ paradise around
Grafinger Strasse -Werk Eins
is a start-up incubator and
co-working space focused on
digital entrepreneurs. In this
converted 70-year-old factory
(the word werk means “factory”
in German) there are 32 rooms
housing 32 start-ups and about
120 people. It’s a close-knit
community: there’s a busy,
spacious cafe on the ground

i

i

More companies are founded in Bavaria than
anywhere else in Germany The state has become
the centre of entrepreneurship in the country, with
about 18,800 firms taking their first steps into the
world of business in 2013 atone.

floor and every other Friday a
free breakfast is laid on for the
resident entrepreneurs.
For managing director
Franz Glatz {pictured) the
region’s traditional economy
is something that encourages
entrepreneurship: “In
Munich you have the old
industry: the car factories,
the insurance companies,
a lot of manufacturing and
engineering, as well as a
lot of universities. It means
that the start-ups in Munich
are more fundamental and
more sustainable.”

werkimuenchen. de

0

SLYRS
Independent spirit

When Slyrs (pronounced “Shluers”) began
distilling whisky in 1999 there were plenty of
sceptics, says Hans Kemcnater. Back then he
was an apprentice but is now the firm’s master
distiller. “A lack of whisky tradition in the region
wasn’t a problem,” he says. “We chose our
path without outside standards, hindrances or
consumer expectations.”
Founder Florian Stetter, a brewer by trade,
was inspired by a visit to Scotland, where the
landscape, idiosyncratic dialect and independent
spirit reminded him of home. Slyrs launched
with a classic Bavarian single malt whisky and
has since won numerous awards.

slyrs.de

0

LOKALHELDEN
Fresh approach
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Mona Ridder was working as a
chef in an Augsburg restaurant
when she decided to start
growing fruit and vegetables on
a small allotment outside the
city. “I was so surprised by how
many kinds of produce you can
grow even here in the heart of
Europe,” she says. “I thought
it would be nice if there was a
store for produce that hadn’t
been shipped across the world.”
She set up a Kickstarter
fund and raised enough capital
to start her shop Lokalhelden
(Local Heroes). Some of her
fresh produce is grown within
the boundaries of the city;
the rest comes from around
Bavaria, with a few items from
Baden-Wiirttcmberg. The store
doubles as a cafe during the
day, serving soups, curries,
coffee and craft beers.

lokalheldentest. herrypsilon. de

EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH
Bavaria champions
knowledge and innovation
and academic excellence
is paramount: the state has
12 international schools.
Munich’s university tum
is ranked the highest in
Germany, with the LudwigMaximilian University
(lmu) ranked third. More
than one in five people
at tum is from outside
Germany too.
The state is also home
to some world-renowned
research institutes such
as the Ludwig Bolkow
Campus, an aerospace
facility that hosts the likes of
Airbus and Siemens, and the
Max Planck Institute, which
has produced 18 Nobel
Prize winners.
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SUSANNE B0TSCHEN
Founder of Theresa and
mytheresa.com
Susanne Botschen founded
Theresa, a multibrand
womenswear shop in
Munich, in 1987. Nineteen
years later she and
her husband launched
mytheresa.com, a successful
online shop specialising in
high-end fashion.

You started with a bricks-andmortar shop before moving online.
How did that help?
We did it the right way round,
the only way round in fact:
starting with a shop and
then moving online. We were
authorised to sell brands’
products over the internet
because we had history with
them and they knew we would
treat their brand the way they
wanted. They trusted us and
knew we were reliable.

What is the benefit of being based
in Munich?
Munich is a magnet for
tourism and for international
people. People really come
here for shopping. It’s close to
Italy and you can easily get to
London, Paris and Milan. We
also benefitted in the beginning
from being in a smaller city
than a London or a Paris - in
Munich we were the first
choice for big brands.
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INDUSTRY

These companies, many family-owned and highly specialised, are
increasingly recognised as the economic backbone of Germany.

THE OVERVIEW
Main attraction

n
sMfit.
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Bavaria is Germany’s bread basket, its

j

economic powerhouse. Ingolstadt is the
home of Audi, Herzogenaurach is where
Adidas is based and Munich is

bmw’s

HQ, there are countless global brands
that call the southern state home. It’s
also the first choice for international

1

giants such as Google, Microsoft,
General Electric and Chinese firm
Huawei, all of which have set up
headquarters here. And while these

...

corporations have a huge impact- on the

rr -CLL

economy, Bavaria’s small and medium
sized companies make up no less than
40 per cent of its annual economic
performance. Here’s a round-up of
Bavaria’s big businesses that have

\T

made a mark around the world.

O PLAYMOBIL
Go figure
With the passing of Playmobil
founder Horst Brandstatter this
summer, the world of children’s
toys got a little bit smaller. The
familiar plastic figures were intro
duced in 1974 by Brandstatter
and toy designer Hans Beck;
they are manufactured in
Dietenhofen, near Nuremberg,
among other global locations,
with everything overseen by the
headquarters in Zimdorf.
Family ownership of the
Geobra-Brandstatter Group
since 1876 has put deep roots
and family values at the heart
of the company. A new logistics
centre built in 2014 represented
an €8om investment in the com
pany’s future competitiveness,
ensuring that these little figures
will stay in the hands of children
for years to come.

playmobil.de

0 THERESIENTHAL
Glass act

&>-
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The area close to the Czech border is, like its
neighbour, known for its high-quality glassware
production. One of the best known companies is
Theresienthal, which is based in Zwiesel and relies
on artisans whose families have worked in the
region’s glass industry for generations. It produces
just 30,000 pieces per year, sold to sophisticates with
a “certain inclination toward playful products”, says
managing director and owner Max von Schnurbein.
The appeal of Theresienthal glass lies in what
Von Schnurbein calls the balance between beauty,
quality production and a “subtle functionality”. To
achieve this the company works with leading tastemakers such as industrial designer Christian Haas.
theresienrhal.de

0 ADIDAS
Best foot forward
Bavaria takes sport seriously, demonstrated by the
fact that two global sports brands - Adidas and
Puma - are headquartered in Herzogenaurach, just
outside Nuremberg. The two companies are the
result of a family feud that led to a split in 1948.
Adidas has invested more than 6500m in this
HQ. “There was a debate about moving to Paris
or Diisseldorf but Herzogenaurach is a big part of
our company history,” says Jan Runau (pictured),
chief corporate communications officer. It was
here, in collaboration with the Friedrich-Alexander
University and Astrum IT, that the brand developed
MiLife: a wearable computer platform that analyses
data through sensors in shoes and clothing.

adidas-group. com
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HOT OFF THE PRESS

Paper chase

Munich has 134 publishing houses and overall
Bavaria has 367. Newspaper and magazine
publishers make 64.8bn annually, which works
out as 14 per cent of the entire sales volume of
Bavaria's cultural and creative economy.

Anyone who watched The
Oscars this year has seen
Gmund’s handiwork. The
golden envelopes that held the
event’s much-anticipated awards
were created by the Bavarian
paper manufacturer, which
also counts the Cannes Film
Festival, Christie’s and BMW
among its customers. Chosen
for the depth and brilliance of
their colour, the Oscar enve
lopes are among a wide range
of exclusive paper products that
Gmund has been making in a
lakeside Alpine village of the
same name since 1829.
While the family-owned com
pany is proud of its traditional
craftsmanship and Bavarian
roots, it also emphasises the
use of technology and design to
make inspired and eco-friendly
new products; the Gmund
Urban line, for example,
features cement-like finishes.
“We’re part of a region that is
both innovative and focused on
sustainability,” says marketing
director Gabriele Bellendorf.
“We want to preserve our beau
tiful Bavaria but we also want to
be bold and forward-thinking.”

MORE BIG COMPANIES
i Seele, Gersthofen
A master of glass and steel,
Seele has worked with
world-leading architects
since 1984 to construct
building shells that offer
transparency and light.

seele.com
2 MAN, Augsburg
The epitome of German
engineering, man has a
history of more than 250
years and produces engines
for commercial vehicles
and container ships.

G

man.eu

BULTHAUP

Magic touch
3 Schaeffler Gruppe,
Herzogenaurach
This manufacturer of
car and plane parts was
founded in 1946 and
makes mobility more
affordable and environ
mentally friendly.

Bulthaup has been making kitch
ens in the Bavarian countryside
since it was founded by Martin
Bulthaup in 1949. It employs
530 people from the area and
relies on the assiduousness they
bring to their work. “I always say
that Bulthaup starts where the
machine ends and the human
hand and human eye take over,”
says Marc O Eckert, ceo and
grandson of the original founder.
Veneer master Johann
Paintmeier is a prime example.
His work takes him around
Europe looking for the per
fect trees and then back to
Bodenkirchen to turn blocks of
wood into o.6mm-thick veneers.
His expertise has helped the com
pany gain a great reputation, with
a turnover of €13001 and 80 per
cent of its kitchens sold overseas.

schaeffler.com
4 Knauf, Iphofen
Knauf is a global manu
facturer of gypsum-based
building materials, which
are unglamorous but vital
ingredients in construction.

knauf.com
5 Lindauer Dornier,
Lindau
Builds textile machines that
produce everything from
airbags to superfine silk.

lindauerdornier. com

V
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bulthaup. com
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FABER-CASTELL
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Faber-Castell was founded in 1761 by Kaspar Faber;
Anton Graf von Faber-Castell leads the company
today in its eighth generation of family manage
ment. The company still manufactures in Stein, near
the headquarters of two other giants of the world
wide stationery industry: Staedtler and Stabilo.
More than 250 years of refinement have
made Faber Castell a world leader in producing
instruments for applying pigment to surfaces, from
pencils to lip-liners. “Family-owned companies like
this can think over the long term, in generations,”
says Sandra Suppa of Faber-Castell. “In the 1980s
we planted a forest and we’re now seeing the results
in wood-price stability and sustainability.”

faber-castell. com
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FOOD & DRINK

Tried-and-true tastes washed down with a pitch-perfect coffee
or gratifying beer: Bavaria excels at doing the simple things well.
THE OVERVIEW
Help yourself

m
tm

historic and quintessentially German.
From weisswurst (veal sausages)
to

m

F

Bavaria’s traditional cuisine is hearty,

1

M
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brezen (Bavarian pretzels), its

specialities have a strong tradition and
are well known around the globe - and

O NIKOLAUS SCHWARZ
Flour power

that’s without mentioning the region’s
beer. Bavaria is widely considered to
be the spiritual home of wheat beer
and every pub knows the value of a
barrel-fresh

mass (a one-litre mug

of beer, of which an estimated ■6.5
million are chugged during the annual

L

Oktoberfest).Yet Bavaria offers so
much more than liquid gold. The state

I

boasts a delightful mix of world-class
restaurants, bars and cafes serving
exquisite coffee. Here’s a toast to the
best of the bunch.

1

On Saturdays the queue at this Nuremberg
bakery and deli is normally several people deep.
The three children of founder Nikolaus Schwarz
- Konrad (pictured, left), Helmut and Betty have stayed loyal to their father’s vision for his
shop, which dates back to 1923. This is especially
true of the no-nonsense food on offer, from
horseradish to cured meats and baked goods.
The shelves are laden with loaves of bread
fresh from a nearby stone-oven bakery. They
come in two forms - round (iaib) or oval
(kipf) - and each loaf weighs up to 4.5kg, cut to
customers’ wishes. Speciality meats are sliced to
order and smoked sausages are sold link by link.
Fruit preserves round out the selection.

© BRENNER
Only connect

,1

It sometimes seems as though the whole world
meets at Brenner. Next door to Munich’s
Bavarian State Opera, its pillared halls in the
landmark-listed marstall (the former stables of
the royal residence) are filled with businessmen
and visitors alike from morning to night. The
restaurant serves international dishes cooked
over an open fire, while the bustling bar offers a
selection of newspapers.
Hotelier and restaurateur Rudi Kull and
architect Albert Weinzierl opened Brenner in 2003,
sparing no expense: the place exudes Milanese
flair with its Italian-crafted terrazzo floors, original
Thonet chairs and uniformed chefs and waiters.

•■—v

brennergrill.de

© HEXENHAUSLE
Blast from the past

© SCHWARZE KISTE
Bean counter

The red-and-white wooden
shutters of Hexenhauslc, a
1600s wooden building in
Nuremberg, are a nod to the
colours of the Franconian
flag. Classic Franconian
dishes - including Niirnberger
rostbratwiirstchen (sausage)
with sauerkraut and schaufele,
a slow-braised pork shoulder are served on chequered cloths.
The well-done classics and
location along the old city
wall make it a popular haunt.

Sebastian Hrabak started out
with a single food truck and a
simple idea: to bring speciality
coffee to Augsburg. The truck’s
location on Haunstctter Strasse,
opposite the university and
close to the train station, meant
a constant stream of customers
and two more venues quickly
followed. Aside from coffee
roasted by Dachau-based
Johannes Bayer, Schwarze
Kiste also serves burgers,
quiches and sandwiches.

hexenhaeusle-nuernberg. com

H

CJ

schwarzekiste. de
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TAKE THE BISCUIT
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BIERGARTEN MUNICH
Barrels of fun

Lebkuchen has a long tradition in Bavaria. This
gingerbread-like treat was first made in monasteries
around Franconia in the 13th century and became
especially famous in Nuremberg. A typical Christmas
treat, Lebkuchen can be found all year round.

L

Bavaria is renowned for many
things but one thing it would
be unimaginable without is
its beer and biergarten (beer
gardens). Munich has a
plethora to choose from:
there is the iconic one at the
Chinese Tower in the English
Garden and the 19th-century
St Emmeramsmiihle.
Our favourite, however,
is the Augustiner-Keller
(pictured). Run by Christian
and Petra Vogler, this historic
institution is known for
serving Augustiner beer from
Munich’s oldest brewery, which
dates back to 1328. A mass of
Augustiner - freshly poured
out of handcrafted wooden
barrels - is best enjoyed under
the biergarten’s canopy of 100
chestnut trees.

1
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MACHHORNDL
Gold blends

The chocolate or fruit notes of
a truly outstanding coffee blend
could turn nearly any coffee
sceptic into an enthusiast. So
Armin Machhorndl (pictured)
founded his eponymous roastery
- Nuremberg’s first - in 2008 to
create new converts. “We roast
seasonally based on what beans
are available, composing the
blends to taste in small batches,”
he says. The original roastery
and shop was joined by a citycentre cafe in 2014.

augustinerkeller. de

MUNICH MOMENTS
Three of the best
1

A

Bar Centrale
This charming espresso
bar opposite the
Cortiina Hotel is proof
of the old aphorism
that Munich is Italy’s
northernmost town.

L

machhoerndl-kaffee. de

i.

I

bar-centrale.com
2 Seerose
Stephanie and Florian
Thatenhorst are the
team behind several
Munich gastronomic
institutions, including
Kaisergarten and
Theresa, but this is
our pick of them: great
food in the charming
Schwabing district.

seerose-trattoria. com
3 Bar Giornale
From the owners of
Brenner (see opposite),
this great Italian
restaurant has a sunny
terrace that seats 120.
Try the porcini risotto
with rosemary brittle.

bar-giornale. com

_
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O BENKO CAFE
Humble hosts
Opposite Munich’s technical
university, on the border
between the trendy central
districts of Maxvorstadt and
Schwabing, Benko Cafe was the
first venture of Fiston Bentaleb
and Stefan Koddermann. The
cafe is simple but the coffee
(from Pescara-based roaster
Saquella), the food (all made
in-house) and the furniture
(from Fabrik Schick) all
combine to make this a spot
that’s definitely worth a visit.

benko-cafe.de

0

MAHLEFITZ
Serves you right

%V

For the coffee aficionado,
Munich’s Mahlefitz is a must.
Set up by Peter Schlogl, his wife
Mojgan Ensafi and business
partner Sebastian Losch
(pictured), this is a high-concept
cafe serving single-estate coffee.
The founders developed their
own colour-coding system
for the coffees, which means
returning customers can be
certain of a brew they’ll enjoy
in the sparse and gracefully
furnished interior.

mahlefitz.de
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RETAIL

Bavaria is a shopping destination increasingly defined by
family-run businesses and the 'Made in Germany' label.

THE OVERVIEW
Talking shop
*

The purchasing power of Bavaria
is far above the German average at
€23,168 a year per person. The city
of Munich’s is higher still at €28,920.
This means that homegrown retailers

/

are in an economically strong market.
Bavaria may be the best place to buy
bespoke lederhosen and perhaps some
homemade mustard to go along with
all that

weisszvurst you’ll be enjoying -

but it’s also home to an array of young

—

“Made in Germany” brands that are
investing time and energy in bringing

-

regional manufacturing back to the
fore. Although Munich stands out
as Bavaria’s number-one shopping

.***:

:

destination, there are many shops to
discover beyond the capital’s borders
too. Here are our top picks.

3A:
• »

0 A KIND OF GUISE
Down to earth

Bohmler
Dating back to 1875,
this family-run interiordesign shop and carpet
purveyor is one of the
best places to pick up
homeware and furniture
in Munich. The store
holds brands such as
Gubi, B&B Italia and
Poliform.The staff are
always on hand should
you need any advice.

r*

boehmler.de

“German-made timeless prod
ucts with a focus on quality,
that’s us,” saysYasar Cevikcr,
who co-founded Munich-based
men’s and womenswear brand
A Kind of Guise with his life
and business partner Susi
Streich in 2009.
Their shop sells earthy-hucd
knitwear and blazers, and bags
made in old leather-making capi
tal Offenbach. “Everyone’s riding
the ‘Made in Germany’ wave but
it’s part of our dna,” says Ceviker.

akindofguise, com

2 Radspieler
This shop is found
on Hackenstrasse in
Munich’s old town and
has been restoring fur
niture since 1841. Great
for beautiful chairs,
tables and vitrines.

radspieler.com
3 Manufactum, Munich
Amazing shop for every
imaginable product for
the home and located
just a few doors down
from Dallmayr {see

opposite page).
manufactitm.de
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Made from sugar, wholegrain
mustard seeds and spices, siisser
senf (sweet mustard) is the
classic Bavarian condiment;
few households are without a
red-and-black-labelled jar of the
Handlmaier Hausmachcrsenf.
Johanna Handlmaier
invented the staple in 1910
at her family’s butcher shop
in Regensburg. It has been
produced in the city ever since
and there is a small flagship
shop in Regensburg city centre.

haendlmaier.de

j- i-i

MORE SHOPS
1

O HANDLMAIER
Cut the mustard

© LAGOM
Enough is enough
Lagom is a Danish-German
company that specialises in
Scandinavian design.The brand
launched as an online retailer
more than eight years ago and
only recently opened its first
showroom in Munich’s old town.
“Lagom” means “just the right
amount”; fitting for a furniture,
light and homeware shop whose
carefully curated selection offers
just that. Among the pieces that
made the cut is Kay Bojesen’s
unmistakable wooden monkey.

lagomwhite.de

■
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© PAPIERLADEN
Paper trail
“We work here because we’re
devoted to paper and paper
products; it’s a passion,” says
Vera Schwamborn of Munich’s
Papierladen. For nearly 30 years
the shop has sold nothing but
the finest papers and supplies.
“Our Japanese paper is
printed in a factory in Kyoto
that also makes kimonos,” says
Schwamborn, before noting that
each piece is an original silkscreen print. “Our paper gives the
traditional art a modern look.”

cartapura.de
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Bavaria has seven Unesco World Heritage sites
including Regensburg, Germany’s best-preserved
medieval town; prehistoric pile dwellings around
the Alps; Bamberg's historic town; and the Wurzburg
residence with its court gardens.

r
' W

0

TRACHTEN GREIF
Dress to impress

m

Alexandra Keil’s family founded
theTegemsec-based shop
Trachten Greif 280 years ago.
While it’s undergone reincar
nations over the generations,
today the company specialises in
bespoke dirndls and lederhosen
as well as everyday garments for
men, women and children.
“Our philosophy is based
on the principle that our pieces
should be worn with case,” says
Keil {pictured). “They shouldn’t
come across as costumes.”

!

trachten-greif. de

0

LODENFREY
Lap of luxury

0

Lodenfrey is Munich’s premium
department store but that fact
belies a far more interesting
history. Founded by Johann
Georg Frey from Klingenstein
in Baden Wiimemberg in 1842,
Lodenfrey started out as a textile
mill making fine lodcn clothing
for the Bavarian nobility. The first
shop opened eight years later in
the centre of Munich.
Today the store’s modern
incarnation on Maffeistrasse
devotes an entire floor of its
six-storey building to high-end

It’s no coincidence that Sina
Trinkwalder’s shop is situated
opposite the Gildenhaus in
Augsburg’s central Moritzplatz.
This is where the city’s weavers
used to meet in the 18th and
19 th centuries, the heyday of
Augsburg’s textile industry.
Sadly the city’s old textilviertel
(“textile quarter”) is now
virtually abandoned, save for one
manufacturer: Manomama.
Trinkwalder (pictured) set up
her company in 2010, making
bags for supermarkets, then
expanded into clothing. Now she
makes about 140 different items,
from overcoats to jeans, selling
them online and in the shop. “I
base everything in a regional sup
ply chain,” she says. “This isn’t
so-called ‘Made in Germany’;
everything is made here.”

MANOMAMA
One and only

versions of traditional Bavarian
dress: so-called trachien. But it
also holds great contemporary
brands from Woolrich to
Ermenegildo Zegna and Caruso.
A coffee bar on each floor and a
men’s made-to-measure section
complete the luxurious offering.

Iodenfrey.com

0

DALLMAYR
Dream deli
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Dating back to the 18 th cen
tury, Dallmayr in Munich is
the definition of a delicatessen
paradise. Alongside Prodomo
coffee, which it’s particularly
famous for, the deli serves
everything from fresh fish and
meat to baked goods (including
traditional pretzels, an Oktoberfest staple), pralines and
prepared gourmet meals.
Above the delicatessen,
which itself attracts an annual
1.4 million visitors, chef
Diethard Urbansky prepares
Michelin-star dishes inspired
by the region. And if Dallmayr
has merely whetted your appe
tite for Bavarian grocery stores
head to the Kafer delicatessen
on Prinzregcntenstrasse on the
eastern side of the Isar River.
It contains a wine cellar and
a wonderful confiserie.

dallmayr.de

manomama.de
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SOUVE
In the bag

Hendrik Boeing, who started by
selling bags out of the boot of his
car, set up German brand Souve
in 2011. His shop in Munich furnished with metal fences that
double as display cases - is as
simple as his colourful canvas
bags. “They are honest, durable
products,” says Boeing.
In 2014 he launched a line of
leather bags crafted in a small
family-run workshop in Naples.
He also sells books published by
Gestalten and German spirits.

souve.net
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CULTURE

Home to an array of art institutions and a lively media scene;
Bavaria is the Bundesland to back when it comes to culture.
0

THEATINER FILM
Golden oldie

THE OVERVIEW
Hard to beat
With its 1,350 museums and collections and the millions
of euros it spends on creative pursuits each year, Bavaria
beats every other German Bundesland when it comes
to arts and culture. It’s also a media powerhouse, home
to public-service broadcaster Bayerischer Rundfunk, the
German Architectural Digest and newspaper Suddeutsche

Zeitung, as well as publishing houses such as Hubert
Burda Media and

dtv.

Across the rest of the region

each city has its fair share of cultural highlights, from
Bayreuth’s 18th-century Margravial Opera House to
artist Albrecht Diirer’s former Nuremberg home.

%

*

BAYERN RADIO

Stepping inside theTheatiner
is like travelling back in time.
The arthousc cinema’s elegant
foyer is adorned with vintage
film posters and features an
old-fashioned ticket booth
staffed by Marlies Kirchner, who
established the landmark theatre
with her late husband Walter in
1957. The atmospheric woodpanelled screening room showed
only analogue films until recently
and specialises in foreign films in
their original versions.

1 Bayern plus
The place to hear proper
Schlager, electronic music
from across Germany.
2 Radio Arabella 105.2
Munich-wide commer
cial radio station playing
classic US pop.

3 M95.4
Station produced by
students from Munich’s
big universities.

theatiner-film. de

[

0

SODA BOOKS
Spread the word

an
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p

KEY CULTURAL EVENTS

A

1

Bayreuther Festspiele
Yearly music festival in
Bayreuth that celebrates
the German composer
Richard Wagner.

Sebastian Steinacker (pictured)
definitely fits into that group of
entrepreneurs who decided to
set up their businesses because
the services they wanted didn’t
exist yet. In his case, what
he wanted was an excellent
magazine shop in Munich.
“I studied fashion design
at Central St Martins in
London and I came back to
Munich addicted to print and
niche magazines,” he says.
“There were kiosks here and
obviously the airport and train
station too but nothing like
this.” He opened his tiny first
shop in 2004 and then moved
into his current space on
Rumfordstrasse in 2007.
This has now been joined by
a second Soda Books branch
in Berlin.

sodabooks.com

bayreuther-festspiele. de

O PINAKOTHEK
DER MODERNE
Creative complex

2 Oktoberfest
Annual folk festival in
Bavaria’s capital.

This modern-art gallery in the
heart of Munich’s Kunstareal (art
district) combines four museums
under one roof, making it one
of Europe’s largest museums for
modem and contemporary art,
architecture and design.
Designed by German
architect Stephan Braunfels, the
Pinakothek der Modeme displays
a range of 20th- and 21st-century
art and design. Its collection can
only really be compared to New
York’s Metropolitan Museum

18

oktobeifest.de

ossa Q15113 CB MB

3

ofArt. “Our four extraordinary
museums are always involved in
collaborative, interdisciplinary
projects,” says chief curator for
contemporary art Bemhart
Schwenk, whose next show will
explore the work of German
artist Amelie von Wulffen.

pinakothek.de

Christkindlmarkt
Germany-wide
Christmas-market
tradition; particularly
famous in Nuremberg.

bavaria.by
4 DLD conference
This event ensures
Munich keeps its finger
on the creative pulse.

dld-conference. com
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POLE POSITION
On 1 May, Bavarians head out to celebrate maypole
day. For this traditional festival that literally
revolves around a decorated wooden pole, Bavarians
dress in their finest costumes and attempt to steal
one another's maypoles and hold them for ransom.

I

0 ALBRECHT-DURER-HAUS
Home is where the art is
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ROAR DEAL
Bavaria personified in the form
of a statue representing strength
and glory, along with the Bavarian
lion. This statue is in Munich, on
the grounds of the all-important
Wies'n, where the Oktoberfest and
other significant events are held.

i

museen. nuernberg. de/duererhaus

0 ARTPHONIX &
SCHALLPLATTENFACHHANDEL

r'

For the record
The sound of a vinyl record instills passion in even
the most apathetic listener. Manfred Krug and
Marc Schauff have translated that passion into two
record shops in Nuremberg: Artphonix, managed by
Krug, is for aficionados of rock and jazz; Schallplattenfachhandel was established by Schauff in 2012
and focuses on hip-hop and electronica.
“The name is the longest German word
possible for ‘record shop’,” says Schauff with a
smile. He shares his old brick-warehouse space with
a bar. “Vinyl is a statement, something to hold,” he
adds. “It isn’t just about blindly consuming music
online with strangers seeing what you stream.”

bayreuth-wilhelmine.de

CULTURE CUTS
O

1 Curves

Suddeutsche7eiiung

MunchnerMerkur
0
Jk

the

rdlprfirm
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Wonderful creation from
the mind of Stefan Bogner,
all about beautiful roads
around the world.

0

MUH
0

2 Das Buch als Magazin
Complete reprint of a
classic literary text com
bined with both pieces of
journalism and photographs
that relate to it.
3 Siiddeutsche Zeitung
Bavaria’s highest-brow
newspaper, with a fantastic
culture-and-lifestyle section
called the Feuilleton.

I

0

MARGRAVIAL OPERA
HOUSE
The Margravial Opera House
in Bayreuth is a Unesco World
Heritage site with one of the
best-preserved baroque-period
interiors of any building. It has
been closed for refurbishment
since 2012, while the interior is
completely restored. This care
ful work will prepare the opera
house, which dates from 1748,
for both contemporary use
and historical preservation.

artphoenix-viryL de

HEIDI

Germany’s most celebrated
renaissance artist Albrecht Diirer
was a Nuremberg native. To
commemorate his life and work,
the city opened the AlbrechtDiirer-Haus as the nation’s first
artist museum in 1828.
Diircr’s house is one of
the city’s oldest residences and
showcases all facets of the artist’s
heritage and work. Meanwhile, in
his former workshop visitors can
learn about his historic painting
and printing techniques.

4 Miinchner Merkur
Daily newspaper for the
state capital that pitches
itself slightly higher than
tabloid Abendzeitung.

5 Mo:de
Annual publication of
the Munich Fashion and
Design Academy.
6 Muh
Magazine that takes a
look at what it means
to be Bavarian today.

7 Cut
Well-designed diy
fashion magazine; the
personal project of
publisher Horst Moser.
8 A Bigger Park
Munich’s magazine scene’s
latest addition is about
surfing, skateboarding
and snowboarding.
9 Focus
Leading weekly news
magazine from Munichbased publisher Hubert
Burda Media.
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OUT OF THE CITIES

Bavaria's natural beauty is unrivalled, from breathtaking
Alps to fertile plains, lakes and vineyards.
THE OVERVIEW
The great outdoors
Bavaria’s dynamic cities are well
governed, affluent and enjoy a near-

54*

Mediterranean climate. There are
plenty of restaurants, shops and
cultural institutions to keep residents
entertained. But the main reason

■
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people love living here is the area’s
■■

natural beauty. You don’t have to

-.-.I*

travel far out of Munich to get to the
foothills of the Alps or to Tegernsee
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lake. Come on, let’s head for the hills.
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TEGERNSEE

Lakeside leisure
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dastegernsee.de

Ausflug is a word you
should add to your German
vocabulary. An ausflug is a
trip, somewhere between
a jaunty adventure and an
afternoon escape from the city.
Tegernsee, a lake area about
6okm south of Munich, is a
favourite getaway and a prime
location for a quick day trip
or a luxurious weekend break.
Here’s our pick of places and
things to do from the towns
around the lake.

WHERE TO EAT
Braustuberl
The monastery brewery at
Tegernsee has turned out
many a foam-topped helles
since 1050. Its beer hall,
established in 1675 at a perfect
lakeside location, serves tasty
schweinshaxen (roast pork
knuckle with crispy skin).

braustuberl.de

WHAT TO DO

WHERE TO STAY

Wallbergbahn

Das Tegernsee

Take the Wallberg cable car
from Rottach-Egern up to
1,600 metres. Wallberg is an
ideal launch for parasailing and
paragliding, while in winter,
rodeln (sledding) using wooden
toboggans is a favourite.

For those considering an
overnight stay, Das Tegernsee
is an excellent choice. The
hotel offers rooms in the art
nouveau Sengerschloss castle
and the surrounding buildings.
It is also home to one of the

. u

area’s best spas and there are
bicycles for hire.

wallbergbahn.de

REGIONAL GUIDE BAVARIA
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HOLY COW
When summer turns to winter, herders drive Bavaria's
cattle down from Alpine pastures to the warmth
of their bams. The journey is called the viehscheid
and traditionally involves the cows being decorated
with Rowers and big bells to ward off demons.

0 GARMISCH-

WHERE TO STAY

PARTENKIRCHEN

Schloss Elmau

Alpine A-listers
You can be in the Alpine town
of Garmisch-Partenkirchen in
less than 90 minutes from the
centre of Munich. In winter,
residents leave the city for
day trips to this favoured ski
resort, which boasts about 40
kilometres of piste and includes
a glacier on the Zugspitze, the
tallest mountain in Germany.
When the snow melts, the town
is a great setting-off point for
hikes and bike rides in the
mountains and valleys.

&
5r
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This stunning castle surrounded
by pastures and mountains was
built between 19x4 and 1916. It
is now a luxury spa, hotel and
cultural hideaway.

schloss-elmau. de

WHERE TO EAT
Block's Post; Cafe Bar Berge
For hearty meals after a long ski
session or hike, head to Block’s
Post in Kriin, a traditional
stube, which dates back to the
1700s. Or if you’re in the mood
for kaffee und kuchen (coffee
and cake) then head to Cafe
Bar Berge in the heart of
Garmisch-Partenkirchen.

gasthof-blocks-post-kruen. de;
cafe-bar-berge. de

WHAT TO DO
Hiking between the 'hutten'
While Garmisch-Partenkirchen
is best known for its skiing, in
summer nothing is nicer than
hiking the hillsides and valleys
and staying in one of the
hundreds of wooden hutten that
dot the green pastures, offering
food and beds for avid walkers.
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BLUE-SKY THINKING
Getting away doesn’t just mean heading into the
countryside. From Munich Airport you can fly to
Milan in an hour and 15 minutes, London in about
two hours, New York in eight hours and Tokyo in
just under 12 hours.

13th-century houses.

0 BODENSEE

adara-lindau.de

Lakeside locations
Bodensee, a 63km-long lake,
is at the southern tip of Bavaria
and marks the point where
Germany, Switzerland and
Austria meet. Bavaria lays
claim to the eastern portion
that stretches from Lindau
to Nonnenhorn. Circled by
historic towns, picturesque
beaches, vineyards and the
Alps, Bodensee is one of
Bavaria’s - and Europe’s - most
treasured holiday destinations.

WHERE TO STAY
Adara Boutique-Hotel,
Lindau
In the summer of 2014 a
new hotel opened on Lindau
Island: the Adara BoutiqueHotel. Architect and owner
Eva Rudolph spent five years
renovating the historic property,
which encompasses four

*

WHERE TO EAT
Strandhaus; Mole 3
Every morning at 08.30,
restaurateur Klaus Winter
begins to feed the flames of
his log-fired oven so that his
Landzunge-certified meats can
be cooked to perfection over the
course of 12 hours. Roast beef,
pulled pork and salmon from
the barbecue smoker, as well as
homemade chutneys, are some
of the highlights. Alternatively,
head to Mole 3 for regional
dishes’ and harbour views

(pictured, bottom left and right),
strandhaus. li; moles, de
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WHAT TO DO
Schmidt am Bodensee
vineyard
Spend the afternoon at Eugcn
Schmidt’s bucolic winery
Schmidt am Bodensee in
Hattnau on the shores of
Bodensee. The 30-year-old
family-run vineyard is one of
the region’s largest; it recently
opened a brand new estate
designed by architects Elmar
Ludescher and Philip Lutz.
schmidt-am-bodensee. de
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BEING BAVARIAN

From freshly brewed beer and spectacular countryside to
rich cultural offerings, Bavaria is Germany's leading star.
O OKTOBERFEST

Hop to it

T

Oktoberfest is the best-known
of the many Bavarian beer
festivals. Standing and dancing
on wooden benches (never on
the tables though) and drinking
from one-litre beer mugs is the
focus. Women dress in dirndls
and men in lederhosen. This is a
key autumn event for Bavarian
companies, with many reserving
tables for employees months
in advance. A heart-shaped
lebkuchen biscuit, frosted with
German endearments, is a good
take-home for loved ones.
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© TRADITIONAL DRESS

Leading tight

Folk fashion

Of all the states in Germany,
Bavaria has the most museums;
1,350 to be precise. The state
has also contributed hugely
to European culture. A list of
well-known figures includes
Renaissance painter Albrecht
Durer, late-Romantic composer
Richard Strauss, author Karl
Valentin and film-maker Werner
Herzog. Through its high-ranking
universities and the University
of Television and Film Munich,
Bavaria produces leading lights
in the cultural sphere.

Bavaria and its national dress
seem inseparable yet the
trachten tradition is a young
one. When the kingdom of
Bavaria was established in
1806 it was a divided land.
In an effort to remedy this,
the royal Wittelsbach family
promoted the fashion of
sporting lederhosen and dirndls
to foster Bavarian patriotism.
Trachten became a branding
tool for Bavaria that’s as
popular and effective now as
it was in the 19th century.

© BAVARIAN BEER

Prost!
Even within Germany, a beer-drinker’s paradise,
Bavaria is the undisputed home of die amber
nectar. The country is home to 1,349 breweries
and close to half are in Bavaria. Over the centuries
they have perfected every possible type of hoppy
beverage, from weissbier (wheat beer) to dunkel
(dark) beers. The state is home to some of the most
famous breweries in Germany and many are joining
the global trend towards producing craft beer; the
Dolden Sud Bavarian ipa made by the 150-year-old
Riedenburger brewery is a great example.
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0 MADE IN GERMANY

Global repute
“Made in Germany” stands for
quality, precision and reliability.
Many of the companies that
have helped to build this
reputation were founded in
Bavaria, from bmw to Bulthaup
and countless small and
medium-sized businesses making
everything from hydraulic
pumps to pencils. Companies
headquartered outside of the
region often establish facilities in
Bavaria, benefitting from
the high standards and
accumulated expertise.

0 QUALITY OF LIFE

Right place, right time
Bavaria is at the heart of Mitteleuropa; it’s
prosperous, industrious and pleasant. With an
unemployment rate of about 3 per cent (one of
the lowest in the EU), a gdp per capita of €38,429
and a record number of museums, publishers,
international manufacturers and start-ups, Bavaria
is a bona fide German powerhouse. You’re close
enough to drive to other key European cities such
as Zurich, Innsbruck and even Milan. And what’s
more, you’re only ever a few hours away from
skiing in the mountains or sailing on a lake.
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for Economic Development LLC on behalf of the Ministry
of Economic Affairs and Media, Energy and Technology
of the Stale of Bavaria, Federal Republic of Germany.
Additional information is on file with the
Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.
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Munich - Encounter opportunities.
Excellent and authentic
quality of life.
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European hub with unrivaled quality of life.

www.business-munich.de

Vibrant and agile start-up culture
with 20,000 new entrepreneurs a year.
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Welcome
Bountiful Bavaria offers so much
more than castles and cowbells,
as our editor in chief Tyler Brule
is keen to point out. Buckle up
and enjoy the ride.

monocle.com
monodc.com/radio

Special Edition

LAY OF
THE LAND

t.i

You’re about to discover a land of opportunity
and we’re here to guide you. What better way
to kick that off than with a map of the region;
once you’ve browsed the highlights, read on
for the detail.
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Bamberg

WRITER JoIh lihiun ILLUSTRATOR KruUn Ikyjl
Oriin Gun and welcome lo monocle’s Bavaria Special
Edition. With any luck you're Hipping through these
pages under a leafy oak while cn|oymg a glass of frosty
Augustincr and wcanng your finest Trachr But there’s
an even better chance you're reading this on a (light
out of Munich, having just spent a few days working
and relaxing In Bavaria
The Free State turns up frequently in our
coverage as it has a knack for maintaining a culture
of craftsmanship, while also being home to some of
the world's most innovative brands. Bavaria - with its
fiercely independent streak - can rightly claim its status
as one of the most pow erful economics in Europe while
also boasting an enviable quality of life Indeed, Munich
has consistently ranked among our most liveable cities
for the past 12 years. It doesn't take long to be seduced
by a morning run in the F.nglischcr Garten, 11 coffee at
Bar Ccmrale and an end-of-day dip inTcgcrmcc
Perhaps not surprisingly, it's these charms and many
more that Bavaria is using to attract talent from around
die world. After all, what's not 10 like about fairytale
castles, an outstanding football club, an award-winning
aviation hub and cities that still maintain a human
scale? Across this edition you'll meet entrepreneurs,
designers, engineers and innovators who arc charting
a fresh course in architecture, food, aerospace and
fashion, while also being introduced to some 1
names to help you top up your wardrobe, kitchen
and wine cellar. Enjoy.
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Creative Director Richard Sprm
ProJixiton Director Jacqueline
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Photography Director Matthew I
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Bayreuth
So here you arc, the Bavarian breeze in your hair and a world of
opportunity contained neatly in a comer of southeast Germany. Though
many have fallen for Munich's wiles - ns wide streets, Italian flair mixed
with Teutonic charm and green spaces - there's much more to the
nation's oldest state While firms such as Siemens, Adidas, bmw and
Audi continue to drive the economy, there's also a world of start-ups and
imaginative graduates who'vc chosen to settle variously in Landshui,
Nuremberg and Regensburg. Forget the tropes about German efficiency
and punctuality (though ask anyone here and they'll tell you it helps to
seal deals and save time) Look instead at a state that's slashing red tape,
beckoning ms-cstors and upping education: nine universities, plus 24
more focused on applied sciences, host 320,000 studenu.
A purring manufacturing sector has helped fashion brands establish
firms that both cut a dash and honour traditions across the state, while
innovative aerospace firms have taken flight in Oberpfaffcnhofcn and
Wurzburg. Meanwhile, savvy makers arc testing new materials in
Gersthofen, while others sound out the next generation of hcadph
in Munich.
But there’s also a softer pull at play for the people who’vc been
tempted to hang out their shingles here. Munich's museums may lie well
know but what about the medieval villages and age-old rituals of the
ancient lands? Yes, there's sauerkraut and schnitzel to be snacked on but
there's also a fresh Mediterranean feel to food here. While Oktoberfest
encourages rowdy True/ir-clad merriment and beer by the stcinful, there
are also delicate Franconian wines to sip in the shadow of clifftop castles
It sounds trite but Bavaria does wear contrast more lntriguingly than
most: it's cosmopolitan but steadfast and unerring-, fiercely traditional
but never averse to new ideas: connected but a place in which to escape
(among the meadows, lakes aqd mountains Ideally)
fro here's a thought: lake a moment while the wind's in your hair
and consider a journey from the mountainous, castlc-capjH-d corners,
past die pretry villages and through boardrooms to discover not just that
Bavaria means business but rv/iy
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This is where both Adidas and
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Nuremberg is Germany’s pencil
city - home to sharp pencil
brands such os Stacdtlcr,
Fabcr-Castell and Lyra.

Home to Hindlmaicr’s
mustard, one of the best
and most traditional
mustard brands in
Germany - great branding.
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Secic, based here, is
a master of glassand-stecl facades.
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A picturesque town where the
Bayreuth festival is held each
year. It's one of the world’s most
famous classical-music events.
The theatre building is stunning.
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Bavaria’s top winter skiing
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What is quality of life in the modern age?
Surfing the 'Net or surfing on the Isar river?
High tech or slow food? Starting a business
or starting a family? World-class culture or
unspoiled nature on your doorstep?
Munich has something for everyone:
The best of everything.
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Guide to Hotels, Inns &
Hideaways’and ‘The Monocle

Monocle — Bavaria
Special Edition

i ,,c lYivrwue

Guide
to Building Better Cities'
■----------

v

monocle.com/shop
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BUSINESS

---- -

Q&A: Franz

m

1825

Josef Pschierer

- 1848

Becoming Bavana’s siaic minister of
economic affairs, energy and Icchnology
in March seemed a natural step for Franz
Josef Pschierer: the Christian Social
Union politician has been a member
of state parliament in Bavaria since the
early 1990s (before that lie was editor of
Deutsche llanduxrkt Zeitung). Here he
shares his vision for Bavana's economy,
why the region works and how it's
planning on making the most
of the turmoil in the wake
of Brcxit and Trump's
tariffs. Megan Gibson

King Ludtcig III teas th>
Iasi King of Havana,
reigning from 191} to
1918. He dud in Sdrvdr,
Hungary,fearful of
astauination.

.;'■***

1940

Adolf Hitler in front
of chemng ermods,
on hit toay through
Munich after the
arrival of Muliohni

Nrusehtvanstan
castle in Schtoangau
was commissioned
by Ludwig II of
Bavaria in honour
of Richard Wagner.
Ludwig paidfor the
palace out of his
own pocket (plus a
fewfavours) rather
than dipping into

THE JOURNEY SO FAR
Bavaria’s independent streak isn’t a recent phenomenon. From being a free-thinking province during the
rampaging Roman conquest to a catholic outlier in the 20th century, this spirited state has always cut
against the grain.

For most people, Bavaria has a recognisable stereotype:
they arc not any old Germans but a breed apart. For
non-Germans it means beer, the Oktobcrfcst and people
wearing rustic costumes. Germans will add further refine
ments: Bavarians arc Catholics, they are politically reac
tionary and they speak a dialect that is more difficult to
understand the further you get from the comparative
civilisation of Munich. The latter, they will concede is
really another kettle of fish: Munich is radical and socially
smart. Go to the Cafe Luitpold and you will see counts
and barons exchanging the odd fistful of fingers, and if
you arc really lucky one of the Wittelsbachs (members of
the former royal family) might pop by, There is even a sort
of middle-class chic in the form of the Schtckimickis: the
children and grandchildren of Munichois who made their
fortunes at the time of the Economic Miracle in the 1950s,
and who spend their days in trendy bars sipping prosecco.
For Bavaria to become what it is today involved a very
long gestation. To some extent the history of the state
resembles that of other territories cast and west of the
Rhine Valley. Its native population was colonised by the
Romans, who founded Racta and Noricum south of the
River Danube, and was later dispersed by migrants from
the cast. The Romans have left their traces in Regensburg
(Castra Regina: the queen's fort and quite unconnected
with Regen or rain) but nothing as substantial as Koln or
Trier in the Rhineland.
In Bavaria's case, the original inhabitants were Celts
displaced by u cocktail of different tribes dominated by
Franks who adopted Christianity by 750AD. Under the
sway of a duke, Bavaria formed a constituent part of the
kingdom of the Eastern Franks in the very German feudal
pyramid that came about after the death of Charlemagne
in 814AD. Bavaria's defining moment was the Battle of
Lechfeld in 955AD, when they defeated the Magyars who
had been a menace to their borders. Around this time
Bavaria took in much of the western half of modern
Austria, as well as northeastern Italy.
In 1156, Bavaria was awarded to Henry the Lion,
duke of Saxony and founder of Munich. Austria finally
became an independent duchy. Henry was deposed in
1180 and replaced by Otto ofWittelsbach, whose family
went on to rule Bavaria until 1918 and the revolution that
followed defeat during the First World War. Under the
early Wittelsbachs, Bavaria was successively divided up
among the family, leading to the emergence of a handful
of rival dukedoms.

In the course ofthe 15th century, the political centre ofpower
passed from the Rhine to the Danube, as the Habsburgs
became virtually hereditary holy Roman emperors. After
the Protestant Reformation, theWittelsbachs were staunch
supporters of the Austrian-led Counter Reformation that
sought to restore Catholic hegemony in the holy Roman
empire. They invited the Jesuits into Bavaria where they
established a college at Ingolstadt in 1556.
But Bavaria only achieved real power during the Thirty
Years War (1618-1648). At the Peace of Westphalia that
brought the conflict to a close, Maximilian I of Bavaria
recaptured the important territory of the Upper Palatinate
and won, for the main branch of the Wittelsbachs, one
of the seven electorates that selected the holy Roman
emperor. This amounted to little more than the right to
rubber stamp the Habsburg candidate but Bavaria now
had a seat on the board and looked for alliances that would
increase its clout in Europe. The answer was Louis Xiv’s
France, which was seeking to extend its territory beyond
the Rhine. To keep matters in the family, the Elector
Ferdinand Maria’s daughter Maria Anna married Louis
Xiv’s eldest son, the Dauphin Louis. Maria Anna’s brother,
Maximilian II Emanuel, joined France in the War of the
Spanish Succession and received a drubbing from an
Austro-British-Ied “confederacy" at Blenheim in 1704. For
to years Bavaria was divided up between Austria and the
Palatinate before it was restored by the Treaty of Baden.
Bavaria did not abandon this urge to punch above
its weight: Maximilian Emanuel's son, Charles Albert,
seized on the possibilities offered by the end of the
male Habsburg line. The Emperor Charles VI had the
Pragmatic Sanction drawn up to allow the Archduchess
Maria Theresa to inherit. However, in 1740 the new king
of Prussia, Frederick the Great, used her accession as
a pretext to plunge central Europe into war by invad
ing her province of Silesia. Once again Bavaria sided
with France and together they succeeded in conquer
ing Lower Austria. Charles Albert was crowned holy
Roman emperor in 1742 but the Austrian army rapidly
overran Bavaria, Charles Albert becoming a “pantomime
emperor” of no fixed abode. Maria Theresa’s husband,
Francis Duke of Lorraine, found support among the
oilier electors and was duly crowned emperor in 1745. In
the meantime, Frederick had invaded Bohemia, allowing
Bavaria to assert its independence again. The one-time
Wittclsbach emperor, Charles vn, conveniently died die
following year.

The War of
the Bavarian
Succession
wasn’t
much of
a war:
starving
Prussian
troops
raided
potato
fields and
Bavarians
ate too
many plums
and died of
dysentery

More trouble occurred when the Bavarian Wittclsbach
line died out in 1777, leading to the War of the Bavarian
Succession. It wasn’t much of a war: starving Prussian
troops raided potato fields and Bavarians ate too many
plums and died of dysentery. Bavaria passed to another
Wittelsbach, Charles II of Zwcibriicken, although at
the Peace ofTcschcn in 1779 it was forced to cede the
Innvicrtel to Austria (where Adolf Hitler was born an
Austrian almost exactly a century later).
Bavaria was far from being a modern state like
Frederick’s Prussia: it was backward and staunchly
Catholic. The same alternation between support for
France and Austria dominated the last decade of the 18th
century. After the French revolutionary' army took Munich
in 1795 the French swiped the Palatinate but Bavaria's first
minister, Maximilian von Montgelas, rightly decided its
best interests lay with them. In 1803 the French bestowed
a number of religious territories on Bavaria, essentially
awarding them Franconia together with Passau on the
Danube. In 1806 they received their juiciest plum to date:
at the dissolution of the holy Roman empire, Bavaria
became a kingdom and Maximilian I its first king.
Bavaria’s alliance with France endured until 1813.
Further territorial adjustments brought them Salzburg
and the return of the Innvicrtel, but not for long. In 1814
those lands returned to Austria and Bavaria regained the
Palatinate instead, Catholic Bavaria was now perceived
as a counterweight to Protestant Prussia, and one more
likely to side with Austria.
Maximilian was succeeded by his son Ludwig I in 1825.
Ludwig is chiefly known for the beautification of Munich,
which burst its mediaeval bounds and became a succes
sion of elegant neoclassical streets and squares. Included in
the new planning was the university, which was shifted to
the capital from Landshut. Meanwhile, the clerics dug in.
Ludwig was brought down by his fondness for his Irish mis
tress Lola Monies (ncc Eliza Gilbert), abdicating in 1848 the year of revolutions. Under Maximilian II, Bavaria sided
with Austria against Prussia, the German state most likely
to bring about Germany's long-awaited unification.
Maximilian was replaced by his son, Ludwig II, in
1864. In 1866 the rivalry between Austria and Prussia
came to a head in the Seven Weeks War, or Briiderkricg.
Prussia defeated both Austria and the lesser German
states in a scries of model victories. Allied to Austria,
Bavaria went down at Kissingcn, an affront never

forgotten (nor forgiven). France’s persistent designs
on the Palatinate, however, were unlikely to woo the
Bavarians. When war broke out with the French emperor
Louis Napoleon four years later, the Bavarians fought
under Prussian command. It was Ludwig II who sug
gested that the Prussian King William be made German
emperor at Versailles in January 1871. Two months
before, however, Bavaria had negotiated a separate status
within the new German empire: it was to hang on to a
greater degree of autonomy than any other of the former
German states, retaining its army, ministries and diplo
matic corps. Any honeymoon period with Prussia was cut
short when Prussia and Germany's prime minister, Otto
von Bismarck, moved against the Catholic Church in the
so-called Kulturkampf (culture struggle).
As for Ludwig, he famously fawned on Richard
Wagner and constructed fairytale castles. In 1886 he
was certified insane and the state was handed over to
his Uncle Luitpold. Ludwig's brother Otto was also mad
and Luitpold remained regent until 1912, when his son
Ludwig took over; a year later Ludwig deposed Otto and
became Bavaria’s last king: Ludwig ill.
Munich at the turn of the century was avant garde.
There was a famous artists' colony in Schwabing that was
addicted to cycling and nudism, and a rather more hide
bound group around the Royal Academy that specialised in
painting peasants. Like Vienna, Munich was also home to
right-wing extremist groups that focused on racial theory,
while the mass of working class Bavarians naturally listed
towards the parties of the left. It was here that the 24-year
old genre painter Adolf Hitler fled when threatened with
military service in the Austro-Hungarian army. A year later
he enthusiastically joined the Bavarian military instead.
The war was lost and Germany descended into
chaos, revolution and civil war. Hidcr was demobbed in
Munich and Bavaria's capital became the birthplace of the
Movement, which welded antisemitism onto a fascist phi
losophy culled from Mussolini’s Italy. Nazi antisemitism
differed from the more usual Bavarian sort in that it was
based on racial theory. Most Bavarians founded their
opposition to the Jews on Christian teaching. Modelled
on Mussolini’s march on Rome, Hitler’s putsch of 9
November 1923 was a dismal failure.
The Nazis had to contend with the popularity of
the Wittelsbachs but they also had powerful opposition
from the bvp, or Bavarian People’s party. In the main,

Q&A

My Bavaria: Steffi
Czerny, co-founder}

DLD Conference

writer Marie-Sophie Schtcarzer

Bavaria was more particularist than Nazi. Once the Nazis
came to power on 30 January 1933, they overthrew the
bvp minister president Heinrich Held and mounted progressive attacks on the Catholic Church, which failed to
endear them to the bulk of Bavaria’s population. At the
former artists' resort of Dachau, famous for its soft, misty
light, the regime constructed its prototype concentration
camp. Hitler built his country house at Berchtcsgadcn in
the Bavarian Alps and his cronies settled in and around
the Munich suburb of Bogcnhauscn - but Bavarians continued to have divided loyaltics.Thc Scholl family, which
dropped anti-war and anti-Nazi leaflets in the buildings
of Munich University, were also inspired by ethical and
religious opposition to the regime.
Bavaria did not escape retribution from above.
Munich was gutted and the Bavarian composer Richard
Strauss (his mother was a Pschorr of beer fame) wrote
his poignant Maamorphosen as an elegy for the destruc
tion of the opera. Other big towns received their share
of bombs, while the approach of the US army led to the
eradication of much of Bavaria’s rural charm.
Bavaria became part of the US zone in 1945 although
its western outpost, the Palatinate, was incorporated into '
the French Rhineland. Its “Free State" status, however, \
survived defeat in the Second World War, and the bvp j
formed the plinth for a new centre-right political config- |
uration: the Christian Social Union, a sister to Konrad 1
Adenauer's Christian Democratic Union elsewhere in
Germany. For much of the second half of the 20th cen
tury, Bavarian politics was dominated by the populist
figure of Franz-Josef Strauss. The “Duke of Bavaria”, I
son of a Schwabing butcher, was Bavarian minister pres
ident for a decade until his death in 1988. Despite demo- |
graphic chaos caused by the arrival of millions of refugees j
from Silesia and the Sudetenland, Bavaria’s stereotype
has survived unscathed: fiercely rural, fiercely Catholic and
fiercely reactionary. In cosmopolitan Munich a different
picture emerges: the city is still over 30 per cent Catholic
but nearly half the population has abandoned religion
- and for all but six years since the rc-cstablishmcnt of
democracy, Munich has voted socialist.
About the writer: MacDonogh is the author of is books
on subjects from German history 10 French gastronomy and
wine. He's written for the Financial Timet, the Guardian, the
Timet and FT Deutschland

Steffi Czerny is co-founder of old
Conference, one of Europe's leading
digital-innovation platforms. Her goal is to
make it a global media brand that brings
the brightest and smartest people together.
Mountains or lakeside?
The combination of both.

ILLUSTRATOR MoiUjttS Vaura
Ludwig Beck or Lodcnfrcy?
Neither. Ed Meier on Brienncr Strusse.
EngUschcr Garten or Blcrgartcn?
Hofgarten. It’s picturesque.
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Favourite bookshop?
The Buchhandlung LWerner
onTOtkenstrasse.They have
a good collection of books
on art, architecture and
philosophy.

8

V/
N

.
Viktualicnmnrkt
or KAfcr?
Elisabcthmarkt, a smaller market where
you can buy fresh fish and vegetables.

Where would wc find you enjoying
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residents. Besides ICT there are key
focuses on life sciences, environmental
and energy technologies, industrial
production and services. Nevertheless,
we do want to increase rite start-up
activity in Bavaria even more and
initiate digital start-ups in particular.
This is why wc have launched a scries
of initiatives at political level with
Grundcrland Bayern, a platform
offering advice, networking and
finance. Digital centres are also being
set up in all Bavarian administrative
districts with government support.
Start-ups can find spaces and support
at digital start-up centres with
22 locations throughout Bavaria.
There arc also 20 technology-based
start-up centres - Medical Valley, izb
Marrinsried and Biopark Regensburg,
for example - and about 15 general
start-up centres.
Q, One thing Bavaria has in
abundance Is International firms,
from Airbus to Siemens. How
can they help support the next
generation of entrepreneurs?
A. With capital and expertise.The
Bavarian government assists in
facilitating business relationships and
new partnerships between established
and new companies with different
events, networks and additional
venture capital. All the industries
know that the digital revolution is
bringing about far-reaching changes,
which is why the corporations arc
increasing their efforts to make use
of the innovativeness of start-ups.
coffee on a Saturday morning?
The KOnigsalm in the mountain village of
Kreuth, nearTegemsee.

On n Thursday evening, where
would we find you dining?
At the L'Ostcna, having spaghetti

Lodcn or leather?
The mix of both is a must.
Pnvourlte neighbourhood In Unvarlu?
Tcgcmscc. Mountains and lake meet.

Q. Much of the
Bavarian
economy ia
based on SMEs.
Sometimes these
companies can be
slow to modernise
so how arc you
working to ensure
they arc up to date?
A. smes arc hugely important for (he
Bavarian economy as they drive
growth and innovation, as well as
being vital trainers. We have set up
our own support programme to assist
smes with speedy digitalisation: the
Digitalbonus This programme is
unique in Germany. About 8,$00
applications have been received
from all over Bavaria since the
programme was launched in October
2016. With 697m in applied-for
grams, investments totalling *31001
hove already been initiated.The
Digitalbonus has been extended to
the end of 2023 due to this success.
I
. Q. How are you going to try and
j
compete with Berlin In building
I
a start-up ecosystem?
! A. Bavarian start-ups have a much higher
j
survival rate and Munich has the
highest concentration of start-ups in
1
the information and communication
technology industry (ict) in all of
'|
Germany: 3.5 start-ups per 10,000

Doca Bavaria stand to benefit
from Brcxit by attracting firms
that might otherwise go to - or
stay put in - London?
Bavaria is a strong business location
that particularly excels due to its
efficient logistics systems, remarkable
innovation environment and high
level of education. The industrial
sector's share is scry high in Bavana.
In this respect Bavaria it an attractive
location, especially for finance and
company-service providers, IT firms
and manufacturing industries. Bavaria
is distinguished by excellent business
location conditions, in particular
when it comes to icience and
infrastructure. Our state
i also offen a high degree
of security and stability.
■/, • Q. How can the
state help ensure
that economic
investments benefit
the entire region
and not just Munich?
A. The Bavarian
government provided
more than € 198m for
regional funding in 2017;
630m of this came from the
European Fund for Regional
Development. As a result, a total
investment of almost Et-qbn was
initiated in 685 projects, A sound
s were created
,300 r
throughout Bavaria and 18,200
existing jobs could be secured.
Greater Munich was deliberately
exempt from this funding.
2* How much of a priority la
atrcngthcnlng tourism when Is
comes to Bavaria's economy?
V, Bavaria is ihc number one tourism
region in Germany - there were
94,4 million overnight stays in 2017.
Tourism provides an income for
roughly 600,000 people in Bavaria
and is therefore an important
economic factor and driving force in
all parts of the state. Wc launched a
new tounsm offensive that aims to
position tourism in Bavana on a
solid footing for the future,
making use of the opportunities
of digitalisation for the industry.
Q. How much does the recent trade
uncertainty - from Brcxit or from
Donald Trump's tariffs - pose a
threat to Bavaria’s economy?
A. Havana's economy has <tn
exceprionaf/y strung export business,
which is why we are very interested
in free world trade. Transatlantic
trade relationships ore an important
economic factor for Bavaria: it is
important to tap into new markets.
Bavarian exports to China increased
in the last six months by to.; per
cent, compared to the same penod
in the previous year. Great Britain
is one of Bavaria's most important
trade partners, which is why wc
are interested in a quick and good
solution that integrates both economic
areas (UK and EU) as closely as
possible. What is clear though: there
can't be any cherry-picking. What
is key for us is that the EV27 stick
together and the single European
market continues to run smoothly,
as the EU is our most important
export market by far.
j. But realistically, how can
Bavaria's economy remain
steady and stable throughout
such uncertainty?
1. Bavarian products are in demand
worldwide due to their exceptional
quality. It is therefore important to
us to invest in innovations and digital
technologies of the future, as the
excellent reputation of products from
Bavaria is the best insurance against
global political risks.

o

Local media of choice?
The SilJdcutschc Zatung
weekend edition.
Top three bars?
The Lobby Bar at Seehotel
Obcrfahrt: Schumann's Bar;
and Falk’s Bar.
One thing that would Improve your
life In Bavaria?
The invention of flying cats by Airbus to
commute betweenTcgcrnscc and Munich.
Best weekend escape In the region?
A trip to the Bayerischer-Wald, a wooded
national park. JU-cvnfercnu.com

Monocle 24: Our roundthe-clock global radio

station covers news,
foreign affairs, business,
culture, design, urbanism,
print media and more.
monoclc.com/radio
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riaht at home
Q&A
Matteo Thun

Architect, Matteo Thun & Partners
In German, the word 'heimat' has significant meaning. It translates as 'home',
but it also carries connotations of feeling rooted and comfortable, where you are
among loving family and friends. In a picturesque region of the Bavarian Alps in
southern Germany, you can feel all of this and more at Heimat, a new residential
project designed by Milan-based architect Matteo Thun. You are part of a close-knit
community and it's somewhere that your body and soul can feel connected - where
you wake up each morning and feel that you belong.

©1
Explore Tegernsee's
treasures
Nestled in the shadow of magnificent
mountains and skirting the shore of a
shimmering lake, the beautiful town
of Tegernsee offers incomparable
landscape views. Here you can live the
life you have always dreamed of - one
that is peaceful, fulfilling and rich in
variety - while surrounded by warm
hearted, friendly and inspiring people.
Conveniently located just 50km from
Munich, the Bavarian capital - which
is easily reached by car or Bayerische
Oberlandbahn (BOB) train - Tegernsee
is known as one of Europe's safest and
most prosperous regions.

Matteo Thun was born in Bolzano,
South Tyrol, and is now one of the most
distinguished contemporary architects
and designers in Italy. In 1981 he was one
of the co-founders of the Memphis Group
with Ettore Sottsass, and the colourful,
pop art-inspired furniture, architecture
and household items they designed
made an enormous impact. In 1984,
Thun opened his own studio in Milan and
founded Matteo Thun 8i Partners in 2001
When it came time to select an architect
to bring Heimat to life, says its owner,
Michael Hinderer, "There was only one
choice. Matteo is more of a philosopher
than an architect. He's international and
always looks to the future, but his roots
are in the Alps - no other architect in
the world could better express what
makes Tegernsee so special." Here, Thun
talks about what led him on the road
to Heimat, and what steps he took to
integrate peacefully with the landscape.
Q Can you tell us about Matteo Thun
& Partners and your career?

A I started with my partner, Ettore
Sottsass, in 1978 in Milan, designing
mainly for Alessi and working on
retail projects. I was one of the
co-founders of the Memphis Group
in 1981 and I also worked as creative
director at Swatch watches from 1990
until 1993. Then, in 1984, I opened
my own studio in Milan and later,
in 2001, founded Matteo Thun 8c
Partners. The company is in central
Milan and we have 70 employees,
in architecture, interiors, styling and
lighting design. Our hotel designs are
recognised internationally and have
won multiple awards, Including the
European hotel design award.

Discover a region rich in
history and natural beauty
In early times, people shunned the harsh
and dangerous glacier region south of
the Tegernsee with its steep mountain
slopes and dense forests Only a few
bold tradespeople were courageous
enough to pass through the area on their
way between the great cities located
north and south of the Alps,
People did not settle in the Tegernsee
region until a Benedictine monastery
was founded there in the 8th century. For
more than 1,000 years the town's only
residents were monks and a few farmer
families - and they left large parts of the
environment untouched.
At the beginning of the 19th century,
things began to change; King Maximilian
I Joseph of Bavaria and his wife fell
in love with the estate of the former
monastery and had it transformed into
their summer residence. At that time the
Bavarian economy largely depended on
forestry and salt mining, and this began
to affect the Tegernsee region
Today the Tegernsee area is one of
the most picturesque and economically
stable regions in Germany. It's particularly
known for its favourable communal and
economic infrastructure, as well as its
manifold tourist attractions and varied
skiing areas Since 1956, the Tegernsee
has also been part of a 9,274-hectare

Q What is your design ethos?

Warm touches
At Heimat it's all about
connecting your soul with
your body - and your body
with nature. Every material
used is selected for its high
quality and is considered with
thoughtful attention to detail.
Each imperfection in a woven
tuft of fabric or knot of wood
is celebrated for its unique
ability to convey emotion,
and every handmade object
carries the feeling of human
touch with it. A sensitive mix
of material elements creates
tactile dissonances that bring
comfort and luxury.
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Glazed terracotta
tiles - in both natural
and extraordinarily
vibrant colour* - are
delightfully arranged in
personalised designs.
Hand-cut marble u
tessellated to form
intricate mosaics that
shimmer with unique
combinations of light,
colour and shade
thanks to thoir varied
dimensions and finishes
Wood surfaces are hewn
from raw. imperfect
material and deliver
a feeling of intensity for
all tho senses

A Everyone talks about ecology
and sustainability - but we do not
use these terms. We talk about
consistency and for us this means not
only the design of the architecture
and interiors but also our technical
durability and the future lifetime of
our buildings and products. We don't
come out of any fashion trend and
aren't interested in pushing the image
of brand. We like a multicultural
approach that follows long-lasting
investments in both small- and
large-scale projects. The promotion
of a healthy and good life is a key
foundation of what we do - we only
design two residential projects a year,
so even though most of our projects
are commercial (hotels and hospitals)
we aim to bring these homely
elements to all of our projects.
Q What about your in-house
atelier - how does this pair with
the consistency of architecture
and interiors?

A

Eighty per cent of our projects
(both hospitality and hospitals) use
furniture, equipment and finishings
produced and designed in-house.
What is typical in the last year is a
department called "hospitecture",
which is an amalgamation of the
design language of hospitals and

©1
Enjoy sustainable
comfort in style

hotels. We believe that over the next
10 years our hospitals will become
closer in identity and image to hotels,
in comfort, design and consideration.
Our own Atelier Matteo Thun works
very closely with the interior-design
department within the studio.
Whatever a hotel or hospital needs,
we design it specifically for the
company, and then make those
objects for the client using 90 per
cent Italian companies.

Find your ultimate home in a house
designed by award-winning architect
Matteo Thun. "Heimat follows a
holistic architectural approach,
combining highly individual living
concepts for very sophisticated
clients with a consistent use of stateof-the-art sustainable technologies,"
says Thun. The Milan-based architect
and his team always try to find the
best and most innovative way to
create the perfect balance between
luxury living and sustainability. They
have designed Heimat from scratch
to be environmentally friendly and
energy efficient.

Q Can you tell us about Heimat?

A Heimat is positioned in a private
lakeside meadow. This lake is one of
the most beautiful Spots in Germany.
It's a great place to enjoy swimming
in summer and skiing in the winter,
so seasonality is something very
strong here. Attempting to build
around the lake, as you can imagine,
is very difficult, as we had to design
according to local regulations.
We believe in a strategy including
local materials, zero C02 and zero
garbage. Zero waste also means that
once you knock down the building,
you don't have any landfill material
- you can reuse all of the materials.
Lifecycle management in residential
projects is a priority.

Find balance and
harmony in nature
The ecological building materials
used in the construction of Heimat
not only save valuable resources on
our planet but also contribute to an
extraordinarily cosy atmosphere that
will make you feel your best at home.
Solar power, geothermal heat and
a dedicated water-treatment plant
at Heimat prove that you do not
need to make compromises to enjoy
a happy and sustainable life. And
because Heimat does not end at
your doorstep, we asked renowned
landscape architect professor Rainer
Schmidt to design the outdoor
surroundings of the Heimat estate.

Q What are your design inspirations

Be perfectly situated
Let your soul guide you to a place
where you can stimulate your body
and mind, relax and unwind, imagine
and create, and enjoy all that life has
to offer. At Heimat everything you
need is within easy reach. Find several
skiing areas just a five-minute drive
away, as well as other outdoor sporting
activities such as golf, sailing, hiking
and cycling. While your children and
teenagers attend the nurseries, schools
and grammar schools in Tegernsee, visit
the great variety of premium shopping
facilities within walking distance of
your home. The town has a high-level
medical and curative clinic infrastructure
and is home to Bavaria's most beautiful
hotel spa, three five-star luxury hotels
and excellent restaurants, including one
award-winning venue that boasts three
Michelin stars. At the end of the meal
it's just a short walk back to your home
at Heimat.

for the development?

A We tried very hard to work within
local restrictions and took inspiration
from local history. What resulted
was a sort of cosy minimalism. We
tried to find a contemporary way of
interpreting the traditional chalet
style found in southern Germany and
in the southern Alps, which dictated
the roof height, the balcony details,
the length of the windows and the
materials we used. In terms of scale
it's completely integrated within the
landscape and it's almost unseen
from the surrounding countryside,
so it's a hidden paradise. The great
thing is that the owner aimed to
build a house here even though the
restrictions were huge, the history
was rich and the site wasn't easy but we overcame all these hurdles
and are very happy with the project.
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ON SALE NOW

lest boozy breakfast spots:
Augustincr Brflustubcn
A brewery serving traditional Havanan breakfasi
Montis
A charming converted haberdashery'
Cafe am llecthosenplalz
An extensive menu In a belle fpoque building
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Barrel of laughs
What’s the first thing that comes to mind when you think of Bavaria? Beer is probably up
there, along with lederhosen and bratwurst. So surely something that combines all three
is going to be the ultimate Bavarian experience? Welcome to Oktoberfest.
WRITIR Roc tut

ILLUSTRATOR Klaui Krtntmtre

Munich has an unjust reputation for being somewhat
solemn - except, of course, during those two-and-a- half
weeks every autumn when the city gets well and truly
sloshed . Take a stroll at this time of year and you’ll stum
ble upon folk from all walks of life teetering on benches,
belting out songs that no self-respecting German would
admit to listening to while sober and generally indulging
in all things kitsch.
The one thing that continues to be taken seriously,
however, is the beer. There arc some strict regulations
surrounding Oktoberfest beer: it must be brewed within
the city limits, adhere to the country's purity laws (only
four ingredients are permitted) and the minimum
amount that you can order is one litre (almost two pints!
something that most punters arc more than happy to
abide by.
The festival takes place on Munich's Thcrcsicnwicsc,
a large open space named after Princess Thcrcsc of
Saxony-Hildburghausen, who married Bavaria's Prince
Ludwig (later King I.udwig I) in October l8to.Thc royal
wedding attracted swathes of Munich's citizens, who were

seduced by rumours of free beer, and was rounded off
with a horse race (involving further refreshments). The
merry event went down so well that it became an annual
tradition (minus the horses).
Today, some six million guests attend the festival which is known locally as the IViesn - every year. Most
dress up in some form of lederhosen or dirndl and the
locals arc left aghast by the oftcn-sacrilcgious approach to
their Tracht from tourists. Hotpant-lcdcrhoscn and thighhigh dirndls turn traditional attire into farcical fancy
dress. It's worth spending a day shopping for appropriate
clothing if you want to truly dress the part.
Alongside the 14 vast beer tents - and punters taking
restorative mid-afternoon naps under the watchful garc
of the bronze statue of Bavaria there arc stalls selling
sausages, dumplings and sugar-coated almonds. There
arc also fairground rides (best boarded before gulping
down gallons of beer).
One such crowd-plcaser is the Teufelsrad (devil's
wheel), which has been an Oktoberfest staple for more
than a century. Tipsy participants sit (daredevils stand)

Tipsy
participants
sit on a
spinning
platform,
eventually
careering
off into the
crowd. It is
not dirndlfriendly
- not that
this stops
anyone

on a spinning platform, steadily losing their balance and
eventually careering off into the crowd. It is in no way a
dirndl-friendly activity - not that this stops anyone.
The flea circus is another old favourite. This minia
ture circus has attracted guests of all ages - and stages of
inebriation - to marvel at flea chariot races and flea foot
ball matches for decades. Children arc also big fans of
Pitt's Todcswand, which secs madcap motorcyclists ride
along an almost vertical cylindrical wall.
That's one of the best things about Oktoberfest: it’s
as much a festival for kids as it is for those who come
with the sole purpose of downing beer. There’s an
overriding sense of camaraderie: whether you're a Bayern
Munich footballer or you’re a backpacking tourist,
you’ll soon be swaying along to dodgy nineties hits with
the rest of us.
Oktoberfest tunes arc - as you may have guessed an acquired taste but it's funny what a few litres of beer
can do to your better judgement. And this is all part and
parcel of the authentic Oktoberfest experience, right?
Still, when your cars need a break, the Oide Wicsn - a
nostalgic replica of bygone Oktobcrfcsts in a fcnced-off
area on the southern side of the grounds - is a good alter
native. Great local groups play alongside the traditional
brass bands and the atmosphere is even more laidback
and family-friendly.
In fact, however your cars arc faring, the Oide Wicsn
is a real delight. A small museum celebrates the history
of the festival and merry-go-rounds offer a gentler fair
ground experience. Plus, there's a proper dance floor
inside the tent so you can break it down without worrying
about falling off a bench.
With all this excitement, it can be easy to forget to
line your stomach. This is a mistake for obvious reasons
but even more so because the quality of food on offer
at Oktoberfest is incredibly good. Succulent rotisscrie
chickens arc herbed and complete with crispy skins and
the Ochscnbratcrci marquee's esteemed spit-roast ox is
not to be missed.
Having done their Mini at Oktoberfest, most people
eschew after-hours drinking in favour of an alcoholinduced slumber. If you manage to wriggle out of those
clammy lederhosen or that light dirndl you're doing
well. But wliat's really important is that you're up and
hack at a tent the next day: drinking starts at 10,00 (09.00
at weekends).

Munich fashion label A Kind of
Guise began as a student project
by its co-founders (now husband
and wife) and has become a firm
favourite with those in the know.
But despite its global ambitions,
the owners wouldn’t move their
HQ anywhere else.

Even today we send orders to our
manufacturers via fax or snail mail
as many of them don’t have email,
let alone a website

WMITKR Yaiar Ceiilttf

For the first and second seasons we had a tailor
in Munich make shirts and trousers. It was through him
that wc opened our network to more tailors and makers
across Bavaria and Germany as a whole. It’s a venerable
profession and one that seems to keep one foot firmly
planted in the past. Connections arc made based on who
you know and by word of mouth. Even today we send
orders to our manufacturers via fax or snail mail as many
of them don’t have email, let alone a website.
Over the years, we've learned which parts of the coun
try to turn to for certain products: for traditional factoncs
that make clothing and tailored shirts wc look to Bavaria
and cast Germany, for leather and knits it's Frankfurt;
and for shoes and outerwear it's back to Bavaria again,
A lot of our brand's tailoring is done about two-and-ahalf hours outside the city. The production manager,
Peter Haug, is a third-generation tailor who oversees

1 Schwittcnbcrg
An excellent
brand selection
1 Public
Possession
soil producing
3. SIIKN
One of the
la,1 onginal
skate shops in
Munich,

Worse for wear
The excitement of Oktoberfest (not
to mention the beer) has been known
to affect people’s sartorial judgement.
You have been warned.

A few times a year, my company's management think it
wise to wheel me out to talk to potential clients. It usu
ally involves the typical overnight stay in a mediocre
European hotel, an hour presentation to a dozen people
in suits followed by mingling over canapes, the inevitable
exchange of business cards and niceties, and the promise
of a detailed follow-up and business relationship.
Therefore, the request that I go to Bavaria last
autumn promised little different from the usual, other
than the chance to sec Munich during Oktoberfest.
Having arrived on the last flight the previous day, I got
up a little late, put on my suit and tic, and met my com
pany’s sales representative, a |ovial north German fellow,
in the lobby of our hotel. As our presentation was at 14.30
he suggested wc go for a wander around town.
As we stepped outside, and increasingly so as wc
approached die large tents at the epicentre of Oktoberfest,
the festive mood became obvious. Normal traffic noises
gave way to laughter and dicers, while men in lederho
sen and women in beautiful decollete-enhancing dirndl
gradually replaced those in generic urban clothes. My
enthusiastic colleague then suggested wc have breakfast
in one of the beer tents. I was thus introduced to the
mid-morning treat that is Wet,swum, a white-fleshed
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URBAN DESIGN
About the writer: ]‘rcccc has bred in Munich since 2008. She
works ns an alitor and is the founder of culture blog Aru in Munich.
She spends her free lime hiking in the Alps, swimming m lakes and,
nstunilly, sampling Havanan beer This year*s Oktoberfest runs from
21 September to 7 October.
150 employees. His business dwindled with the new mil
lennium and the continental shift of production; in the
19JOS he was supplying Hugo Boss with 2,000 suits a day.
When Susi and I first moved into production with
Haug, wc disagreed on simple things such as how a jacket
should fit. He was used to boxy padded shoulders, while
wc were trying to create a more modern look. It took
time for us to trust each other and build a relationship
but we were lucky that he recognised our potential and
took a chance with us. Today, he delivers about 1,000
suits a month and has even launched a line of traditional
Bavarian clothing - all the while, asking our opinion.

No place
like home

Prom the day my business partner - and now wife - Susi
Strcich and I founded A Kind of Guise as a student proj
ect in 2009, we knew we wanted to produce everything as
locally as possible - if not in Munich itself, then at least
in Germany. The naysayers told us it wouldn’t be possi
ble but today we work with about 20 different producers
across the country.
It all began with a small collection of bags made
with the leather that was left over from the production of
medicine balls. Next came a line of knitwear spun by a
group of Munich-based grandmas. We added a few more
bags and accessories and, in 20II, I made the decision
to leave university and officially launch the fashion label.
One of the biggest challenges we faced at the lime was
finding the appropriate skill set within Germany. I believe
that persisting and succeeding in this search is what com
prises the core, ahem, fabric of our business.

monoclc.com
monode.com/radio
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Another Bavarian maker is our shoe-manufacturer,
which is based in Eibsee, a 90-minuie drive from Munich.
Richard Zollncr, his wife and one employee make all
of our classic Dcrbys, as well as producing their own
Hafcrl shoes. Their traditional approach to production
is labour-intensive and we're only able to order 20 pairs
of shoes a month. Still, it's important for us to honour
their craft.
Something that's encouraging about owning a shop in
Munich is that once people get to know the brand, they
become long-term customers.They want to support local
businesses and buy German-made products but they also
have a deep appreciation for international sensibilities in
design. We're lucky that our support network continues
to grow from one season to the next. .Munich may not
have a history steeped in fashion like Milan or Paris but I
couldn't imagine moving A Kind of Guise's headquarters
or producuon anywhere else.
About the writer. After school. German-bom Ccvikcr spent a year
working os a photographer’* assistant in New York before rctunuig
home 10 attend the Academy of Fashion and Design in Munich.
At tile same tunc he founded A Kind of Guise with his now wife.

Creative licence
Home to the unique
silhouette of the BMW
headquarters, Munich
has long been a world
leader in industrial design.
Yet Munchner’s atypical
approach to urban-planning
has also helped shape this
famously liveable city.

My first experience of Munich was
in 1992. I was a student at a design
school in Switzerland and I travelled
here for a job interview with bmw.
It fell on a beautiful sunny day in
September and it seemed as though
the whole city was sitting outdoors.
After the interview I followed the
example of the Munchner around
me and took myself to a beer garden.
I moved here to start at bmw shortly
after and Munich has felt like home
ever since.
Another long-term resident here
is bmw itself (the name stands for
Bavarian Motor Works). It has had
its base in the city for more than
100 years, since the first factory was
built on the outskirts. As Munich's
population has grown over the past
century, the city has surrounded the
facilities; today the headquarters,
factory, museum and bmw World
arc very much part of the urban
fabric. Our company remains con
scious of this and, in turn, how pro
duction may impact the city. We arc
forever reviewing our facilities to
ensure that production continues to
be cutting-edge and clean.
Contrary to what outsiders might
think, the Bavarian capital also has a
significant creative footprint. Berlin
may be known for its modern art
and Hamburg for media and music
but Munich has become a world

poached sausage, which I was instructed to zuztln: the
dignity-challenging motion of sucking the contents of the
sausage from one end in order to avoid eating the skin.
Washing it down with beer seemed reasonable given the
surroundings and put us in the mood to chat with various
friendly locals all decked out in their dashing Bavarian
gear and Tirolian hats. After an hour - and promising to
return later - we left our huge tent and made our way
back to the hotel. In our jolly mood, wc discussed the var
ious people attending the presentation and assessed that
a few of them may well be keen for a trip to the festival
later that afternoon- At that point, my chirpy colleague
stopped, screamed “Trachtcn shop” and started running
towards the entrance of a shopping centre.
Half an hour later, the two of us were back on the
same pavement, our suits wrapped in a plastic bag, grin
ning widely in our embroidered leather shorts, kneelength cable-knit socks and matching red-checked shirts.
Wc were clearly going to impress people with our keen
ness to embrace local custom. Wc got back to the hotel,
plugged in our equipment, chewed some gum and waited
cheerfully while adjusting our leather Hairntrdger (sus
penders). I try to work on a witty introduction to start
the talk, summing up my 11 words of German. I settle on
something about "Vorsprung dutch Tcchmk".
As the first attendees began to arrive our smiles faded
at a sight that made me acutely aware of my bare knees
and of how very long a single hour can feel. Everyone
else was wearing the standard attire typically encountered
at presentations about the global bond market: suit, tic,
sensible socks and a complete absence of feathered hats.
I can confirm that German financial types do not
wear lederhosen to work.
About the writer: Our author is a fund manager for a private
Swiss bank and has good enough legs to be able to celebrate
Oktoberfest without fear of derisory laughter. He lives In Geneva
with his family and leather outfits.
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leader in industrial design. Ofcourse
BMW is the biggest employer, with
40,000 workers in Munich alone,
but increasingly international design
agencies such as Frog and Ideo are
choosing to set up shop in the city.
This eye for detail and the need
for a facility that can handle largescale design has also influenced
the city's architecture. Take the
bmw headquarters for example: its
unique silhouette is modelled on
the four cylinders of a car engine
and the method for its construction
between 1968 and 197a, was inno
vative. Each storey was assembled
at ground level and lifted into place
using hydraulics; another layer was
then added to the bottom and the
process repeated. It was built at the

The city has a significant
creative footprint. Berlin
may be known for its
modern art and Hamburg
for music but Munich has
become a world leader in
industrial design
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same time as the Olympic Stadium
and when finished, bmw offered the
building to the Olympic Committee
to act as the official headquarters for
the Summer Games.
Munchner's consideration for
their city's skyline extends far
beyond the BMW HQ. Walking
around Altstadt you may notice that
no building is taller than the majestic
Frauenkirche. Since a referendum in
2004 it has been illegal to construct
buildings taller than the height of
the central church’s twin spires.
Munich is special in this sense; the
modern downtown skyscraper is
an unfamiliar concept, a complete
reversal in comparison to planning
strategies in many other cities. This
unusual regulation forces developers
to build creatively; not only outside
the perimeter of the city but also
outside the parameters of typical
urban design.
I work in the car industry so it's
little surprise that I love driving. But
I’m definitely not alone: Munchner
arc mad about their cars. Of course,
during the morning rush hour you
inevitably hit traffic but, generally
speaking, Munich is still an easy
place to nip about in a car. Within
no time at all you can be in Austria
or even Italy. Yet this affinity with
four wheels isn't to the detriment
of other modes of transport or the
overall design of the urban land
scape. Walking around the compact
city is easy and riding a bicycle on
the purpose-built expressways is an
absolute breeze.
Although Munich is big on car
manufacturing, it’s very unlike
those notorious industrialised ghost
towns that were built specifically
for the purpose. This is a city with
a famously high quality of life
and creative assets that extend far
beyond the automobile industry'About the writer! Van
HooyUonk is BMW group chief
designer and has worked at the
company for more than 25 years.
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Phoenix from
the flames
When a remote hideaway burned to the ground,
its owner saw an opportunity to create a new hotel.
Here he muses on why Bavaria is a place to think.
WRiriK Ihrtnar MOUr-tlmau

I was bom in room 56 ofSchloss Elmau in 1956.1 was alone with my mother.
She is from Curacao, an island in the Lesser Antillics and felt a stranger in
Bavaria, being of a cosmopolitan Dutch Caribbean background. The hotel
belonged to my father and my aunt and was built by my grandfather, Dr
Johannes Muller, who was also a stranger to Bavaria. A philosopher and
writer, he came from eastern Germany and wished to build a cultural hide
away in the remoteness of the mountains, where his friends could gather to
pay him a visit.
The hotel was a place for people to take a vacation from the ego, from
self-ccntcrcdncss; they would listen to classical music, walk in the mountains
and enjoy the silence. Paradoxically, my grandfather claimed that us essence
was anti-intellectual. Intellectuals came here to stop thinking, to just get away
from the world and to come to one’s own self again, to become like children.
Because of my mother, I also felt an outsider here. I rebelled against my
birthplace and wanted nothing to do with it. I left to go to America and
founded a computer company. After I sold 11, my parents asked, "Why don't
you invest some money back homc?"Tliough I was disinclined to return, they
wanted to keep Schloss Elmau alive so l put in some of my own capital - then
the hotel burned down in 2005.
I rebuilt it from scratch, adding a second wing and making it a luxury
spa and cultural retreat. It drove away the old clientele: they didn't like me
because I didn't look for a vacation from the ego - I wanted to create a space
that was a vacation for the ego. I'm individualistic, cosmopolitan, like my
mother. I wanted this to be a place for conversation. So I started a senes of
academic and political debates on German contemporary history, the his
tory of ideas and the politics of transatlantic relations, which helped establish
Schloss Elmau as a sort of think-tank. The very first conference was called
“Jewish Modernity of Political Theology?”
Angela Merkel came to one of the conferences on transatlantic rclauons.
That was just two months before she became chancellor. She thought Schloss
Elmau a fantastic place and said that one day we'd have to do something here.

Barack Obama could not stop raving about the
landscape, the architecture, the interiors: the beauty,
mixed with the peaceful seclusion, created an atmosphere
that, I feel as a proprietor, was very conducive to the
discussions that took place here

Well, to years later wc did do something: the G7 summit of world leaders
in 2015. She justified her choice by saying that the hotel and its surround
ings were like a sanctuary, Barack Obama could not stop raving about the
landscape, the architecture, the interiors: the beauty, mixed with the peaceful
seclusion, created an atmosphere that I feel as a proprietor was very conducive
to the discussions that took place here.
I grew up in Bavaria as an outsider and didn’t know it too well. But since
commg back and rebuilding Schloss Elmau, I have explored the region and
think it’s truly unique. The most interesting aspect of Bavaria is migration the Romans were here, everyone was here - which makes it a place that's full
of contradictions. One of the most important symbols of this contradiction is
King Ludwig II. He was known as "the mad king" but he was not mad, just
extremely creative and thoughtful. He built a retreat for himself not far from
Schloss Elmau, which opened my eyes to Bavaria. The ground floor is in the
regional style, while the first fioor conjured up the world he was desperate to
visit: India. It's reflective of the many ideas that inhabit Bavaria: there are so
many influences, so much art from various cultures. It’s an inspiring place, a
sort of melting pot.

Visit us: We've got
shops in London,
Toronto, Hong Kong,
Tokyo, Mcrano and
Zurich that arc full of
smart finds and great
gifts (from clothing
to homeware), as well
as back issues of the
magazine and all our
books and travel guides.
If you can’t make it in
person, shop online
via our website,
monocle.com/shop
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Monocle — Bavaria
Special Edition

A.

HOME IMPROVEMENT

As former Royal Bavarian Court Haberdasher.
LUDWIG BECK is the proud bearer of the
Wittelsbach coat of arms.

Munich may have a reputation for being a touch conservative but the city s second mayor, Josef Schmid, is
trying to change all that by attracting a younger crowd of entrepreneurs and supporting progressive policies
that push the political debate forward.
WRITER Thomas Rotm PHOTOGRAPHER Julian Baumann

In his four years as second mayor of
Munich, Josef Schmid has acquired
a reputation for breaking the mould.
Although he is a member of the cen
tre-right Christian Social Union, the
48-ycar-old Munich native, whose
position is equivalent to deputy
mayor, has been an outspoken
supporter of progressive policies,
including gay adoption, and has
helped shake off the city’s staid rep
utation. As leader of the Department
of Labour and Economic Affairs, he
has also helped bolster the city's
exploding start-up scene and thriv
ing economy: an impressive 27,500
new jobs were created in 2017.
Munich, however, is also in danger
of becoming a victim of its own suc
cess. A widespread housing shortage
has meant average rental prices that
arc nearly double the national average
and a growing number of residents
have become exasperated by the city’s
overwhelmed transport infrastruc
ture. Experts expect the city's popu
lation to grow by 150,000 people to
more than 1.7 million by 2030.
We speak to Schmid to find out
how these challenges can be over
come and what his plans are to
ensure that Bavaria's capital contin
ues to thrive.

were ahead of Milan and Barcelona,
and now we have overtaken the
Amsterdam region.
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Munich Is known as a lowrise, livable city. To solve the
housing problem, you support
the construction of tall build
ings. Do you worry it will ruin
the cityscape?
js: No. I’d rather build upwards than
build over every last green space. I
think it’s better to have a few archi
tecturally appealing, striking highpoints that will change the city’s
silhouette. Of course I don’t mean
within the inner city - but at the
city's middle ring road or outside it.

People In Germany
often talk about Berlin and
Munich ns rivals, economically
and otherwise. Docs this com
parison irritate you?
josbp sciimid: No, it docsn't bother
me at all because we like to compete
with Berlin. About a year ago, the
Berlin business development author
ity opened an office in Munich to
advertise for Berlin. We don’t need
to do any advertising, anywhere, for
Munich. Companies come to us on
their own accord. Berlin has more
start-ups - but we have the better
start-ups. We have the ones with a
future. Berlin doesn’t have that.

m:

m:

Berlin hns cheaper rents,
a vibrant creative scene and
clubs like Bcrghaln. Why would
a young entrepreneur come to
Munich instead?
js: It’s true that Berlin has a cooler
image. Former Berlin mayor Klaus
Wowcrcit described it as “poor but
sexy." Munich is obviously a city
where successful people live and
that has shaped the city to some
extent, but Munich also has a lot of
cool areas. I initiated a programme
to support street art and now we have a Shepard Faircy
piece on the Landshuter Allec and a piece by Blu near the
OldTown. We have also developed a creative quarter with
artist studios and a founders’ centre for smart cities. We
have a great deal to offer.
In recent months, Bnvnrinn leaders have called
for further hurdles for the entry of refugees into
the state and ordered crosses be displayed in state
buildings. People reading headlines internationally
might think the state is closed-minded and con
servative. Arc you worried that this might alienate
foreign workers?
js: The headlines arc unjustified. The subject is being
played up at the moment but, when it comes to refugees,
the Bavarian state government and the German interior

minister, who is the leader of the Christian Social Union
and until recently was the governor of Bavaria, aren't
saying we aren’t taking in any refugees. We have set an
upper limit of 200,000 refugees per year in Germany. To
put that into perspective, France took in to.ooo.Thc UK
took in 10,000 - then left the EU. Germany, including
Bavaria, is the most refugee-friendly country in the EU.
In Munich, we have the largest proportion of people with
an immigrant background of any German city - between
40 and 45 per cent.
m:

Do you think Bavaria's conservative reputation
is unjustified?
is: It is more liberal and open to the world than most
people think. Economically, that’s clear. In terms of
attracting cultural and creative workers, four years ago wc

Many Munich residents arc
exasperated with the city’s traf
fic and transport problems. Do
you want to make the city less
enr-dependent?
js: We don’t need to switch away
from cars - we need more resources
for transport overall. We have dra
matically raised the budget for bike
paths. The new train line through
the city centre is slated to be com
pleted in 2026, and the state and
city have invested in a new subway
and tram programme, with four new
subways and two new tram lines. Wc
are also looking for a test route for
air taxis from the airport, potentially
to the expo centre or the main train
station, and we have a proposal for
a city cableway. We need to use all
of the resources at our disposal. No proposal is taboo.
I’m convinced we’ll be using the air for transport in
some form.

i
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m: What areas of Munich’s economy are most likely
to grow in the coming decades?
js: 1 can't say, but two years ago an urban-planner gave
a talk in Munich where he said the city would go into
decline because we only haw old industries.The opposite
is true. Munich is the preferred location for tech-oncnted
start-ups. When it comes to the second phase of digital
isation - the Internet of Things - some magazines have
argued that wc will take the place of Silicon Valley. I don’t
want to go that far but people aren’t leaving Munich to
go to Silicon Valley, they are coming here from Silicon
Valley to sec what's going on.

Bavaria has a booming economy, a growing start-up sector and plenty of breweries to keep the beer flowing WRITER Luigi Ixnam

€330111

STYLE IN THE HEART OF MUNICH. SINCE 1861.

m:

monocle:

m:

Munich is known in Germany
for its stratospheric cost of rent.
How big of an obstacle is this for
the continued economic growth
of the city?
js: It’s a hurdle because it could
lead potential employees to turn
down job offers with Munich-based
companies: ‘It’s nice if you can pay
me an extra €500 a month but if I
need those €500 for the apartment,
then that doesn’t get me anything’.
Of course, this is a legitimate argu
ment. Wc are doing a lot. We have
the biggest housing-construction
programme in the history of the city.
We arc spending 6870m to support
housing developments. Wc have
hired too more employees so more
construction permits can be issued.
Last year, we approved nearly 14,000
construction projects and we have
increased the number of apartments
being built annually from 7,000 to
about 9,000.

€568bn

38.6

million

150 litres

€i92.ibn

Economy: Bavana's gdp has experienced
a growth of 18.3 per cent since 2010,
rising 10 €568bn in 2017.

Tourism: In 2017, 38.6 million people
visited Havana and iu two national parks,
46 castles, numerous opera houses, and
1,300 art collections and museums.

Beer On average a Bavarian consumes
150 litres of beer a year, more than anyone
else in Germany. It helps that Bavaria is
home to more than 650 breweries.

Exports: In 2017, Bavarian companies
exported goods worth €192.ibn, with an
increase of 5.4 per cent compared to the

LUDWIG BECK
KAUFHAUS DER SINNE

MARIENPLATZ11 | KAUFHAUS.LUDWIGBECK.DE | 80331 MUNICH
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Place to
call home
From talent to
transport, Bavaria ticks
all the boxes when
it comes to finding
somewhere to set up and set your sights high.
Discover why the state
defines the meaning
of a work-life balance.

/
&

O i; Simple
solutions
Red tape can hinder a business’s
nimbloness: Lengthy forms,
'stringent regulations and fusty civil
servants all too often stand in the
way of spirited entrepreneurs who
are keen to get going. As a result,
Bavaria has taken steps to cut
the fuss. In 2016 it launched new
regulations that relieve companies
of some accounting and reporting
requirements. And that's not to
mention that since 2003, almost
half of all Bavarian laws and
regulations have been abolished.
All of that goes towards making
Bavaria the state with the fewest
laws in the whole of Germany (with
a quarter fewer than the national
average). This state of affairs is
freeing companies from the burden
of overwhelming bureaucracy and
incentivising them to set up in the
area. Businesses also benefit from
the BayernPortal, an online service
whereby citi2ens can access all
administrative services from home.
The platform also offers a wide
range of funding opportunities and
networks to support entrepreneurs
and business owners. Encouraging
stuff all round.

pj

2

The Place

to be

n

From tradesmen and
construction workers to
inventors and architects,
the number of skilled
workers that Bavaria
attracts propels it
forward as a business
and lifestyle hub.
The Bavarian Cluster
Initiative has fortified
the state’s position as
an attractive spot for
linking applied research
to business and industry.
Statistics also show that
Munich’s Technical
University produces more
entrepreneurs than any
other German university.

Explore more: Published by
Gestaltcn, our informed city
guides offer insider tips on
hotels, walks, museums,
restaurants and much more,
monocle, comIshop

monocle.com
monocle.com/radio

Money
talks

Productive
powerhouse
Even as many companies have
looked to Asia to mass produce
their goods (and cut costs), Bavaria
has newer lost its considerable verve
for precision manufacturing.
It plays host to industries
including automotive (bmw
and Audi), fashion (Adidas),
biotechnology and electronics
(think Siemens).This dedication to
manufacturing makes it a hub for
technical innovation as well as mass
production: applications for patents
here outpaced all other German
regions last year.
This commitment to designing,
inventing and producing powers
the Bavarian economy. According
to official figures, the region’s
gdp is larger than many countries
within the EU at €s68bn (if it vxre
a country, that would make it the
scvcnth-largest economy of the 28
EU member states). Ideal if you're
of a mind to make it in Europe.
CULTURE

4 Plenty to
admire
Despite being known as an
industrial heavyweight, Bavaria
is also a region of fairytale castles
and a cultural heritage that spans
opera, folklore and street art. Many
venture to Nuremberg to enjoy the
Gcrmanischcs Nationalmuscum,
the country’s largest collection of
Germanic art, or to Bayreuth, a
northern town where, each year,
the eponymous festival celebrates
the operatic works of composer
Richard Wagner.
But when in need of a decidedly
more contemporary experience,
Munich, with more than 80
museums, is a place to see and
be seen. Top sites for inspiration
include the Museum Brandhorst
- which displays works from
recognisable names such as Damien
Hirst and CyTVombly - as well as
Germany’s first museum of urban
art, the Museum of Urban and
Contemporary Art, where pieces
by Andy Warhol sit alongside works
by contemporary artists such as
Banksy and Shepard Fairey.
Those in search of more
underground art experiences can
venture to one of the city’s many
galleries that celebrate local talent.
The unassuming Wcltraum is a
small space with vast ambition,
hosung a new exhibition almost
every other week. The Kunstraum
Munchen, meanwhile, is a not-forprofit art club that aims to offer a
platform to young artists.

Bavaria is a breeding
ground for innovation
- and where innovation
goes, investors tend to
follow. While the majority
of venture-capitalist
funding flows to Berlin,
start-ups based in Bavaria
raised 6407m over the
past year, second only to
the capital. Just this year,
Bavarian-based start-ups
such as Blickfeld, which
builds laser sensors,
received Siom in seed
financing, while analytics
firm Konux closed a
S2om deal. Local venture
capitalist Target Partners
had its most impressive
year to date in 2017, with
start-ups financed by the
firm raising more than
€uom, and the firm’s
portfolio exceeding €ibn.
It helps that pillars of
the Bavarian economy
have their own venture
funds, bmw has 6500m,
as well as its own
start-up garage; Siemens’
accelerator Next47
launched with a promised
6ibn capital to invest by
2021. Munich is also home
to mentorship schemes
such as venture capital
firm UnternehmerTum’s
Xpreneurs incubator
programme, which offers
capital, coaching and
guidance, from initial
concept stage to ipo.

Moving
freely

Education and training arc the
largest single elements when it
comes to state spending in Bavaria.
For years, Bavarian high-school
students have topped German
league tables and have been
consistently ranked among the
best performing in Europe to boot.
There are also 13 international
schools in the state, making
transitions easier for the children
of Bavaria’s many expats.The state
is home to more than 320,000
university students, many of
whom arc international and attend
Bavaria’s nine universities (and 25
universities of applied sciences) to
profit from the schooling on offer.
Higher education is free in
Bavaria for EU students and the
country’s top two universities (lmu
Munich and Technical University
of Munich)
arewell-funded,
to be found in
the
state.
Bavaria’s
highperforming
universities
graduate
pools
to recruitmean
from,smart
and
plenty of innovation across science
and research thanks to those who
aren’t snapped up to go abroad.

FOOD & DRINK

[j^K 8 Delicious
selection

rV
6 The right

treatment
Bavarians enjoy a hale and hearty
healthcare system and even boast a
higher life expectancy than the national
average; worldwide, Germany is among
the countries with the highest number
of physicians per capita. On a state level
Bavaria ranks particularly high when it
comes to this ratio, with 48,000 doctors
and 10,000 demists practising within
the state's 400 clinics. The state’s many
outstanding hospitals mean medical
tourism: a high number of patients come
to Bavaria from abroad every year for
treatment and care.
The state also ranks among the best
in the world when it comes to medical
research and technology, thanks in part to
the Bavarian State Government's push to
mingle the thoughts of academia and the
actions of clinical practice.
The state government also announced
a €68im spend on building 26 new
hospitals between 2019 and 2022.
A recent study has shown that Bavarian
wellness tourism is robust too, with the
state's 47 spas and health resorts bringing
in €4-5bn annually.
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When it comes to food, Bavana conjures
up images of sauerkraut, schnitzel, KndJtl
and Schvxinshaxc, the latter a hulking dish
of roasted pork knuckle, often served with
an equally sizeable potato dumpling. Hefty
and hot, it's a plate of gloriously brown
food; a dusting of parsley offers the only
sight of green.
But it is easy to forget Bavaria’s
proximity to Italy. Munich has a distinct
Mediterranean flair, with a strong
coffee culture and more than 800
Italian restaurants dotted throughout
the municipality. Locals can easily find
what they are looking for in the Bavarian
capital, whether it be white-tablecloth
dining or a classic Wirtshaus tavern
experience. Restaurants such as Brenner
showcase the Med influence with a menu
of carpaccio, pasta and grilled meat; there
are also vegetarian joints such asTian.
While Bavaria is known more for its
bccr-guzzling than its wine scene, the
northern region of Franconia has uniquely
chalky soil that produces fine vintages.
With Nuremberg just an hour away, it is
easy to venture to the rolling vineyards for
a day of overfilling one's glass.

At 70,500 sq km, Bavana is Germany's
I largest state - yet negotiating this sizeable
land mass is friction-free.When venturing
I into rural Bavana you can take advantage
of the Bayern ticket, a day pass that allows
j people to trawl from 09.00 to 03.00 the
following day on any of the numerous
! and well-kept trains, trams and buses.
Underground train systems (the U-Bahn)
in larger emet such as Nuremburg and
Munich tend to be unmanned and
I automated, running perpetually on time.
I
And when you choose to leave? Munich’s
International Airport is consistently ranked
i as one of the top stops in Europe, handling
some 120,000 passengers per day. It even
has its own brewery, as well as an icc nnk
and Christmas market in winter. An easy
1 hub from which to broker deals at home
and abroad.

0

Fresh
thinking

Even in the most built-up
areas of Munich and
Nuremberg you are never
more than an hour from
the serenity of forests
and meadows. Bavarian
culture is intrinsically

linked with active
lifestyles, which is why
people have a penchant
for the outdoors (and are
less susceptible to the
stresses suffered by those
who keep themselves
confined to a big city).
Franconia has thick
forests with winding and
picturesque hiking trails.
For those who prefer
steeper gradients there
are the Berchtesgaden
Alps to the east, next to
the border with Austria.
And in the warmer
months the landlocked
state has idyllic swimming
spots on the shores of
its many lakes. Perfect
for hardworking
entrepreneurs keen on a
better work-life balance.

©

The Monocle Minute:
Our frec-to-subscribc
daily email newsletter
delivers analysis from our
editors, correspondents
and bureaux.
tnonocle.com/niinute
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BUSINESS, DRINKING,
DINING & TRAVEL

We dive into the best this spirited southeast-Gcrman state has to offer, including, beer
halls worth benchmarking, reliable restaurants and the top tents to ogle at Oktobcrfest.

Monocle — Bavaria
Special Edition
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Live well: Wc offer a light-hearted rundown of
our favourite places, products and people from
Germany’s oldest state. Plus: weekend escapes
covering die likes of Bamberg, Regensburg and
Fusscn as well as a few neighbourhoods to consider
calling home. Oh, and did wc mention a quick dip?

HERE TO STAY
Bavaria’s best beds, from a bucolic Tegernsee escape to stopovers in Augsburg, Nuremberg and
Munich. Not to mention a few choice spots from which to enjoy the sylvan scenes. See page 28
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Smart set-up
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Meet the ‘Made in Germany
fashion folks and on-the-up
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Print matters:

Pick up
a copyon
of the Monocle Winter
Weekly,
newsstands this December, for the
latest scoop on everything from
global affairs to winter escapes.

monocle.com
monoclc.com/radio

monocle.com/subscrlbc
is for Arri
A could stand for many things Allianz, Audi, Airbus, Adidas but
wc think Arnold & Richter Cine
Tcchrnk (Arri) deserves the spotlight.
Founded in 1917, this Munich-based
media and motion-picture com
pany is a leading manufacturer
and designer of camera and
lighting systems for the film
and broadcast industry. It also
supplies professional produc
tions with equipment and ser
vices such as post-production
and international sales. Its third,
and most surprising pillar, concen
trates on creating imaging tech
nologies for surgical applications.
Over the years the company has
won a scries of Academy Awards
for its innovative work. Germany
experienced its golden age of
film in the 1920s but with
production companies
such as Bavaria Film and
film technology spe
cialist Arri, there's
hope for a revival yet.

STATE OF PLENTY
Welcome to our A to Z of Bavaria: the people, places and brands that are shaping the
region and helping it thrive. From household names such as Adidas and institutions like
Dallmayr to a vibrant media landscape and a talented workforce, this is our line-up of what
gives the Free State its pluck (and plenty of charm).
editor Mam-Sophu Sclmarzer njusthatoh Koutou

p
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p

is for
Burda Media

Family-owned Burda has
grown from a humble
priming shop into one
of the world’s largest media companies,
with more than 550 media products
that raked in €2.67bn in 2017. Print
still anchors the group with big-name
titles such as flagship celebrity magazine
Bunte, along with fashion glossies such
as Harper's Bazaar. At the same time,
Burda recognised the potential of digital
media early and devotes substantial
resources to this area through its dld
conferences and tech acquisitions.
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burda.com

Munich’s hit radio station
is always a good listen. Tune
in at 95.5 for a good mix of
uplifting commentary and music. Die Herold
Show, hosted by Jan Herold and Lcmonia
Leyendecker, is Munich’s favourite morn
ing programme, while the new evening slot
Miinchen am Abend, with Lea Kalbhcnn and
Kim Annabelle Orth, introduces listeners
to brand-new tunes. Besides keeping the
public informed about what’s going on in
and around Munich, the hosts double as
quiz masters. It’s good old-fashioned radio
done right.
charivari.de

E

is for
Euroboden
This Munich-

based property

developer,

founded
by Stefan F Hoglmaicr,
specialises in larger
residential projects.
Hoglmaicr’s global
network of architects has
won his firm a number
of prizes, including the
Fiabci Prix d’Exccllencc
for its collaboration with
Raumstation Architckten in
transforming a listed Second
World War air-raid shelter
into a high-rise apartment
building. Hoglmaicr’s
next star project, in
collaboration with David
Chippcrfield Architects,
is 5 Kolbergcrstrassc in
Hcrzogpark, which will
give Munich another
recognisable favadc.
curobodcn.de

I

is for
Charivari Radio

ltpo first opened In Munich 48

is for Ispo

year, ago and quickly established
itself as the world's largest
trade fair for sporting goods
and athletic apparel. Every
year It attracts more than 1,700
exhibitors and some 80.000 visitors from
uo countries. The market is changing
to this summer it hosted the world's fust
digital conference for the sports business*
the next Ispo will be hosted at the Messe
Miinchen exhibiuon grounds from 3 to
6 February.

F

discerning food lovers have come to this
lavish four*storcy shop for the finest food,
wine, coffee, tea, chocolates, gifts and more,
liven those with no intention of buying
anything pop in to admire the histone
interiors, although few leave empty-handed. Dallmayr's own-brand
coffee is extremely popular and the fact that the building is used in
its television advertising has made the shop one of the most visited
in Havana. If you want to treat yourself, head to chef Dicthard
Urbansky's Michclin-starrcd restaurant on the first floor, which
has an impressive wine list of more than 700 bottles. There is also
a popular bistro on the same floor with a view of the Frauenkirchc.
dallntayr.com

is for
Gmund
paper

is for
Herzogenaurach

I111!

This town in the dutrict of HrlangcnHfclutudt 1* best known for being home
to Adidas and Puma The brands were
part of the Dasslcr Brothers Shoe Factory,
founded in the 1920s, but m feud led to
split after the Second World War.
Since then, Adidas anJ Ihima have
established their I IQs opposite
one another. The rivalry
may be history but the
multinationals remain
competitors.

is for
Kafer

is for
Johanna
Daimer Filze

;nr PC

grand-aunt of current
owner Anni I'irelimoscr,
founded her eponymous Munich-based fel:
business in 1883.The family-run specialist
has survived world wars and the decline of
independent shop* and has emerged as an
unwavering landmark in Munich's retail
scene, 'Ihc shop has helped felt become
a timeless accessory and Pirchmotcr sells
hundreds of dilTcrent varieties of fell today.
I ler fascination with the diversity of the
material and ns uses has no end.

deli is

m

synonymous
with Munich. Established in
1930, it has grown to include
eight markets, 12 restaurants
and cafes as well as spaces
at airports and exhibition
centres. Headed by Michael
Kafer (see page 36), the
business continues to thrive
and as tradition dictates,
Kiifer’s Wies’n-Schiinke is
the highlight of Oktoberfest.
“Munich is a city in which
you live and consume;
Oktoberfest is the definition
of that," says Kafer.

n

feinkost-kaefer. de
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is for
Lodenfrey

Located in a 19111-

century townhousc,
this six-level department
ttore in the heart of
the old town is the
antidote to clunky
online shopping. Generations of families
shop the exclusive collections, which arc
big on International designers and tailormade clothing. Come Oktoberfest season,
everyone's here for the best selection of
traditional Trachi.
bJenfrcy.com

is for
Nuremberg
Medical Valley

[ - M V/'-if I

The Messe,
■ H H headed by Klaus
■
Dittrich, hosts
“ more than 220
events annually,
including many leading industry fairs
and congresses. Some of the highlights
include Bau, an international trade fair for
architecture, and Elcctronica, a worldleading gathering that brings togcdicr
the enure electronics industry.
mene-muenchen.Je

P
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just outside the global toy
capital of Nuremberg;
in the northern
Bavarian region of Franconia.
The father of the small
plastic figurines was Horst
Brandstiitter, who invented
them in 1974. Since
then, they’ve taken
over playrooms
from Germany
to Australia
by storm. The
company continues
to manufacture a
portion of its figures at
its factory in Zirndorf and
also operates the nearby
Playmobil-FunPark.
The analogue toys
continue to do
well against
all odds.

I

playmobil.de

The nation's forward-looking
medical research firms hare found
a healthy home in a compact
cluster now aptly known as the Nuremberg Medical
Valley. It is home to more than 500 medical-tcchnology
outfits (including household names such as Siemens and
Novartis) and 65 healthcare facilities, among them
die largest community hospital in Europe.
mcdical-valley^mn. J*

O

is for
Oberpfaffenhofen

Bavaria is home to the German
Aerospace Centre (DU),

1
;

The dlr works on aerospacerelated projects, involving
space missions, climate research and earth observation.
OberpfalTenhofen Airport, founded in 1936, serves
the aerospace community and research projects from
around the globe It's part of tile region's push for
mobility initiatives in the air and on the ground.
dlr.de

Q

is for
good
rides
Bavaria has
always been
a hub for the automotive
sector. In 1893 Rudolf
Diesel invented the diesel
engine in Augsburg; today
manufacturers such as BMW
and Audi arc investing in
electric cars and bikes fit
for the future. Not only is
Bavaria populating roads
the world over but also the
skies - Airbus Helicopters’
main German site is based
there too.

Germany is the
quality of life
higher than in .Munich. The cosmopolitan
capital of Bavaria has a booming economy
and first-rate infrastructure While
traditionally a strong car manufacturing
and media hub, it also attracts a growing
IT and biotechnology industry, fuelled by
graduates from its many universities.

e

is for
Staedtler

__

German pencil
maker Johann
Sebastian Staedtler
first showed his
wares at the 1853 World's Fair and
soon after began exporting them
beyond his native Nuremberg.
Today the company is a marketleading producer of pencils as well as

»w
is for Vor
sneakers
Bavaria's sneaker
capital may be in
Herzogenaurach but
Munich-based brand
Vor makes
enviable trainers too. J&rg
Rohwer-Kahlmann (pictured, right) spent
years designing shoes for Puma but by
2009 he'd had enough of chasing trends
and a year later he co-founded Vor with
his childhood friend Andreas Klingsciscn.
Understatement is the duo's design
philosophy; there arc only two styles - high
and low-top - and each pair is made in
Germany, slice laces and all. Frequent
collaborations with local designers give the
otherwise simple collection its kick. This
autumn Vor opened a new studio-cum-shop
in near ihcViktualienmarkt. "The location
is perfect, the space is tucked away from
the bustle of the market square - you’re
meant to discover it," says Klingsciscn.
"Wc designed die space ourselves, we want
visitors to experience the DMA of Vor."

is for
Quality
of life

is for
Wanzl
trolleys

As the
world’s
largest trolley-maker Wanzl,
in Leiphcim, manufactures
some 2 million shopping
trolleys and carts a year
and has employees in 22
countries. With a turnover of
6700m a year, it goes to show
that you can run a global
business in an unassuming
berth, tvanzl.com

«

is for Playmobil

This toy company hails from

This quaint village m southern

is for Dallmayr

T

Gmund, named
after the town near
Lake Tegernsee
where it wa, established in I Say, is a
leading producer of paper. Today the
family-run business is valued for Its
high-quality products. The factory Is
worth a visit for its spacious shop, which
showcases Ihc brand's entire collection
(think paper ill all colours of die rainbow ),
but also because of the new restaurant that
will open this autumn The Gmund award,
celebrating the best in prim and paper,
will be celebrated here in November.

is for
Messe

For more than 300 yean Munich's

Railway enthusiasts will know all about
is
for Fleischmann
trains

Fleischmann. Founded in 1887 a* a
fin-ioy manufacturer, it has become
one of tile leading makers of train sers.
Fleischmann specialises in European models from vari
ous historical eras. Its electric models were some of the
first and their gauge at a scale of 1:87 is now the most
popular in the world. Its HQ in Hcilsbronn showcases
historical sets, including its first steam-operated loco
motives dating from 1938. Many refinements have been
made since; Fleischmann'* smartphone app gives
control of even the most complex model
railways. Now we can all play at
running Deutsche Bahn.
fleuchmann.dc
_____
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The city's strong economy also pulls in
talent from all over the world. People often
think of Berlin as Germany’s cosmopolitan
city but with a foreign population of 28
per cent, Munich is actually more so.
Besides being a good base for
business, it's also a very liveable city, with
plenty of inviting parks, the Isar River,
mountains and crystal-clear lakes. And
it's not only .Munich that's topping
quality-of-lifc rankings. According to
the latest survey by public broadcaster
ZDP, three of the lop five places to live
in Germany are located in Bavaria:
lakeside Stambcrg and tknng destination
Garmisch-Portcnkirchcn arc close on
Munich's heels.

r

T

Tegernsee is a
lakeside town
in Micsbach, an
hour’s drive from Munich.
Its lake is ideal for boating
and water sports, while the
mountains surrounding it
offer hiking and ski runs.
j

is for
Unicredit

U

Y

is for
xenodochy
Xcnodochy, or
hospitality, becomes
something else in
Bavaria.The people
here arc warmer and
friendlier than in the north. Perhaps it has to
do with the hearty food, die cosy beer gardens
and the high quality of life. Being surrounded
by lakes and mountains does wonders.
Southern Germany also has some of the
country's best weather and plenty of sunshine.

is for
Zeitschriften
and and
Zeitungen
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is for
Tegernsee

modelling clay and other arts-andcrafts materials. Their Textsurfer
Classic highlighters have long been
companions on many an all-night
study or corporate report session.
And like much of the range,
they arc still made in Germany.
Thanks to growing exports,
Staedtler has made a global
name for itself as a supplier
of fine Bavarian writing
instruments.
siaedtlcr.com

Hamburg may be Germany's media
capital but Munich is edging its
way to the top. Bavaria is the base
for a long list of respected titles and
international media companies such
as Condi Nast, publisher of maga
zines including Architectural Digest,
and Hubert Burda Media, which
launched the news weekly Focus as
an alternative to Dcr Spiegel in 1993.
Yet it’s not only the big media
multinationals that arc headquar
tered here. Independent publications
such as contemporary design and

m
&

Munich is known as
Italy's most northern
aty. That rings true
to the banks too.
Italian bank Unicredit
occupies a spot in the unmissable hyu
Tower with its German subsidiary, the
Hypovcrcinsbank. Beyond the usual
banking fare, it sponsors many cultural
events, from activities at the Kunsthallc
to the annual Jugcnd kulturell Award.
unicredugroup, tu

is for y In Bayern

Bayern was spelled Baicm before King
Ludwig I of Bavaria changed the name
in the 19th century
introducing
"y" from the A
Greek alphabet. His i
Otto
first king of
j
the independent Greek state and
J' he wanted to show his solidarity.
Meanwhile, Otto introduced
reduced the
bluc-and-white flag to Greece.
Greece

f

SliddeuiscHcZclmng

culture jour
nal Nomad,
and Curves,
a specialist
magazine for those passionate about
driving cars and riding bikes, are
also growing a following.
Of course, the stalwart of
Munich’s print scene is Sisddcuvschc
Zeitung, one of Germany’s largest
daily newspapers and the region's
paper of record, which has been
doing good work since it launched
in 1945.
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The Schloss Elmau Experience
100 kilometers south of Munich is Schloss Elmau,
tucked deep in the calm of the Bavarian Alps. A sanctuary,
framed by dramatic peaks & rushing streams. A Luxury Spa
& Cultural Hideaway. A Yoga Retreat & Family Escape.
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A place to feast on outstanding food & unbeatable

*.v

music - to relax, breathe deep and discover.'
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START-UPS WE’D INVEST IN
Quantum Systems

Westwing

Oberpfaffenhofen

Munich
As a 26-ycar*<>M editor at KBf and E1U
Delia Fischer (/srfnnrJ) was
regularly frustrated with the lack of
home furnishings available online From
frustration came inspiration, she spotted a
market opportunity to sell design-focused
home accessories and furniture online and
founded Westwing in Munich in 2011
Wcsrwuig's beginning* were rocky - after
expanding rapidly to 17 markets less than
a year after it was founded, the company
and its inexperienced founder were faced
with problems neither she nor her investors
reckoned with. Selling sofas online, it
turned out, wasn't as easy as Fischer has
hoped. Since sofa* arc expensive to ship,
delivery and logistics costs took 0 heavy
toll on the company's bottom line.
After a rethink and some retrenching,
VC’cstwing is back on solid ground, with
t’22om in revenue last year It now
outsources warehousing to 11* thousands
of suppliers The online retailer ha*
operations in 11 countries and more than
1,100 employee*. At its headquarters on
the northern edge of Munich, the average
employee Is 30, the open-plan offices arc
lively and brightly lie.
Wntwing select* brands from around
the world, focusing on home furnishing*
- you can find anything from scented
candles to sheets, sofas and vase* on
the site. It regularly features decoration
tips, orr videos and fashion spreads with
products sourced from labels around
the world and the company's own
collection Andrew Curry
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“My central trait is a need to
prove that things can succeed, that
technical problems can be solved,"
says Florian Seibcl, the 38-ycar-old
co-founder and CEO of Quantum
Systems. “Money doesn't interest
me at all.”
The former military-helicopter
pilot launched the drone start-up
in 2015 with fellow graduates
from the University of the
German Federal Armed Forces in
Munich. Quantum Systems builds
unmanned vehicles that can take
off vertically like a helicopter but
fly horizontally like a plane. This
allows the drone to stay aloft using
wing airflow (instead of electrically
powered rotors) and can remain in
the air up to 20 times longer than a
normal drone. The concept, Scibel
says, was partly inspired by his
hobby of piloting gliders.
The vehicles can be used for
everything from monitoring
farmland to checking on railway
tracks after a storm, and the
company will soon embark on a
project to deliver blood to isolated
regions in South Africa.The start-up
is about to move to a new HQ with
a rooftop helipad in Gilching, near
Munich. Thomas Rogers
quanium-sysicms.com

BUSINESS / BAVARIA

REVVING
TO GO
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ration Unit
Monocle — Bavaria
Special Edition

Munich

As consumers clamour for more customisation and companies search for compeuuve
advantage, it may be lime 10 rcdiink Henry Ford's assembly line for a ness' era To do (his,
Jngolstadt-based Areulus, a yo-penon company founded in 2016, is combining the latest
software with high-tech autonomous vehicles or "smart robots”
The idea is 10 dcconsiruet the assembly line, with robolt moving products to specialised
work stations in die mosi efficient order. Software will orchestrate the dance in real time.
“We try to create stork that makes sense again,” says cto Fabian Rusttschka.
By unpicking production steps, time-consuming custom opuons leather seats in
cars, for example -• don't have to hold up the svholc production process Audi, which plans
to begin using Arculus's robots and software on an experimental basts later this year, has
estimated deconstructing die assembly lute could yield a seemly 20 per cent productivity
boost. The prospect is popular with both management and workers’ unions facing
competition from low-cost labour abroad. "It's a chance to keep up productivity and keep
work here,” soys Kusitschka hopefully
For the start-up, Bavaria is a natural base. Rusttschka's former employer and the
company's pilot partner, Audi, is also located in Ingolstadt. And southern Germany has
one of die largest concentrations of auto manufacturers in the world: not lust Audi but
BMW, Porsche and Mercedes - not to mention parts manufacturers such as Bosch and
Siemens - all convcilicndy close at hand. Andrew Cutry
areulus, de
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My Bavaria:
Christian Greiner
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We're all sal in an office in growing
discomfort, shifting our balance in the
hope of alleviating the ache leading the
response to our sore backs is start-up
8Sense, based in Rosenheim.The company
has created a small clip - not much larger
than a clothes peg - that is pinned to die
back of a shirt, dress or jacket It assesses
the micro-vibrations in your spine and
muscles, alerting you to excessive stress
and telling you know if you've spent
too long in the same position. TTie nifty
number tracks these findings with a
smartphone app and suggests exercises
to improve posture and strengthen your
back-Thc project is called Better Sitting;
SScnsc has also released Better Training (a
clip configured for exercise) and hopes to
launch more products that would “better”
our lives, whether that's sleep or focus.
Crcaung the nuanccd technology has
been cosdy but the Bavarian state has proven
useful in seeking out and helping start
ups like 8Sense -Bavaria has numerous
subsidies. Especially in ihe initial phases,
these arc essential," says KScnsc co-founder
Christoph Tischner Molkon Chnrchoglyon

Emqopter has been quietly
developing ideas about an
automated future since launching
in early 2016. So far it's released
plans for four different drone types
with a variety of (unctions, from a
drone designed to survey spaces
to one equipped with a gripper for
carrying. But it is the autonomous
delivery drone that's currently
drawing attention. Although you
might have heard of Amazon’s plans
to service the world with its delivery
drones, Emqopter has a vision that
may materialise much sooner.
It currently takes weeks to
acquire approval for making a
single busincss-to-consunier
drone delivery'- However repeat
business-to-bustness orders are
simpler: they can be applied for in
advance. Partnering with Jopp, a
Bavarian automotive and industrial
supplier, Emqopter is ushering in
the drone-delivery revolution at the
business end by transporting small
components between facilities
and factories.
The German government
has given Emqopter its stamp of
approval through the Invest grant,
intended to encourage venturecapitalist interest by promising to
match 20 per cent of investment
with government funding. The
company will open for investment
in early 2019 and the autonomousdelivery drone is expected to be
on the market later that year.
Louis Harnett O'Meera
qopler.de

Zacy soK; Monocle’s sneps in
London, Tokyo, Toronto, Mcrano,
Zurich and Hong Kong stock
products and collaborations with
brands we trust. Pop in or browse
online at monoclc.com/ahop

—
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Despite tempting offers to relocate to the US or China, young businesses with
plenty of pluck and a good deal of bright ideas are opting to make Bavaria
their base. The reason? A young and energetic workforce, talented engineers
and excellent standards of manufacturing. We meet the top io start-ups that
are shaking up industries in Germany and beyond.
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4-Bragi
Most wireless headphones arc
staggeringly rudimentary - at some
better-known firms there appears
little urge to improve or refine the
quality of the sound transmitted. But
when Danish entrepreneur Nikola)
Hviid created Bragi, he had a lofty
aspiration: an carphoncs-mcetsmartphonc concept if you will.
The Munich-bused company's
flagship product is the Dash l*ro. It
ticks the basic boxes (waterproof,
high-fidelity sound, doesn't fall
out) but boasts qualities that hint
at a new generation of audio. The
earphones can be commanded
with simple movements of the
head - n gentle look left to skip a
song, for example. Voice commands
allow users to order a taxi, send a
message, translate sentences into
foreign languages (surprisingly
accurately). Meanwhile a short
test calibrates the audio to u user's
hearing, all thanks to Bnigi's
operating system.
It started with a 2014
Kkkstartcr campaign that broke
expectations. Bmgi hit the initiul
goal of £220,000 within 48 hours
and by the end of 2015 investments
totalled 621.3m. The key 10 its
success? The tech, of course,
but Hviid points closely to the
brand's transparency. "Vt’c invited
Kickstancr backers to our offices
to try out our products - rather
than saying, 'Of course it works’, we
started engaging people and using
them for insight." Malkon Charchoglyan
bmgi.com
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Since it was founded in 2013, Nawu has
preoccupied itself with die tough task of
mapping indoor spaces. The most recent
of the four-wheeled robots it's designed for
the purpose is the M6> which rolled out
this spring. The futuristic device, which
look* somewhere between a lunar rover
and a Scgway, uses six camera* to capture
360-dcgrec images a* well as a laser system
to map indoor spaces: great for updating
floorplans, documenting progress on ■
construction site or compiling model*
of factories and offices. “The M6 mark*
a quuntum leap in mobile mapping as it
overcomes constraint* in scalability and
quality," lays CEO Felix Rctnthagcn.
“When wc started the company in 2013
wc had all studied or worked in both Silicon
Valley and Munich," say* the 40-year-old.
"We decided to set up shop in Munich."
Compared to Silicon Valley the Bavarian
capital had a less overheated market for
talent, engineers with more manageable
salary expectations for start-up coffers, plus
good manufacturer* of precision tools and
industrial client* aplenty.
Five years on, the company has 160
employees, customers in 30 countries
and an office in New York. ‘Tb serve our
growing demand in China wc will open
a second international office in Shanghai
towards the end of the year," says
Kcinshagcn. There’s more long-distance
travel ahead for the four founders who
nonetheless remain resolute that they’ll keep
returning to 11 Bavaria base Janck Schmidt

Director, Ludwig Beck

1

Chnsttan Greiner it the director of Ludwig
Beck, Munich’s premier department store.
"Ludwig Beck belongs to Munich, it can't
be recreated anywhere else; it’s the living
room of Munich's inner city," he says.
Here's what he Ukcs best about Bavaria.
Mountains or lakcvlilc?
I enjoy being by the lake, with a v
the mountains.
Ludwig Heck or Lodcnfrey - why n
Ludwig Beck, naturally.
Engllschcr Gttrten or Bicrgarten?
It depends on my mood; (lie banks of the
Isar River arc also lovely.

Frceletics
Munich
Frederics began its stratospheric nsc
to popularity when it launched in 2013.
The fitness app used artificial intelligence
technology, which made a serious impact
on the training apps market. A year after
launching it had more than one million
Freddies Bodywcight is one of bc*lpcrformmg F.urope4n-born apps on
the market.
With the company now counting *20
employees, the brand ha* expanded into
running, gym and nutritional coaching
app*. It also managed to bndge physical
and digital by establishing more than
2,000 real-world location* for users and
a Frcclcucs clothing range for them
to turn up in. It’s no surprise that this
summer the company received even more
investment from a group of US-based

L_

Move over Roca and Laufen, there's a new name in town. Since February, start-up
Sandhelden has disrupted the market in bathroom fixtures with its innovative range of
sinks.The company sets itself apart through both its production techniques and matcnals.
Each sink is 3D pnnted - from sand. “It was by chance that we came across sand
priming," says cto and co-founder Laurens Faurc. “Wc saw the opportunity to use sand
as a new material in the market."
Opportunities afforded by 3D prinung are many. Not only arc consumers able to choose
unusual designs that would be impossible to make from traditional ceramics but thanks to
the mechanics of the production technique, Sandhelden can also offer a range of one-off,
made-to-measure options. At present Sandhelden's distnbunon is largely limited to Germany
but Faurc has his sights set on showrooms in Belgium. Luxembourg and the Netherlands.
"Buying our washbasins online is not very efficient.” he says. The products' unfamiliar
physical properties make a personal encounter essential. “People hare to feel them."
Sandhelden has wider goals than broadening its market. Society at large hasn't seen
the full advantage of 3D prinung, says Faurc, both in terms of the scale at which it can
operate and the matcnals that can be put to new uses. The company is experimenung with
recycled plastics, many reclaimed from the ocean. “What we arc doing now is like a proof
of concept.” he says “Our goal is 10 make an environmental impact.” Auguctin Macollart
sandheldcn.de

With tins new backing, the original
founder* have taken a comfortable step
back from the company. Now wc should
expect to sec some serious hulking up in the
coming months as Freelcncs develops into a
serious global player Louis Harnett O’Moara

What'a your
favourite region
of Bavartn?
The castles
of Ludwig 11
of Bavaria,
particularly Schloss
Neuschwamrein, win
looks like it's straight
our of a fairytale.

1 fe

On a Thursday evening,
where would wc find you dining?
Enter the Dragon, a Vietnamese restaurant.

Viktualienmarkl or Kitfer?
I enjoy visiting both. I once lived near the
Viktualienmarkt so I've spent many happy
hours there.

Mode Made in Bavaria
Schondorf
When Caroline Laucnstein told
colleagues that she wanted to form
an association of designers and
manufacturers who create their
wares exclusively in Bavaria, they
said she’d struggle because of costs
(the couple behind Munich fashion
brand A Kind of Guise faced
similar scepticism, see page io).
“I said, ‘OK but I’m going to try
because it’s how I want to work and
how I think clothes and accessories
should be produced.'”
Lauenstcin founded Mode Made
in Bavaria in 2015. “I was convinced
that keeping production regional
was more sustainable and I wanted
to support the local economy," she
says. Lauenstcin fashioned a label
- a stamp of Bavaria - that is sewn
into every item produced by the
workshops involved. “People are
willing to spend money on quality
craftsmanship, especially when it's
close to home.”
The association comprises
seven brands: Lauenstcin's The
Rockmaker offers skirts and
dresses, Astrifa has been making
knitwear in Aidcnbnch for some
70 years and Pezzo hand-produces
everything from stockings to
bags. Ohio* Ashby
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Where do you enjoy a colfee?
The Monaco Cafe and Shop, a concept
we established with Franzmunchingcr at
Ludwig Beck last year. It has great views
of Marienplatz.

-

What Is your local media of choice?
llandelstoarr but I also cnioy reading
MONOCLE of course.
— .What are your top three bars?
The ITearthousc Bar, the Brenner
Burger & Lobster Bank.
What la the one
thing that would
Improve your
life in Bavaria?
I would like to see
. . ’ a Tramrapid train
connecting Munich
tth the airport.
What'a the best weekend escape?
I travel a lot so I cnioy staying in Mun
otherwise you’ll find me m Nurettiber]
Amsterdam or London, seeking tnsptr
What local brand do you most admire?
Franzmunchingcr. They make Lederhoscn
anJTracht fashion with a contemporary
twist.They arc very local.
/udtn'fbreA.tfr
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THE GREAT GLOBAL CONNECTOR
For more than five decades, Messe
Miinchen has been instrumental in
driving business innovation forward
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the state’s nature and its waters.
“For hundreds of years the Isar was
the main trade channel between
Italy and Austria-Hungary,” he
says. “It was the Isar that turned
Munich from a monastery hicksvillc to a metropolis.”
Today the riverbanks draw diousands of people to bathe
in the sun.
The 300km-long Isar originates in the Tyrolean Alps
and eventually flows into the Danube; for people in
Munich it’s less a body of water dian a lifeline stretching
from southwest to northeast. “On my way home after
work I pause here, jump into the river and refresh,”
says physiodierapist Lukas Kitiratschky, as he dries off
in the sun. Another well-known spot is Flauchcr Park,
with its pebbled shores and secluded bays. “It’s one of
the few places in town where you can be nude,” says
Max Schwindling, a student of landscape architecture at
Munich’s university, who frequently spends time here to
unwind. “Everybody’s relaxed and nobody judges, and in
summer it’s really enjoyable.”
Other parts of this capricious river are less tran
quil. In sonic spots, such as the Eisbach wave in the
Englishcr Garten, people even surf; men and women
with surfboards under their arms are a common sight in

that it overlooks The town dates

Take the plunge
Bavaria possesses an
abundance of lakes,
rivers and natural pools.
Here are a few more
places worth diving into.
WRITI It Jamu Whim
Tegcrniec
This is the name of both a scenic
resort town an hour by train or car
from Munich and the glistening lake

6

with
such
back historical
to the thgems,
century
andasisa filled
former Benedictine abbey Yet the
lake, with its clean waters and alpine
backdrop, is the prime attraction.
W'ulchcnscc
So vividly turquoise arc the waters
of the Walchentcc that some refer to
this lake as the Havanan Caribbean

75

minutes
out of Munich,
it is
(really). Reached
by driving
surrounded by beautiful mountains
and is one of the biggest and deepest
alpine lakes in Germany (mcasunng

200

point).
needs at
theitsBahamas?
nearly Whometres
deepest

3

Sylvcnstcinscc
This lake in Upper Bavana is a
swimming destination in itself but
in the surrounding Alps there arc
numerous Guniptn: small, naturally
formed alpine pools that arc known
as “nature's bathtubs". Many arc
shallow but look out for the deep
ones: you can jump oil' the cliffs into
the crystal clear waters below.
Wrtrthscc
For some of the warmest water
in Bavana head to Wdrthsce,
located in the Starnbcrg district
southwest of Munich. This is one
of hvc glacial lakes that make up
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KLAUS DITTRICH
CEO. Messe Munchen

Messe Munchen champions connectivity. Its
work goes beyond organising events: while
hosting Ispo Munich, the largest sporting
goods trade fair in the world, it offers an
awards scheme for young companies.
Taking place for the 30th time this year. Ispo
Brandnew provides a unique opportunity for
young brands to partake in this global event.
It is aimed at start-up companies, which-can
apply to win a place at Ispo Munich.
Another initiative by Messe Munchen is
at the ExpoReal fair, an international event
for property and investment Here Messe
Munchen hosts an innovation network, in
which more than 60 start-ups providing
exceptional solutions to problems in the
industry are invited to pitch their ideas to
the audience. The Real Estate Innovation
Forum is an open innovation platform to
link leading real-estate companies and new
technology enterprises. The winners get to
meet influential members of the press and
industry-leading firms.
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MEANINGFUL EXCHANGES
Insightful innovation
At Ispo Munich. 88 percent of exhibitors come
from outside Germany. To attract this global
attention, Messe Munchen established the
content hub lspo.com, which got eight million
visits since 2016 from consumers and sporting
goods professionals across the globe. Consumers
and manufacturers can work collaboratively
towards complex solutions via crowdsourcing
platform Ispo Open Innovation as it offers
an opportunity for the industry to talk to a
community of experts for technical advice.
Messe Milnehen's hvestreaming service, in
co-operation with TMali in China, adds value
to participation in trade shows at Ispo in China
and Munich. Livestreaming a private half-hour
fashion show can attract millions of hits. Messe
Miinchen also offers the option for products to
be bought through the hvestreaming service,
giving brands insights into successful products.
Companies at Ispo can present directly to a huge
audience, as well as retailers. Messe Munchen is
constantly developing this model, establishing
year-round online platforms for connectivity.
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For Munich residents, the River Isar is an integral part
of daily life; for some people it’s even a regular thorough
fare. Now the city is restoring die rivcrscapc - and a new
city pool is on the horizon.
Every morning, aheud of his commute, Benjamin
David not only checks the weather forecast but also the
water level of the Isar. Instead of taking the car or bike
to work, die 41-year-old social entrepreneur folds his suit
into a waterproof nylon bag und dips into the river, swim
ming 2km to his office in central Munich "This is where
we grew up, where we kissed our first girlfriends - it was
our space,” he says, “'nicy have since reinstated die nat
ural habitat of the river and it’s much greener now.”
As David dives into his commute on a sunny
Wednesday morning, lsar’s dcpdi is 71cm, with a tem
perature of almost 18c. "Ideal conditions,” he says.
“While others wait in traffic, I watch dragonflies fly by.
Where else can you immerse yourself in nature right in
the centre of town?”
Unlike cities such as Basel, where large numbers of
people use die Rhine to commute to work, swimmers like
David arc still an oddity in the Isar. Because of the cur
rent, swimming is partly prohibited here - but the rules
arc not enforced. As such, David relics on the Bavarian
constitution, which grants every citizen the right to enjoy

central Munich diroughout the year.
Further up, where the stream gets
calmer, we meet a dog called Lola
playing in the water.
To encourage more people to
swim in Munich, swimming com
muter David co-founded Isarlust,
an association that promotes
the Isarflussbad, a 650-mctrclong river-fed swimming area
between Corncliusbridgc and
Maximiliansbridgc that will, if all
goes to plan, be protected from
strong currents. Viennese consul
tancy Werner was asked to map
out the costs (estimated at €i6m to
€3201), and in July, a small majority
in City Council voted in favour of
proceeding with the pool.
Against all odds, the project
has united parties across the enure
political spectrum, from conserva
tives to liberals to greens. The biggest opponent is the
Social Democratic Party, which claims that people can
already bathe in parts of the Isar und that a river pool
would only be open in the summer season between June
and September.
"To bathe is not to swim,” Bavarian prime minister
Markus Sodcr of the Christian Social Union was quick to
point out, “and to swim in a river is a completely different
experience from going to a lido.” S&der is a strong sup
porter of the Isarflussbad, promising "a substantial sum”
in state support. That this approach works, he argues,
can be seen in Bern and Zurich, with their ubiquitous
Hadis, as well as the harbour baths in Copenhagen, which
attract locals and visitors alike.
If everything falls into place, Isarflussbad could open
as soon as 2020, welcoming up to 3,000 visitors every
day. “Ollier European cities show us it’s possible, so
we should speed up the planning now,” says Munich's
deputy mayor Josef Schmid, joking that, if needed, he
would even be willing to serve as pool attendant.

“While
others wait
in traffic,

1 watch
dragonflies
fly by. Where
else can you
immerse
yourself in
nature in
the centre
of town?”

the FGnf-sccn-land region. The
water ofWGrthscc - and the other
neighbouring lakes - is terrifically
clean and this spot is noticeably
quieter than some of Havana's betterknown swimming destinations.
Eibscc
This lake, known for us deep
blue water, lies at the foot of the
Zugspitzc, the highest mountain in

2,962

above
sea level).
Start
by
Germany
(lowering
at your day
metres
hiking one of the mountain trails
that encircle the lake before cooling
down in the pristine waters. If
you’re feeling particularly energetic,
hire a kayak and get your paddle on.

Don*t miss out
MONOCLE is a
magazine that covers
international affairs,
business, culture, design
and much more. Why \
not join the club? Visit
our website to find out
how to sign up.
monocle.com/subscribc
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STAYING IN TOUCH
Building relationships
Between shows, Messe Miinchen wants
exhibitors to continue relationships formed
by face-to-face meetings at their events.
Working with an advisory board consisting
of exhibitors and visitors. Messe Miinchen
works hard to ensure that the trade fairs
remain future-oriented - and that lasting
co-operation between brands and companies
is a priority for everyone involved.
Messe Munchen’s international reach
further enables the company to facilitate
communication and co-operation with its
Customers. Having a close relationship with
exhibitors worldwide through tradeshows
makes cross-industry matchmaking a core
strength of the company. Messe Munchen
strengthens ties by providing the best
ssible platform for start-ups and industry
ders alike to work collaboratively.
Organising regular forums for manufacturers
means contacts are shared beyond the
week-long tradeshows - and correspondence
continues every day.
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Klaus Dittrich is the head of Messe
Munchen, on organiser of tradeshows
for capital, consumer goods and new
technologies with subsidiaries in
China, India. South Afnca. Brazil,
Russia and Turkey. Messe Munchen
hosts International events such as
Bauma for construction machinery,
property show ExpoReal. sportinggoods show Ispo in Munich and
China, and IFAT for environmental
technologies.
Q What is the Messe Miinchen
platform trying to achieve?
A We want to champion the market
for creating matches for business
success. We arc not only a company
that sells spaces for exhibitions - we
would also like to establish yearround platforms for the different
segments of our industries that we
are serving. At the moment wo are
number 10 worldwide and would like
to improve on that position. There is
strong competition on a worldwide
level because number eight on that
list recently took over the secondbiggest player by CS5bn. Thai shows
the strong competition we face.
0 What sots Messe Miinchen opart
and improves your placo on the list?
A Fortunately we have a lot of
tradeshows that are the biggest
worldwide. One example, taking
place In April next year, is Bauma for
construction and mining machinery.
It's the largest show on Earth, with
614.000 sq m of exhibition space 200.000 indoor and the rest open air.
We established this show 64 years
ago. The second-large3t show we have
is Bauma China, which takes 300.000
sq m of show space. We also run this
show in Indio. South Africa. Russia
and Brazil, so we want to use these
shows to establish worldwide network
clusters in the industry.
Q How do you facilitate connectivity
between companies?
A We do cross-industry matchmaking
For example, one topic that came
up at our environmental technology
show was plastic waste in the sea.
We matched industry heavyweight
Adidas, who made the first shoe
made from waste plastics in the sea.
We have also matched electronics
manufacturers with fashion brands,
who have integrated electronics into
running shirts or shoes.
0 What U it that makes the company
such a global presence?
A First, we have more than 50
tradeshows and 10 of them are the
biggest and best in their segments.
At Bauma we host 600.000 visitors
from more than 200 countries within
one week. Second, since the year
2000 we have established spin-offs of
successful tradeshows in emerging
markets so that we can replicate the
same quality of exhibiuon all over the

Messe Munchen
mesto-muonchen.de

ReceixM,M,NSDFARA Registration
London, Tokyo and Zurich
serve fine coffee and snacks
- and arc the best place to
pick up the latest issue of
the magazine.
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Everything in
its right place

More affordable
rent than
elsewhere in
the city

How the Munich neighbourhood
of Isarvorstadt combines grit and
glamour in equal measure.
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Hub for quality
independent
businesses

WWTZR Haur Underhill photographer Gregor Hofbouer
“It's really down to earth here," says Korbiman Lcnzcr,
co-founder of graphic design studio Moby Digg. “Other
places in Munich arc too shiny and polished "The firm's
expansive offices arc located on an unassuming street not
far from the central station, dotted with Turkish super
markets and kebab sellers. “VPe have a lot of space, not
like other agencies,” adds Lcnzcr, whose offices span sev
eral Moors in a building that also houses an artist atelier.
Following in the footsteps of Berlin's trendy
Krcuzberg neighbourhood, the pattern of creative busi
nesses moving in to be followed by more upmarket
enterprises seems to be emerging in this southern part
of the city. Compared to more genirified areas such as
Gartnerpiatzvicrtel and Glockcnbachvicrtcl, Isarvorstadt
has the gritty urban atmosphere traditionally associated
with these kind of nascent creative hubs. It also encom
passes some of the city's grandest prewar architecture.
A short walk past the university hospital takes you to Off
Office, a design studio founded in 2015 by Johannes von
Gross and Markus Lmgemann, who met working for iconic
Bavarian designer Mirko Borsche. When the barbershop
under Lingcmann's apartment fell empty, the duo lumped
at the chance to renovate the space and set up their studio
within it. Their clients now include many of their Munichbased creative contemporaries, including designer Stefan
Dicz, whose studio is just down the street from their own.
“The area is super central," says Lmgemann. “It’s
about five minutes from anywhere you’d want to go but
it's not crowded - there aren't tourists everywhere.” Von
Gross adds. "It's also close to the river; sometimes wc go
swimming in our lunch break." He points out a portable
barbecue in the comer of the office that they like to take
with them on these excursions.

Velokrat bike shop
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NEIGHBOURHOOD 03 / LANOSHUT

Getting better all the time
Landshut has always been open to new
ideas - and it’s a legacy that endures.

fW

WRITER Hester Underhill PHOTOGRAPHER Gregor Hofkauer
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NEIGHBOURHOOD 02 / NUREMBERG
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Impressive turnaround
Once a no-go area, Gostenhof has become a
go-to destination for culture and creatives.
WRITER Heller Underhill PHOTOORATHER Gregor llo/hauer
With a population of just over 500,000 residents, Bavaria's
second city of Nuremberg has been busy making a name
for itself as one of the region’s most important cultural
centres. This is helped by the presence of several prom
inent art and design schools, and nowhere in the city is
more desirable for their students to live than the city’s
southwestern neighbourhood of Gostenhof, or Goho.
Dubbed the Brooklyn of Nuremberg, this multicul
tural area is full of the classic markers of urban regener
ation, such as galleries, yoga studios, vegan cafes and the
obligatory third-wave coffee institutions. “It’s fun here
and it's the new up-and-coming spot,” says South African
photographer Leroy, who works part time as a barista in
Gostenhofs Mnchhoerndl cafe and coffee roaster. “We’re
a super international team," he adds,
pointing out his colleagues from the
Netherlands and Guatemala.
“The area has changed so much
over the past few years," says long
term Gostenhof resident Heikc
Stahl, who opened cafe Salon Regina
back in 2004; it's grown to become
a centre for creative activity in the
neighbourhood. As co-founder
of the Schanzcnbrau beer garden
across the street, Stahl’s inMuencc on
the area has been significant. “When
I first moved here family members
told me, ‘Don’t go to Gostenhof!’
They thought it was an undesirable
and dangerous part of town,” says
Stahl. “But now, even in the past five
years or so, there's so much life here
- and so much going on.”

26

Once the capital of Bavaria, I jndshut boasts a perfectly
preserved old town full of winding cobbled streets, photo
genic squares lined by colourful facades and the impres
sive Saint Martin’s church, complete with the tallest brick
tower in the world. It's all presided over by the hilltop
Trausnitz castle, former home to the Bavarian royal family.
“'ITiis is a really special place," says Markus Ncuber,
managing director of Landshut architecture firm ALN". He
was born and raised in the town and his practice is in
an angular Corten steel-clad office that was completed
last year; sat on a hillside just outside the old town, it’s
nestled discreetly between ancient barns decorated with
ornate wooden carvings. For a firm such as Neubcr's,
l-mdsliui is conveniently situated just an hour by train
from Munich and closer to the airport than the centre
of the new Bavanan capital. As well as doing the tricky
job of introducing contemporary architecture to this
overwhelmingly traditional part of the country, Ncuber
and his team have also worked on restoring many of the
buildings in the old town.
Another layer of the town's architectural heritage is
provided by the work of little-known modernist architect
Willibald Zcilhofer, whose designs earned him the affec
tionate moniker Bcton Willi (Concrete Willi). Zcilhofer
is responsible for several brutalist housing blocks on the
outskirts of town, the circular Pauluskirche and a com
plex of slickly designed administrative buildings. His
inMuencc on the town means Landshut is more archi
tecturally interesting than many of the region’s other
towns, which adhere more strictly to classic styles. Earlier
this year, an exhibition at the Pinakothek dcr Modcrne
in Munich brought Zcilhofer back into the spotlight,
cementing his status as a modernist pioneer.

Picturesque town with
perfectly preserved
traditional architecture

mi*

beer garden

Saint Martin's church
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Bavaria has some
fantastic drinking,
dining and sightseeing
options. We reveal some
of our favourite spots
to grab a bite, begin
a weekend adventure
or simply soak up the
atmosphere.
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OKTOBERFEST

Under canvas
358B

-4

Whether you’re a regular or
a first-timer, we’ve picked
our top Oktoberfest tents
for your delectation.
writer Mane-Sophie Schtvarzcr

Beer gardens galore
Where to go m Munich once Oktoberfest
u only a fuzzy memory.

y,jm
mi

Branch out

Scehaus
Watering hole
It doesn’t get much better than sit
ting with a glass of something cold on
the banks of the Klcinhcssclohcr Sec
in the Englischcr Garten. The beer
garden at the Scehaus is undoubt
edly one of the most beautiful and
relaxing places in Munich and has
the added bonus of decent food for
when the drinking gets too much;
the venue even has its own butcher
to provide the meat. If you prefer
your drink a little more refined and
available in measures of less than a
litre, cocktail purveyor Bar Am Sec
will set you up with what you need
in a casual and comfortable lounge.
Plus, given that the water is right
there, you might also want to take
out a pedal or rowing boat, both of
which can be hired (but perhaps predrink as opposed to post).
kuffler.de/de/resiaurant/seehatu

HOSPITAL!

Q&A
Rudi Kull
Rudi Kull, 1 Munich restaurateur and
hotelier, is part of the establishment and
has long collaborated with architect Albert
Weinzierl to open a senes of hospitality
outposts including the seemly Hotel
Comma and superb Brenner restaurant.
Kull began his career as a waiter at the
Rose Cafe in Los Angeles and then
worked under chef David Bouley in New
York. He returned home and realised a
dream by opening his first restaurant.
Buffet Kull, in 1996. Today, Kull and
Wcinzierl run tune establishments in
Munich, including two hotels.
MTe speak to Kull to find out about
his appetite for setting up shop in the
Bavarian capital Marie-Sophi« Schwarzor
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Park Cafe
Winter wonderland

Augustiner-Kcller
On the menu you’ll find Obazda
(Bavarian cheese spread), pork
knuckle and Srecherl/isch (grilled
mackerel). All arc excellent quality
and will sit well if you’re planning on
trying the Augustiner Maximator, a
strong beer. There’s room for 5,000
guests under the trees, which shade
the warehouse cellars and punters
alike on hot summer days.
augusnnerkeller. de

.Munich’s Oktoberfest is the party to
end all parties. It was first held in 1810
to celebrate a wedding and - somewhat
confusingly, considering the name - it
often begins on the third Saturday of
September, lasting 16 full days. Held on
thcThcresicnwiese in west Munich, the
annual event pulls in close to six million
people and pumps some €ibn into the
city’s economy This is where you’ll want
to be spending this year's Oktoberfest:

Q. What do you like best about
Munich and what do you think
could be Unproved?
A. Munich has many positive aspects. I
could start with its nch offering for
nature lovers: the riser in which you
can swim - unlike the Thame:
m London - and the nearby
lakes and mountains that
1 real s
givc>
freedom. I think it can
be summed up as quality
of life. There’s a great
opera house, football
club, it is safe and clean.
The greatest challenge in
Munich is creating affordable
living space.
Q. After I.A and New York, why U
Munich on exciting city for a
restaurateur and hotelier like
yourscli?
A. Moving back to Munich wasn't a
problem. I opened my first restaurant
three months after my return. Despite

1

Kafcr Wiesn-Schankc

u

Run by restaurateur Michael Kafer (tee
page jo) and sought out by everybody
who’s somebody. Paulancr beer flows freely.
fetnkost-kaefer. deloktoberfest

Hidden under the trees at the Alter
Botanischer Garten, the Park Cafe
beer garden is often overlooked.
According to the Beer Garden
Ordinance of 1812 (yes, it’s the
law) drinkers arc entitled to bring
their own food (but not drink) and
there’s an area set up for anyone not
wishing to avail themselves of what’s
on sale. While most beer gardens
arc summer hangouts, Park Caf6
also operates from mid-November
until Christmas, when you can enjoy
mulled wine and festive cheer.
parkcafe089.de

2
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Hacker-Festzclt
Designed by Oscar-winning set designer
Rolf Zchetbaucr, this tent has been
dubbed the “Heaven of Bavarians”; here
people dnnk Hacker-Pschorr beer and
dance on the tables to traditional tunes.
hacker-feiizelc de

Schottcnhamel
This is the oldest tent at Oktoberfest
and it’s where the mayor taps the first
keg; ironically it’s frequented by the
youngest visitors.
festhaUe-schottenhamel.de
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Hofbrau-Festzelt
With 10,000 scats, this tent is one of
the biggest and it sure has the highest
international following; it’s a cheerful,
cosmopolitan place that annually series
about 800,000 litres of Hofbniu.
hb-Jestzelt.de

Augustiner-Festhalle

sm,
the move from a big metropolis to
a smaller city, Munich has always
played at a high international level.
It has a good theatre scene too.
Over the past four to five years
the restaurant and bar scene has
improved - that has to be kept up.
Q.You always wanted to open
our own restaurant but
could you have imagined
having so many?
A.The dream was to run
a small restaurant. I never
expected that it would grow
to this extent but it was a
very organic process. The
people of Munich are curious
and have cash at their disposal.
It’s not easy to find the right
properties and the rents are high.
It’s especially difficult if you’re a
newcomer but things do fall into
place. Where the Bar Ccntrale is
today was once the bakery where we
got our croissants; when it closed we

28

VIU EYEWEAR STORES MUNICH

This traditional tent is popular among
residents and serves Munich’s Augustiner
beer alongside hearty dishes that arc
prepared by the Vollmer family.
festhalle-augusrwer. com
the space and
Q. What other projects do you have
lined up?
A. Wc arc working on a new boardroom
at the Louis Hotel and the Brenner bar
is being redone. If something special
comes along we’ll consider opening a
new space but we arc under no pressure
to expand.The older the company,
the more valuable it is. My focus is
to introduce new generations to my
establishments by staying up to date.
Q. What defines hospitality?
A. Hospitality, in my opinion, depends
greatly on the team and treating
people with respect. Attention has to
be paid to the quality of the food, the
presentation, the room, the guests.
The opportunity to make someone’s
day with a good meal makes it all
worthwhile. When the Bar Ccntrale
is packed or when the Brenner is
buzzing, that’s a happy feeling for me.
kull-kgde

)0 umJ

ReichenbachstraBe 38

Feilitzschstrasse 3

80469 Munich

80802 Munich

A
Travel guides: The
Monocle Travel Guide to
Zurich, Geneva + Basel
reveals an unexpected
mix of creativity, business
and design.
tnonocle.com/shop/
books

VIU EYEWEAR
SWISS DESIGN - HANDMADE

www.shopviu.com
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Monocle — Bavaria
Special Edition

a*hclpingsn*cad The Monocle
Drinking & Dining Directory for ihc
best in hospitality; thu porbcast
for a view on the year ahead; and
THB escapist for travel tips.
monoclc.com/shop

Clockwise from left: Ixindxapxi
turrounding SthLnt Elmau,fmduc at
Bachmair \Xkuuich, modern comforts at
The Hushing Memixes, eat outdoors at
Bayerucher Hof

Slake your thirst
Of course Munich wouldn’t be Munich without Schumann’:
but the Bavarian capital has plenty more to offer.
photographer

Holiday romance

Conny Atirbach

Bar Giornalc

Rooms with
a view
After a hard day hiking or sightseeing,
you’ll want to put your feet up.
WRITE* MarseSophit Schoarser

Bayerischer Hof, Munich
It was at King Ludwig I's behest that Bavaria's maiden
first-class hotel opened in 1841 and, since 1897, the
Volkhardt family has owned the Bayerischer Hof (pictured
6(7orc),This palatial hotel flourished until air raids in 1944
desecrated most of the building, ironically leaving only
the fragile rococo hall of mirrors intact. The Volkhardt
family rebuilt the hotel and, in 1992, Inncgrit Volkhardt
took over as the fourth-generation owner. There arc 337
rooms available, ranging in design from rustic Bavarian
to more muted contemporary tones.
hayenscherhoj. Je

First opened in 1862, Hotel BachmairWcissach is a cos
mopolitan affair rooted in Tcgernsce's history. There's
something for everyone in the 141-room establishment,
such as the rustic Krcuthcr Fondue Stubc (which serves
delicious fondue) and the Japanese Mizu Sushi bar and
onsen spa, complete with a pool and steam room.
bachniairsoeissach. com

Hotel Elch, Nuremberg
Housed in a sandstone building dating from the 14th
century, this historic landmark has modern flourishes
across its 16 rooms. What makes the hotel, named after
the Bavarian elk, stand out is the personal attention paid
by fourth-generation hotelier Robert Horka and his
family. It’s also easy to get around Bavaria's second-larg
est city from here - everything’s within walking distance.
Iwul-tlch.eu

Stcigcnbcrger Hotel Drei Mohren, Augsburg
As one of Germany’s oldest cities, there's plenty to
sec here and the best place to rest your head is the
Stcigcnberger.Thc 132-room establishment is a short walk
from the train station and, since its inception, the likes of
Mozart, Goethe and Napoleon I have come to stay.
sttigtnbergcr. com

The Flushing Meadows, Munich
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This hotel opened in 2014 on the top two floors of an
old telecommunications building in Glockcnbnchvicrtcl.
Each of the 11 rooms on the third floor was designed
by a different creative, including restaurateur Charles
Schumann, DJ Helmut Geicr and Cathal McAteer, the
founder of UK clothing brand Folk,
flushingmeadowslwtel, com

Coffee shops don't get much more oldschool Italian than this. Bar Centrale is
always full of life and the few scats on
offer get snapped up quickly. The coffee
is decidedly Italian (a doppio macchmio
is a must) while the breakfast menu
includes trametzini (triangular sandwiches
stuffed with all manner of fillings} and
eggs prepared in inventive ways. If you’re
after an aperilivo, try an Amalfi Sprit/ or
the stronger Negroni.There's even a small
lounge that serves pasta and snacks.
bar-centrale. com

r

Loretta Bar
Situated in the Glockcnbach district of
Munich, Loretta Bar is a little off the
lourisi track - which only adds to the
appeal. The small stop-m has a cosy
hideaway vibe and is as chilled as the
cocktails lhal arc rolled out when the sun
goes down.The after-dark drinks make
it a great place to start an evening but the
cracking coffee and low lighting mean
dial it's lust as good for morning-after
recovery. Order a panini or slice of cake
for a mid morning tonic.
lnrctta-bar.de

Lcs Fleurs du Mai
TVickcd away on the first floor of flic
popular Schumann’» bar-restaurant, Les
Fleurs du Mol is the very essence of a
cocktail bar, with jam playing quietly in
die background.The space is inlimntc,
with room for no more than about 20
guests, and the large wooden table that
dominates flic bar encourages socialising.
The drinks are excellent but it's the
showmanship that's the winner here. The
bartenders mix the classics with precision,
offering their own subllc twists.
schuntanm.de

Goldcne Bar

This historic hotel headed by Dietmar Mullcr-Elmau (sec
Comment,page //), is a sanctuary 100km soudt of Munich.
There arc two places to stay; The Hideaway and the
Retreat. The former has 115 guest rooms and is housed in
the original castle. The Retreat sits on a hilltop overlook
ing the casde. With restaurants serving seasonal food, an
extensive wellness area, a Concert hall and library, this is
more titan a hotel - it’s a cultural and culinary experience.
ichlosi-elman.de

HOSPITALITY

My Bavaria with:
Michael Kafer,

was incredibly exciting. Sometimes dm
city is almost too perfect. Munich has no
empty spaces for creation or affordable

Michael Kilcr is the owner of ihc
delicatcsscn-and-rcstauram brand Kafer,
which has been t family-run Munich
institution since 1930. Here
what he likes best about

restaurateur
Mountain* or lakeside!
Mountolns aiul lakes; in IT,
you'll And both.

EngUschcr Garten or Hicrgarten?
Ilnglischer Gnnen because I live nearby.
It's lovely for leisurely walk,.
What's your favourite neighbourhood
in Masuria?

On uThursday evening, where
lire we most likely to find you
dining?
Let me reply diplomatically. I enjoy
dining ai home with friends but a
classic spot is the L'Osieria widi
it* lovely courtyard.

Vlktuullcnnmrkl or Kafer - why are
wc even asking?
Definitely Kafer but to be honest 1 want to
say both. The Viktualicnmarkt embodies
Munich but Kafer is more exciting when
ll comes to shopping for deli produce,

30.

Where would we And you cnjoyini
coffee on a Saturday morning?
Kafcr's Bistro sipping a cappuccino.
What is your local media of choice?
Munich papers, such as the Suddeutsche
Zeitung, Bill and Te.

Bamberg is more than the idyllic
place that it appears on the surface.
The town is a Unesco World Heritage
spot (Bavaria has its share), located
atop a series of seven hills where the
Main and Rcgnit-/. rivers meet. It’s
a quick hop from Nuremberg and
not far from Munich, so it's a pop
ular stopover for weekend visitors.
From rose gardens at the Neuc
Rcsidcnz to the town hall located in
the middle of the river, there's a lot
to see in Bamberg, and even more
to drink.
Bamberg has always been Bavaria's
beer central. Hundreds of years of
beer brewing history here arc the
foundation for one of Germany’s
most exciting craft-brewing scenes.
The best place to sample the finest
are the Kellers (cellars) of the city,
where beer was stored under chest
nut trees to keep cool. The trees now
keep people comfortable outside
during the sun-filled summers, as
they sip brews such as the local spe
cialty smoky beers. Many Bamberg
beers nrc not exported beyond the
region - though some retailers like
Bierothck arc making strides to
bring Bamberg beer to the world.
Weekend guide:

This bar al die back of Haus der
Kunst lakes its name from die gcildhued paintings on Ihc wall, created by
Karl-llcim Dallingcr in 1937. The bar,
renovated in 2010, is run by Klaus Sr
Itamcr, who honed his craft under Charles
Schumann. The classics are on offer
but it's worth crying his new creations,
with names such os Klaus of Pain and
Gintelligcncc. Durmg the afternoon the
caft-har serves lunch and die terrace Is a
Cool spot for hoi days and balmy nights.
goUcrubar.de

Schloss Elmau, Elmau

STAY: lloicl Ncpotnuk: A hisloric
overside property in one of ihc oldest
pans of Bamberg, ihc Muhlen quarter.
From here it's easy t* explore the town
on foot and the in-housc restaurant
offers a seasonal home-cooked menu.
hottl-nepomuk.de
VAT: Die Kucchc: While one cannot go
wrong wnh classic meat-and-potato
combinations, Die Kucchc's updates
to these stalwarts integrate regional
produce with flavors from further afield.
Octopus with couscous is a delicately
balanced option, while beef short nbs
with figs is savory-swcct and rich.
die-kueche-bambcrg.de
DRINK: Spczlal Keller; This hillside
brewery and cellar is now a restaurant
with an impressive view over Bamberg.
Walking distance from the city centre,
the restaurant has a lively indoor hall
and a picturesque terrace, and has been
making its smoked-molt beer since 1536.
SpCsial-kAler.de
SHOP; Mohrcnhnuti This department
store dates to 1444 and is known as “das
Haus fur tchkne Sachen“, or a house for
beautiful tilings.This plays on Bamberg's
history as an inland port between the
North and Black seas. Tea, design items
and regional specialties fill shelves.
mohrcHhaus-shop.de
VISIT: Die Bierothck! The brainchild
of entrepreneur Christian Klcmenz,
Bierothck stocks more than 500 beers
from Germany and abroad. Would-bc
brewers can get advice from staff, who can
ship beer nearly anywhere in the world.
bterothek.de

ta
llest weekend escape in the region?
I like to drive down to the Tegemsee
where wc have a house Back in the
1800s the dukes would eat side by side
with huntsmen; that perfeedy describe*
Tegcrnscc. Everyone is equal.

Top three bars?
Schumann's is a classic. The
Hcardiousc Bar and Fox in
Moxvorstadt are good loo.

3-

Tegcrnscc

Jf What do you like best about

‘

living
in with
Munich?
It's lively
a strong economy
and infrastructure. There's a
level of imcmationality that you
wouldn't expect.
fnnkott-kaefcr.de

It’s hard to decide what's more cap
tivating about this beautiful hamlet the landscape or the human attempts
to top it. Considered the crown jewel
of Germany’s “Romantic Road” trail,
Fusscn is best known for its proxim
ity 10 Ncuschwansiein, the castle
that famously inspired Disneyland's
most recognisable attraction.
Fusscn was settled by the Romans
along a key trade route through
the Alps. The strategic location
later played a role in the spread of
Christianity, the legacies of which
are the 9th century' St Mang’s Abbey
and imposing bishop's palace, the
High Castle, These buildings rise
above narrow medieval streets that
offer up clues to life in what was
once a bustling trade hub.
Always in sight are the main attrac
tions; two castles that once belonged
to Bavaria's kings. Schloss Hohcnschwangau, built by Maximilian
II, seems to cower in the shadow
of Schloss Ncuschwanstcin, built
on a crag above it by his eccentric
son Ludwig II. He could never have
known that the palace would come
to fuel a robust tourism industry
from which the state of Bavaria prof
its enormously.
Weekend guide;
stay :

Mein Ucbcr Schwtui: These
handsomely appointed holiday
apartments in the old city centre
comprise two Jugcndsril villas and a
medieval lower house. Book early to snag
the unique three-story tower, which the
owners claim is the oldest still standing
along the city wall.
metnheberschscan. de
coffee: Madame l'lasch: Cosy up
with homemade sweets and coffee in the
velvety nooks packed into this nostalgic
1920s-sty!c establishment.
madame-pluesch.de
drink: Bier Souvenir: These two tiny
shops carry more than 60 tasty regional
brews, along with other quirky bccr-

Tegcrnscc is named after the lake on
whose shores it was founded. It lies
48km southeast of Munich in the
town of Micsbach and it’s a common
custom to spend the weekend here.
Thanks to its Benedictine abbey,
Tegcrnscc has always been a hub for
art, crafts, culture - and good beer.
The Hcrzoglichcs Brdusluberl, one
of Germany’s oldest breweries, con
tinues the tradition initiated by the
monks and serves some of the best
beer in the baroque-style Tegcrnscc
Castle, which the old monastery
buildings arc known as.
Not far away lies the Gmund paper
factory which exports its products
around the globe. But, while inde
pendent businesses thrive, the real
draw is the town's scenery. Nestled
in a valley and surrounded by the
Alps, Tegemsee is a beautiful desti
nation year-round. In the summer,
its lake attracts boats, windsurfers
and swimmers, while its moun
tains are good for hikes up to the
Baumgartcnschncid. In the winter,
it’s an excellent base for skiing and
when the lake freezes over it becomes
an arena for icc skaters. Sample the
Steckerlfisch - fish grilled on a slick for an authentic experience.
Weekend guide:
stay:

Althoff Seehutcl CTbcrfahrt: Few
placet can beat this five-star hotel’s view.
Located on the banks of Lake Tegcrnscc,
this institution has a long history dating
back to 1837. Its room, and Michclinstarred restaurant Oberfahrt offer
stunung views of the lake.
tee/iotcl-tuberfahrtcom
BREAKFAST: GasthofHerzog
Maximilian: Hosts Alois and Martina
Gartcnlcitncr and chef Tobias Kruger
serve traditional Bavarian dishes in this
newly reopened gem.
gasthof-maximihan.de
LUNCH: Ftschcrcl Bistro:This bistro is
right on the shores of the lake and Serves
outstanding fish dishes.
fiseherei-ugenue.com
dinner: Gut Kaltcnbrunn: Based on
the northern shores of the lake, this
historic estate run by K5fcr has been
serving hearty Alpine dishes cooked with
regional produce since 2015.
feinkost-kaefer.delgutkallenbrunn
Drinks: Hcrzoglichcs Brflustqberl;
The current brewery has been here since
1675 and, besides enjoying the beer,
it’s worth checking out the stunning
Tegemsee Castle in which it is housed.
bmustuberl.de
visit: OlnfGlubransson Museum:
A contemporary museum dedicated
to the Norwegian caricaturist Olaf
Glubransson who settled here in 1929.
olaf-gulbransson-mitseum. de
SHOP: Gmund;The Bfitlcnpapierfabrik
Gmund is a paper manufacturer. Browse
its acclaimed range in its factory shop.
gmund. com

grab a bottle to go and toast Germany's
open-container laws.
bicrsouivnir.com
7um Ilcchtcnt Fill up on regional
organic Schmankcrt - that's Bavarian
for delicacies - in one of flits hotel’s six
dining halls.
hotel-hechten.com
SHOP. Markthnllc: Grab a snack
and peruse local foodstuffs at this
atmospheric little market inside a
former fire house.
Schrannengasse 12
visit: TegelbcrgtTakc the lift to the lop
of this 1,881-mcirc peak to find grand
panoramas and a literal jumping-off
point for various adventures: hike, climb,
sled, ski or lake it to the next level and
orchestrate your own “Flight of the
Valkyries” on a parughding tour.
bat:

it
One thing thut would
Improve your life here?
A good avant-garde art scene.
In die 19701 Munich'!

Krinen Allen. Jessica Bridget Or Marie-Sophte Schtcarzer

Allyear round

Bar Centrale

BachmairWcissach, Tcgernsec

'

Escape everyday life with a weekend break to the stunning landscapes of
Bavaria’s Alpine towns. There’s something for everyone, including fairytale
castles, Unesco World Heritage sites and numerous sporting hotspots.

With iu distinctly Italian feel. Bar
Giomale is a class apart from flic nearby
tourist traps The inlcnor design recalls
early-i96os Milan - think wood panels
and lcadier scats in the restaurant and
old-school stools in the bar - while the
terrace lends a breakfast-by-dic-Adnatic
air to proceedings. The weekend brunch
is generous and the small bites arc
perennially popular. For bigger appetites
the focus is on rrafforw-atyle dishes.
bar-gtomale.com

3
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Garmisch-Partenkirchen

Double the fun
Riding the Deutsche Bahn up into
Garmisch-Partcnkirchcn during
a snowstorm delivers a small slice
of the Alpine sublime. The towns
have long been a go-to home for
winter-sports enthusiasts. The link
dates back to the 1936 Olympic bid
by Germany under Hitler: one town
alone could not accommodate spec
tators and thu3 the two were joined.
This history is on display in form of
the National Socialist architecture
of the Stadion Olympiaschanzc at
the bottom of the Olympic ski jump.
The two towns also offer access to
Zugspitzc, Germany’s highest peak.
Garmisch is now an unapologetically contemporary town. In
older Partenkirchcn, cobblestone
roads arc fronted by small shops
and restaurants. In both, LQftl-style
frescoes adorn the buildings and
regional Bavnrian cuisine is available
everywhere you look.
After the ski slopes close for the
season, the area becomes a pop
ular destination for hikers and
mountain bikers, lured by the great
views. The blue-and-white Bavarian
skies arc often visible in GarmischPartenkirchen even when things in
the city are under low-cloud cover.
Weekend guide;
Stay : Da* Gruscck: Thi* modem
mountain wellness hotel has expansive
views and an impressive outdoor pool.
das-graseek.de
stav . Stnudnchcrliof Hotel: This
hotel is in the centre of the joined
towns and serves those who want both
contemporary service and amenities with
Alpine style. Exposed wood, thick dureu
and red accents deliver a comfortable
stay in the historic building.
stoudoeherhof.de
EAT. Restaurant Husart Refined
Bavarian cuisine is matched by an
ornately painted facade dating from
the early 1800s. Fresh-water fish and
local game are the backbones of a menu
focused on “handcrafted” ingredients.
A notable wine list rounds out the
offerings. Service is personal and relaxed.
restauronthusar. de
drink: BrUusiQberl Garmisch: No trip
into the mountains should skip a visit
to a proper German brewhouse. This
one is lined in knotty pine panels with
soft lighting ui the evenings. Classics
such as Sehnvtnshaxc (pork hocks) with
dumplings arc on offer too.
braeustuebert-garmisch.de
VISIT: Zugspitzc mountain*: The 40km
of pistes have enough going on even for
die-hard skiers. Lessons are available for
beginners but most of Ihc trails require
skill. Slope-side (esiautums and bars can
sate even hard-skiing appetites.The main
slopes are spread osrr three mountains
known as die Garmisch-Classic ski area.
2ugsp1tse.de

Slow down to take in the delights
of one of Germany's oldest cities.
The exceptionally well-preserved
medieval heart of Regensburg may
have earned the city Unesco World
Heritage status but the mellow
atmosphere along the Danube is
what makes it special. Residents
arc proud of the strcet-cafc scene
and will be quick to tell visitors its
nickname of “Italy’s northernmost
city”. A high concentration of stu
dents also keeps Regensburg from
taking its 2,000 years of history too
seriously. Still, the fact that it some
how survived the Second World
War largely unscathed means that
it holds treasures unmatched else
where in Germany.
The earliest pieces of architecture
arc parts of the old Roman fort that
have been incorporated into later
buildings, such as the main gate
just a block away from the impos
ing gothic cathedral. Dotting the
skyline are a number of other towers
that were erected by wealthy families
trying to outclass each other during
the city's economic heyday between
the 11 th and 13th centuries. It was
during that prosperous time that
the famous Stone Bridge was con
structed - a marvel of engineering
that has become a symbol of the city.
Weekend guide:
ITAv: Hotel Orphic; The exquilite
room* tn thi* former baroque palazzo
arc a* breathtaking as die view* from
die upper floor*. The eponymous bistro
below buzzes day and night thanks to its
excellent menu.
hotcl-orphee.de
coffee: Cafifr Goldcne* Kreuz:
Housed in the Great Hall of a guest
house dial once served Europe’s most
powerful nobility, thi* airy arched
cafe spare* no detail in continuing iu
tradition of royal hospitality.
hetei-goldenetkmiz. com
EAT: Hlstorische Wurstkuchl: Next to
the Stone Bridge, the self-proclaimed
World's Oldest Bratwurst Stand ha*
had more than 500 years to perfect the
sausages, sauerkraut and original-recipe
mustard that fuelled the stonemasons
who built the nearby cathedral.
tsurstkuchlde
drink: Altc Linde: There is no better
place to take in the Regensburg skyline
than from across the Danube on a beer
garden bench.
altclinde-ngensburg. de
EAT: Dampfaudc] Uli: These sweet
dumplings smothered UI vanilla sauce
arc as good as Oma i, the locals say.
1lampfnudel-uli de
VISIT: St Emracrnm Palace: The
Thum and Taxis dynasty made iu
fortune by developing the imperial postal
system, and then took up residence in
Regensburg some 250 years ago.
lhumunJiaxis.de
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Bavarian Ministry of
Economic Affairs.
Energy and Technology

What you didn’t know about Bavaria:

It is Europe’s leading ICT hub.

Munich

London

Paris

Source Mapping the European ICTPoles of Excellence The Atlas of ICTActivity in Europe by the European Commi si0i

.

••

No other region in Europe is richer in opportunities for ICT companies and start-ups than Bavaria. Cross-industry innovation
thrives here, thanks to the high density of fast-growing industries, including automotive, insurtech and mobility.
What’s more, Bavaria is Europe's economic powerhouse and leading manufacturing centre. That translates into unlimited
potential for your business. Start exploring Europe's top ICT location today. Our service is confidential and free of charge.
-»www.invest-in-bavaria.com
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Stale of Bavaria
US Office

Bavarian U.S. Offices for Economic Development, LLC
West Coast Division
sanfrancisco@bavaria.org
Phone: 41S.362.1001
101 Montgomery Street, Suite 1900 | San Francisco, CA 94104, USA
www.bavaria.org
The Business Promotion Agency of the State of Bavaria
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Maifest 2020 - Cities of the Future
Technologies shaping urban environments
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Join us

invest
in
bavaria

for Maifest* 2020, an exclusive 1-day conference

o

with panel discussions, demos, and 1:1 meetings.

Find out more at

U

maifest2020.com
Urban Mobility

Climate & Energy

Safety & Security

May 15, 2020 | Quadrus Conference Center
2400 Sand Hill Road I Menlo Park, CA
Bavarian US Offices for
Economic Development
Develo

This material is circulated by the Bavarian U S. Offices for Economic Development, LLCon behalf of the Ministry of Economic Affair , Regional Development
. mentand
andEnergy
Energyofofthe
theState
StateofofBavaria.
Bavari^,Federal
FederalRepublic
RepublicofofGermany.
Germany.Additional
Additionalinformation
informati ison.filewith the Department of Justice, Washington, DC

m
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* Maifest is a German festival celebrating
the arrival of spring, similar to Oktoberfest
in the fall.
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Date

From Whom

Purpose

Amount

8/22/2019

Bavarian Ministry

SF office:

$221,704.91

contribution to cover
office operating
expenditures (3.+4.
Quarter 2019)
8/22/2019

Bavarian Ministry

SF office:

$46,931.60

contribution to cover
office operating
expenditures (2.
Quarter 2019)
12/03/2019

Bavarian Ministry

SF office:

$110,791.05

contribution to cover
office operating
expenditures (4.
Quarter 2019)
12/24/2019

Bavarian Ministry51

SF office:

$194,013.30

contribution to cover
office operating
expenditures (1.
Quarter 2020)
8/22/2019

Bavarian Ministry51

NY office:

$221,704.91

contribution to cover
office operating
expenditures (3.+4.
Quarter 2019)
NY office:
8/22/2019

Bavarian Ministry51

contribution to cover

$46,931.61

office operating
expenditures (2.
Quarter 2019)
NY office:
contribution to cover
9/05/2019

Bavarian Ministry51

office operating

$19,871.94

expenditures (4.
Quarter 2019)
NY office:
contribution to cover
office operating
12/03/2019

Bavarian Ministry51

expenditures (4.

$55,395.52

Quarter 2019)
NY office:
contribution to cover
office operating
expenditures (1.
12/24/2019

Bavarian Ministry51

Quarter 2020)

$194,013.31
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FARA filing for the period Feb 1st 2018 - July 31st 2018
Expenses
Bavarian US Offices for Economic Development, LLC

1. New York office
2. San Francisco office
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Bavarian US Office for Economic Development, LLC - New York Office
Expenses February 1st 2018 - July 31st 2018
Expense
5480 ■ Bavarian US Expense
548000 ■ Payroll
5480001 ■ Gross Salaries
5480002 ■ P/R Taxes
5480003 ■ Health Benefits
5480004 ■ Retirement
5480005 ■ Service fee
Total 548000 ■ Payroll

86,353.29
5,113.52
14,616.82
4,215.28
1,912.50
112,211.41

548010 • Event Expenses

5,449.97

548020 • Travel

4,668.06

548021 • Entertainment

135.74

548023 ■ Office Lease Expense
5480230 ■ Rent

21,911.25

5480231 ■ R&M

579.10

5480233 ■ Garage
Total 548023 ■ Office Lease Expense

611.50
23,101.85

548025 ■ Office Expense
5480250 ■ Supplies
5480251 ■ Postage
5480254 ■ Database
5480256 ■ Dues & Subscription

260.71
35.86
39.74
349.49

5480258 ■ Bank Charges

12.00

5480259 ■ Misc. Expense

379.45

Total 548025 ■ Office Expense

1,077.25

548027 • Telecommunication Expense
5480270 ■ Phone

762.12

5480271 ■ Internet

120.27

Total 548027 • Telecommunication Expense
548029 • IT & other Elect.
548080 ■ Professional Fees
Total 5480 • Bavarian US Expense
Total Expense

882.39
75.72
15,925.13
163,527.52
163,527.52

back
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Bavarian US Office for Economic Development, LLC - San Francisco Office
Expenses February 1st 2018 - July 31st 2018
Expense
5480 • Bavarian US Expense
548000 ■ Payroll
5480001 ■ Gross Salaries
5480002 ■ P/R Taxes

137,514.13
9,750.66

5480003 ■ Insurance Benefits

5,813.00

5480004 ■ Retirement

2,550.36

5480005 ■ Service fee
Total 548000 ■ Payroll
548010 • Event Expenses
548020 • Travel
548021 • Entertainment

3,266.25
158,894.40
3,762.81
15,120.75
2,639.49

548023 ■ Office Lease Expense
5480230 ■ Rent

53,299.94

5480231 ■ R&M

850.30

5480233 ■ Storage

480.00

Total 548023 ■ Office Lease Expense

54,630.24

548025 ■ Office Expense
5480250 ■ Supplies
5480251 • Postage
5480252 ■ Advertising
5480254 • Database
5480255 ■ Automobile Lease
5480256 • Dues & Subscription

2,195.12
246.50
2,784.90
264.09
4,342.52
207.60

5480258 ■ Bank Charges

170.75

5480259 • Misc. Expense

7,072.04

Total 548025 ■ Office Expense

17,283.52

548027 • Telecommunication Expense
5480270 • Telephone
Total 548027 • Telecommunication Expense
548029 • IT & other Elect.
548080 • Professional Fees
Total 5480 ■ Bavarian US Expense
Total Expense

1,559.48
1,559.48
657.67
14,568.43
269,116.79
269,116.79

back
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